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ABSTRACT 

Assembly-oriented design offers great potential for product rationalisation, increasing 

productivity and reducing lead time and cost. It results in simpler and more reliable 

products which are less expensive to assemble and manufacture. To facilitate 

assembly-oriented design, an assembly-oriented CAD environment is needed to 

incorporate Design for Assembly (DF A) evaluation from an early design stage. 

Assembly planning should also be integrated to support the DF A evaluation. 

This thesis reports the results of research towards supporting such an assembly

oriented CAD environment. A novel approach has been used to deploy an Expert 

Assembler to support proactive DF A evaluation and assembly sequence definition. 

This is particularly useful, as designers are rarely if ever assembly experts. Based on 

the fact that there are several areas needing expert support in this assembly-oriented 

CAD environment, but that different areas have very different requirements and 

different knowledge is involved, the Expert Assembler deployed contains several 

separated modules. Each module is an expert agent devised to tackle a problem area 

that uses a suitable problem solving strategy, knowledge representation and reasoning 

method. This brings a number of advantages that are detailed in the thesis. 

The thesis presents systematical ideas for support proactive DF A, with the focus on 

support for part count reduction and assembly sequence generation. This is realised 

by three elements of the expert agents: Part Count Advisor, Starting Part Advisor, 

and Next Part Advisor. Part count reduction is usually based on dialogue with the 

user. There is little computational support for this issue in any of the DF A 

methodologies and related literature. This research fills the gap: it brings 

computational support for part count reduction from the early design stage. The work 

has also made new progress in assembly sequence generation. The Starting Part 

Advisor and the Next Part Advisor cooperate with each other and with the user to 

provide suggestions dynamically and transparently regarding base part and the most 

suitable next part selection in assembly sequence definition. Case studies were used to 

test the effectiveness of the Advisors. 
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Knowledge-based Expert Support in an Assembly

oriented CAD Environment 

Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Obstacles to Assembly-Oriented Design 

Today the global market for engineering products is changing rapidly. Many 

companies have been placed in the difficult situation of having to develop products in a 

short period of time because of shortening product life cycles and reducing costs. This 

brings the challenge to design quality into the product and at the same time to reduce 

product cost and lead time. 

An important and often neglected area in product development and manufacturing 

process is assembly. The assembly operation is often responsible for over 40% of the 

total manufacturing cost [1], 30% to 40% of the total product cost [2,3, 4], and 40-

60% of total production time [5]. It is often a labour intensive and costly process. In 

the automotive industry, considered by many to be highly automated, approximately 

one third of the total workforce is engaged in assembly [4, 6]. To increase efficiency 

and reduce cost, manufacturing strategies have been directed towards automation since 

the 1970s, but the target has not been achieved in many product assemblies, most of 

them are still manually assembled. Even for some automatically assembled products, 

some assembly operations have to be carried out manually. A survey of355 companies 

in the Federal Republic of Germany shows that the most important obstacle against 

automation in the field of assembly is that product designs are generally not 'assembly

oriented' [7]. 

Literature review and industrial case studies on products across a broad range of 

industries from automotive to aerospace, to scientific equipment demonstrate that 

existing products are being created with at least 50% excess of components and many 

expensive assembly and manufacturing processes [8, 9]. One of the case studies 

1 
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"Grating Arm Assembly" (see Figure 1.1) provided by CSC Computer Sciences Ltd 

(CSC for short), an industrial collaborator of the Ophir Project i
, originally had 39 parts 

and 59 assembly operations. After redesign, the part count has been reduced to 8, and 

the number of assembly operations has been reduced to 9 (Table 1). This indicates that 

the original product design is not assembly-orientated, with too many parts and has to 

use complex assembly processes. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1.1 Grating Arm Assembly: (a) Original Design, (b) Redesign 

I Ophir Project is a cooperative project between the University of Hull and Cranfield University. It is 

funded by EPSRC and supported by three industrial collaborators: Rover Group Ltd., CSC 

Computer Sciences Ltd., and Radan Computational Ltd .. 

2 
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Table 1: A Comparison of the Original Design and the Redesign 

Grating Arm 
Part Count 

Assembly 
Assembly Operations 

Original Design 39 59 

Redesign 8 9 

As much of the production process is implicitly fixed in product design, the designer 

plays a key role in the development and rationalisation of the field of assembly. If the 

designs are not good from the assembly standpoint, rationalisation of the chain of 

assembly will only be of limited success [5]. Designers should give attention to 

possible manufacturing problems associated with a design. This has been advocated for 

many years [5, 10]. 

Traditionally, the idea was that a competent designer should be sufficiently familiar with 

the manufacturing process to avoid adding unnecessarily to manufacturing costs as the 

translation of a conceptual design into a final product to be manufactured is sequentially 

passing from the design department to the manufacturing department with possible 

time-consuming iterations between design and manufacturing engineers. However, this 

has been discredited for reasons such as the increasing sophistication of manufacturing 

techniques, and the time pressures put on designers to respond to market needs more 

efficiently. It is, therefore, becoming recognised that more effort is required to take 

manufacturing and assembly into account early on in the product design cycle. 

Concurrent engineering design teams including manufacturing engineers are a better 

solution. However, such interdepartmental design teams do not always work 

harmoniously and many management-related problems exist when building and 

coordinating such teams [3, 11]. Besides, a systematic procedure is needed to enhance 

the efficiency of the teamwork. Since the 1980' s, Design for Manufacture and 

Assembly (DFMA) analysis tools [9] have been developed to provide a systematic 

procedure for analysing a proposed design from assemblability and manufacturability 

point of view. This reduces the barriers between design and manufacturing and results 

in simpler and more reliable products that are less expensive to assemble and 

manufacture. DFMA has been proved to bring manufacturing savings in many 

3 
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companies [8, 10]. It has been found by the user of design for assembly techniques 

that, typically, twenty to thirty percent of assembly costs can be eliminated when the 

improved design is compared with a 'traditional design' [12]. There is also often a 

saving of ten to fifteen percent on manufacturing costs as a result of design for 

assembly [12]. 

Three of the well known DF A methods are Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFMA method (BDI 

method), the Hitachi Assemblability Evaluation Method (AEM), and the ese Design 

for AssemblylManufacturing Analysis technique (eSe technique) - the former Lucas 

method. They provide a quantitative and systematic procedure to evaluate a product 

design from the assemblability point of view. 

Although DF A procedures are well documented and mechanistic, at present, it is 

usually carried out as a separate analysis task on a design that is essentially complete. 

Besides, it requires a large number of judgements to be made by the user, some of 

which depend upon the component design being substantially complete. Although 

some of the tedious data manipulation and calculation has been eliminated, and friendly 

user interfaces have been established, even the advanced DF A software toolkits, 

DFMA® developed by Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc (BDI for short), and TeamSET™ 

developed by ese, require a large number of subjective user inputs to determine the 

assembly-related part attributes. Another problem is that the importance of generating 

an appropriate assembly sequence within the DFA analysis has been overlooked [13, 

14]. Little if any construction assistance with assembly sequence declaration is 

available in any of the DF A methodologies, despite the implications for the results if an 

inappropriate assembly sequence is used. Automatic analysis of assemblability during 

design especially from the early design stage is still a problem containing many 

challenging research issues, such as: 

1. Product modelling from abstract to detail: to represent assembly information from 

an early stage in the design process; 

2. Assembly planning parallel with the product design: assembly sequence and 

assembly operations, such as the type of handling/feeding, gripping, and insertion, 

can drastically influence assemblability [15]; 

4 
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3. Process knowledge representation and application in design environment; 

4. Data interrogation and reasoning support. 

However, assemblability evaluation in the production stage or towards the end of the 

design is not required by industries [I6], as it is often too late or too expensive to make 

substantial design changes. Besides, post-analysis tools requiring tedious user input are 

often viewed as additional burdens and disliked by designers. Minimising user 

interaction makes DF A evaluation more efficient. This can reduce the time and effort 

required of the designer, freeing himlher for more productive tasks. Thus 

assemblability evaluation software should be developed as a design support tool rather 

than as a reactive tool, to guide designer creating an assembly-oriented design concept. 

This requires developing a computer-aided design environment incorporating proactive 

DF A tools and facilitating assembly process planning parallel with the product design 

process. Such an assembly-oriented design environment should also incorporate 

assembly-related knowledge and expertise, suitable assembly modelling and reasoning 

techniques to enhance the efficiency of DF A evaluation by automatic inferring the 

relevant DF A and sequence data. 

1.2 Possible Solutions 

The product design process can no longer be viewed as linear, where a design is passed 

sequentially from the design department to the manufacture department, it should be 

concurrent: simultaneous consideration of manufacture and assembly-related issues, 

from conceptual to detail design. To guide a designer in creating an assembly-oriented 

product, through the entire design process, DF A approaches should take effect 

proactively rather than reactively. This requires: 

• Integrating proactive DF A evaluation and suggestive tools into the design 

environment; 

• Generating an assembly plan concurrently with the product design to facilitate 

proactive DF A evaluation; 

• Knowledge incorporating and application m the design environment, product 

modelling and reasoning support. 

5 
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Based on these requirements, an assembly-oriented CAD prototype has been developed 

out of the Ophir Project to facilitate assembly-oriented design. This prototype 

environment incorporates proactive OF A evaluation tools, facilitates product/assembly 

structure 2 definition and assembly sequence construction parallel with the product 

design process. The architecture of the system implements the data structure of the 

Four Layer Product Model, which comprises component and assembly models, 

component interaction data and assembly plans [17]. 

As assembly-oriented design aimed to bring all the assembly-related issues into the 

design process, it provides the best opportunities to tackle potential assembly problems 

as early as possible from the product design stage. However the descriptions of the 

physical components during the early phase of the product design are often vague and 

imprecise, and knowledge of all the design requirements and constraints is frequently 

incomplete, approximate or unknown. Such high-level descriptions of product and 

imprecise information make quantitative reasoning difficult, if not impossible. As a 

result, computer-aided tools for conceptual design remain sparse and few. Because a 

poorly conceived design concept can never be compensated for by a good detailed 

design, OF A analysis should start at the conceptual design stage. As a result, 

qualitative OF A conceptual selection methods based on criteria of OF A principles may 

be realistic and suitable [18]. As the design process goes along, a more quantitative 

view on the assemblability of the product, in relation to the amount of information 

available, is more useful. Furthermore, the assembly-oriented CAD environment should 

not only identify potential assembly problems as early as possible, it should also give 

suitable advice about remedies. This may require many aspects of knowledge and 

experience accumulated from human design and manufacturing activities. However, 

how can the knowledge and experience be effectively represented in an assembly

oriented CAD environment? How can a true intelligent computer-aided design 

environment be created to highlight problems instantly and generate suitable advice for 

each particular situation based on the knowledge and experience? These are still 

2 product/assembly structure -- a hierarchy structure to present components and subassemblies in 

relation to the overall assembly which is referred as product structure in terms of OF A evaluation. 

It is an assembly structure in the sense that it represents subassembly partitions. 
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challenging research issues, and they are the subjects of the thesis. 

1.3 Research Objectives and Strategies 

1.3.1 Research Objectives 

This research is concerned with investigating how to incorporate manufacturing and 

assembly-related knowledge and expertise into the assembly-oriented CAD 

environment outlined above, and how to apply the knowledge and suitable reasoning 

techniques to support proactive DF A, and product structure and assembly sequence 

construction concurrent with product design. The objectives can be summarised as 

following: 

• Identification of the development needs for assembly oriented design 

• Selection of suitable approach and integration of appropriate tools for knowledge 

representation and reasoning support 

• Creation of assembly-related expert agents for an assembly-oriented design 

environment 

• Application of the expert agents devised in related areas 

These will be achieved through several steps shown in the research strategies. 

1. 3.2 Research Strategies 

The research strategies are: 

• Reviewing literature and analysing industrial case studies to identify the need for 

proactive DF A and concurrent assembly sequence generation. This can 

consequently validate the Ophir assembly-oriented CAD environment 

• Recognising the trends of DF A evaluation and assembly planning from literature 

review and the results of knowledge engineering with experts in industry. This will 

help answer the questions of how to support for proactive DF A and concurrent 

generation of assembly sequence 

• Identifying which areas in the assembly oriented design environment need 

knowledge-based expert support 

• Devising appropriate strategies of expert support so that suitable methods and tools 

can be selected 
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• Choosing knowledge representation and reasoning methods based on the 

requirements of support areas and related knowledge resources 

• Creation of the knowledge-based expert agents for assembly oriented design and 

application of the agents devised in related areas 

• Finally, using case studies to test the effectiveness of expert support 

1.4 Thesis Structure 

In the introduction, the need for assembly-oriented design has been specified, and an 

assembly-oriented CAD environment which can facilitate proactive DF A evaluation has 

been proposed. After the introduction, Chapter 2 reviews Design for Assembly 

methodologies: the well known methods, the latest developments, and needs for further 

improvement. Chapter 3 presents a literature review of assembly planning with 

emphasis on assembly sequence generation. Based on the knowledge engineering 

results, the gap between industrial requirements and academic research is identified. An 

assembly planning system which best suits industrial requirements and early 

implementation of DF A is specified. Chapter 4 describes the assembly-oriented CAD 

environment developed by the Ophir Project in which product structure and assembly 

sequence are constructed concurrently with product design, proactive DF A analysis 

provides a quantitative view of the assemblability. Knowledge-based and geometric 

reasoning techniques are required to provide necessary support. It also describes how 

the knowledge-based expert support is fitted in the environment. Chapter 5 identifies 

the main areas and an appropriate strategy for the expert support. It further reviews 

several AI (Artificial Intelligence) techniques which are useful for knowledge 

representation and reasoning support. Suitable tools and methods are selected. Expert 

agents are created and deployed. Implementation issues are discussed. Chapter 6 to 

Chapter 7 reports the detailed work of the expert support in related areas: proactive 

DF A evaluation and assembly sequence generation. Chapter 8 presents applications. 

Case studies are used to test the effectiveness of the expert support. Chapter 9 

discusses the contributions of the work, presents conclusions and outlines areas where 

further research could be usefully directed. 
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Chapter 2 Design for Assembly Methodologies 

This chapter begins with a review of the topic and goes on to present methods in 

OF A, and then summarises the latest developments in this domain. 

2.1 Introduction 

Although as early as the 1960's several companies were developing guidelines for use 

during the product design process based on the gathered manufacturing data, such as 

the "Manufacturing Producibility Handbook" published for internal use by General 

Electric in the USA, the emphasis was on the design of individual parts for 

"producibility", and little attention was given to the assembly process. In the 1970s, 

DFMA became a topic when manufacturing strategies were being directed towards 

automation, however significant benefits from the use of Design for Assembly (OF A) 

methods were not realised until systematic analysis tools were made available in the late 

1970's. Most of the early work in the analysis of assemblability was based on the 

classification and coding of design attributes in relation to handling and insertion 

operation. The design attributes of the components, the relation between components 

and the assembly operations were used to estimate the ease or difficulty of the assembly 

of components. It was a breakthrough to find these assemblability methods at that 

time. However, as it is found that the sequence of assembling components has a strong 

influence on assemblability, more plan-based evaluation systems have been developed 

recently [15, 19,20,21]. 

The Boothroyd and Dewhurst OF A method (BDI method) [22] was developed in the 

late 1970' s, which grew out of the collaborative research on design for automatic 

feeding and automatic insertion carried out at the University of Massachusetts, USA, 

and, the University of Salford Industrial Centre, UK. It was first introduced in 

handbook form in 1980, and a UK version of the handbook containing similar method 

was published in 1981 by the University of Salford Industrial Centre [23]. The BDI 

method is aimed at minimising assembly times and cost by reducing the number of 

individual parts and optimising the design of the parts for easy handling and insertion. 
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The pioneering work of Boothroyd has resulted in several automated assembly 

evaluation and advisory systems [24, 15]. One of the earliest efforts of advisory 

systems is made by Jakiela and Papalambros [24] which integrated a rule-based system 

with a commercial CAD environment. This integrated environment restrains the 

product design to be created using the predefined features. When new features are 

added to the design, the system makes use of production rules to evaluate the design 

and offer suggestions for improvement. As the design progresses, the suggestive mode 

of the system works incrementally, offering advice at every design step. Hence, the 

design improvement suggestions are strongly influenced by the sequence in which the 

designer enters various features. Even though the integrated rule-based system is 

suitable for encoding knowledge in design environment, it is more difficult to use than a 

stand alone rule-based system. Li and Hwang [1] proposed and partially implemented a 

framework for automatic DF A evaluation which closely follows the Boothroyd

Dewhurst methodology. The importance of assembly sequence generation and feature 

recognition in automatic DF A evaluation is specified. The fundamental concept of the 

framework was in linking DF A evaluation technique with a CAD system. AI, especially 

expert system approach, is proposed as a feasible way of extracting some non

geometric and operational assembly features and in generating redesign suggestions. 

The assemblability analysis module and cost estimation module are a direct computer 

implementation of the BDI method. Limited feature recognition for assembly is 

performed, while the other information that will affect the evaluation is obtained from 

the user. The final result is a table which is roughly the same as a manual assembly 

worksheet. The task of automated redesign is presented as a future goal. Myers et al 

[25] has presented an approach aimed at the automatic evaluation of the manual 

handling time for parts in a mechanical assembly. Their software makes use of manual 

handling data of BDI method, and extracts component-level of data, such as size, 

section thickness and symmetry, from a CAD database. Because the scope of their 

research was limited to evaluation of manual handling time, it was restricted to consider 

the influence of assemblability on component-level factors. The influences from the 

interactions between components and the assembly process used are not considered. 

Sturge et al. have developed a semi-automated assembly evaluation system [26] that 

attempts to overcome some of the limitations of the scheme proposed by Boothroyd 
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and Dewhurst. They differentiated the factors affecting assemblability as component

level factors, system-level factors and process-level factors. They recognised the great 

influence of the assembly sequence selected on product assemblability. They also 

highlighted the needs to develop product models that extend beyond current geometric

modelling packages, to represent component interactions, and assembly process 

information so as to facilitate automatic assembly sequence generation, and automatic 

assemblability evaluation. 

Hsu et al. [15] developed an approach to design-for-assembly that examines and 

evaluates assembly plans using three criteria: parallelism, assemblability, and 

redundancy. They evaluate the plan to find the problems with the assembly. When 

possible, a better assembly plan is created by modifying the existing plan. If a better 

plan is found, the design is modified by splitting, combining or perturbing various 

components. Although limited in certain ways, this offers a new plan based approach. 

Besides the BDI method, the Hitachi Assemblability Evaluation Method (AEM) [27, 

28] has also served as a basis for development of automated assemblability system. 

This methodology is based on the principle of one motion per part~ a symbol mark and 

a penalty score based on the operation difficulty are assigned for each type of assembly 

operation. Finally, the method computes an assembly evaluation score and assembly

cost ratio. The methodology is common for manual, automatic and robotic systems. 

Another method, the Lucas method (CSC Design for AssemblylManufacturing Analysis 

technique) [29, 30, 31] was developed from the collaborative work between the Lucas 

Engineering & Systems and the University of Hull. In this method, parts are divided 

into two groups based on functional importance: "category A" parts which are carrying 

functions vital to the performance of the product, such as drive shafts, insulators etc, 

and "category B" parts whose purpose is not critical to product function, such as 

fasteners, spacers etc. The goal is to eliminate as many type B parts as possible 

through redesign. Analyses of manual handling or automatic feeding, and fitting are 

carried out on the parts. An assembly sequence flowchart is used to perform fitting 

analysis. The CSC technique is incorporated into the commercial software 
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TeamSETTM. 

Warnecke and BaJ3ler [7] studied both functional and assembly characteristics. In their 

method, which they name Assembly-Oriented Product Design, both the assembly 

difficulty and the functional value are evaluated and a combined rating is given. Parts 

with low functional value but high assembly difficulty receive low scores, while parts 

with high functionality and low assembly cost receive high scores. The scoring is used 

to guide the redesign process. The authors also suggest DF A evaluation should be a 

part of design process and claim that setting up assembly structure and determination of 

assembly sequence are necessary steps ofDFA evaluation. 

Sony Corporation claims to have developed a umque set of rules for increased 

productivity in the 1980's, involving design for assembly cost effectiveness (DAC) [8]. 

It reiterates that design for ease of assembly should be conducted from the conceptual 

design stage and before the detailed design. The improvement of a design at its 

inception is referred to as the concept of feed forward design. 

Kroll et al [32] also emphasise that design for assembly should be considered as early as 

possible in the design process. They specified that a qualitative approach to guide 

design for ease of assembly, such as using general rules and guidelines, is too general to 

be practically applied during design; but that a quantitative approach of DF A requires 

very specific information which may not be available at the time of analysis. Besides 

the quantitative approach may involve the time-consuming process of completing 

standard worksheets. They proposed a knowledge-based expert system approach to 

implement DF A. 

Hsu et al [33] proposed to bring the design for assembly analysis into the conceptual 

design stage to achieve the best savings by selecting a combination of design concepts 

such that they can achieve the stated function at the minimum cost for assembly. The 

problem of selecting the right combination of design concepts is reduced to a well

known 'set covering problem'. 
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Angermiiller and Moritzen [21] suggest bringing assembly planning (not necessarily 

fully detailed) into the design environment as generally not only product structure and 

component features, but also assembly process, such as feeding, handling operations 

influence OF A evaluation. They specified that knowledge-based expert system could 

be used to support the assembly planning and evaluation in design environment. They 

concluded that the evaluation of assembly process and assembly sequence could 

provide feedback information to improve product design. 

Furthermore, there are many researchers [24, 1, 25, 26, 21] who believe OFA should 

be incorporated into CAD systems to facilitate the evaluation of assemblability during 

the design stage although current CAD systems themselves need to be improved to give 

more support in design synthesis. Rosario and Knight have studied the problems of 

extracting feature information from a CAD database and then using this information in 

OFA analysis [34]. Eversheim and Baumann [35] explained that OFA method has the 

essential advantage to determine the handling, joining and geometry feature 

independently of one another. They further specified that OF A should be linked into a 

CAD system to extract related properties automatically and reduce subjective user 

input. They developed a design system that integrates functions for assembly-oriented 

product design, such as the assembly-specific evaluation function, using a commercially 

available 30 geometry modeller and relational database. Molly, Yang [36] realised one 

of the weaknesses of the OF A systems is that they do not analyse the design directly, 

but rely on the designer to correctly reply to the questions concerning the design and its 

components. They discovered the trends in research on OFM (including OF A) are 

towards the development of knowledge-based OFM expert systems using object

oriented programming methods, and the interfacing of CAD systems with computer 

aided assembly planning (CAAP) system using either feature extraction or feature

based design. A methodology and prototype architecture for an integrated CAAP and 

DFA system based on the use of feature-based design has also been described. The 

CAAP system accesses the feature-based CAD system using a neutral interface 

provided by Pro/Engineer. The disassembly sequence generated and the information on 

the mating features derived from CAD system are used for DF A analysis. Another 

computer based package on design for assembly [37] has been developed. It is used 
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interactively by the designer at the design stage based on a set of design rules and 

design guidelines developed for automated and robotic assembly. It is predicated that a 

CAD system can be developed to incorporate some of the rules and guidelines. 

Recently Jared et aI [17] presented an enhanced product model which comprises 

component and assembly models, component interaction data and assembly plans, and a 

DFA system that performs geometric reasoning based on the model. In this way, the 

DF A system relies less on user input. In this paper, based on the knowledge intensive 

nature of DF A and the need to update the analysis to take account of technological 

development, it predicts that it is likely that more future implementation of DF A will 

take place using knowledge-based expert system techniques. 

A summary of the literature review: Design for Assembly has been proposed as a 

systematic approach to improve product assemblability for more than 20 years. Several 

formal methods were developed, among which Boothroyd-Dewhurst DF A method, 

Hitachi Assemblability Evaluation Method and CSC Design for 

AssemblylManufacturing Analysis technique (CSC technique) are well known. A 

number of assembly evaluation and advisory systems have been proposed based on the 

BDI method. Rule-based DF A advisory systems have been integrated into CAD 

environment to give redesign suggestion on DF A. The resulted systems did give useful 

suggestions for redesign, but there are limitations and usage problems. However, many 

researchers believed that DF A should be incorporated into CAD systems to facilitate 

the automatic evaluation of assemblability from the early design stage and that the 

current CAD systems themselves need to be improved to give more support in design 

synthesis. It is claimed that DF A should be a part of the design process, and it should 

be considered as early as possible in the conceptual design stage. It is further claimed 

that functional information should be considered during DF A evaluation. The 

importance of assembly sequence generation and feature recognition in automatic DF A 

evaluation is specified. As not only product structure and component features, but also 

assembly process (sequence and operations) influence as sembi ability, a suggestion is 

made to bring assembly planning (not necessary to be fully detailed) into the design 

environment to facilitate DF A evaluation during design stage. Enhanced product 

models have been proposed to extend beyond current geometric modelling package to 
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represent component interactions and assembly process information to facilitate the 

generation of assembly sequence to aid automatic DF A evaluation. 

2.2 Methods in DFA and Success Stories 

Besides Design for Assembly principles, rules, axioms [38], and some qualitative 

analysis methods, such as Value Analysis [39], Product Design Merit [40], there are 

three well-known and successful quantitative assemblability evaluation methods. They 

are the BDI method, the AEM, and the esc technique. 

2.2.1 The BDI Method 

Selection of materials 
and p-ocesses and 
early cost estimates 

1-----.1 Suggestioos for simplification 
of product structure 

Suggestioos for more economic 
material and p-ocesses 

Detail design for minimum 
manufilcturing costs 

Figure 2.1 Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFMA Methodology 

The BDI DFMA method [41] (see Figure 2.1) emphasises that DFA, which helps 

simplify the product structure through part count reduction, should come at the 

conceptual design stage as it considers a product as a whole. Next, a means of 

quantifying the product's assembly time and cost should be provided. Each component 

in the design is rated for difficulty of assembly on how it is to be moved, grasped, and 

orientated for insertion, and how it is inserted and/or fastened into the product. After 

this, selection of materials and processes and early cost estimates should be conducted 

to make the necessary trade-off decisions between parts consolidation and increased 
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materiaVmanufacturing cost. 

The BDI method draws sharp distinction between manual, robotic and automatic 

assembly (Figure 2.2). In the case of a manual assembly, the assessment is based on the 

estimation of manual assembly cost using time data, which corresponds to a particular 

component design classification and operator wage rate. In robotic and automatic 

assembly, the assessment is determined by the relative cost of the equipment required to 

process the most simple or ideal design. 

Select the 
assembly 
method 

Analyse for Analyse for high Analyse for 
manual assembly -speed automatic robotic assembly 

assembly 
(Part comt _lysis, (Part count 8Il8lysis, (Part COUllt analysis. 
Assembly times and Assembly times and Assem bly times and 

carts estimation.) costs estunatiCll.) costs estimatiCll.) 

Improve the 
design and 
reanalyse 

Figure 2.2 The Boothroyd-Dewhurst DFA Method 

The BDI DF A analysis uses a worksheet. An example of a design for manual assembly 

worksheet is in Figure 2.3. The procedure of manual assembly evaluation involves 

identifying a two-digit handling code (column (3» and insertion code (column (5» by 

answering questions about potential handling difficulties or insertion restrictions. From 

these two digit codes, handling and insertion time (column (4) and column (6» can be 

found by referring to a chart of synthetic data. The total operation time in seconds for 

each part in column (7) is calculated by adding the handling and insertion times in 

column (4) and (6) and multiplying this sum by the number of repeated operations in 

column (2); that is (7) = (2) x [(4) + (6)]. 

The sum of column (7) gives the total estimated manual assembly time TM. 

TM=L(7) 

The sum of column (8) gives the total manual assembly cost eM. 
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eM= L (8) 

The "Design Efficiency" is defined as the ideal assembling time (3NM) divided by the 

estimated assembling time, where NM represents the theoretical minimum number of 

parts in column (9), and the number 3 expresses the assumption that an ideal 

component takes 1.5 second to handle and 1.5 second to insert. 

Manual assembly design efficiency EM = 3NM/TM 
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Figure 2.3 An Example of BDI Design for Manual Assembly: 

(a) Original design, (b) Redesign 
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The BDI method is documented in a handbook [41], and implemented as a commercial 

software package [42, 122]. The handbook took form in 1980. The software was first 

introduced in 1982. 

The BDI method is widely recognised. Much of the subsequent work on DFA is based 

on this approach. However, it has some disadvantages. First, subjective user input is 

needed. Second, it implicitly uses an assembly sequence, however, there is not any 

construction aid and validation procedure regarding the used assembly sequence. 

Third, little advice is given on how to improve the design. 

2.2.2 TIle AEM 

The AEM [27, 28] was developed by Hitachi Ltd in 1980, and aims to provide the 

product designer with some early feedback on the ease or difficulty of assembling a 

proposed design (see Figure 2.4). It does not make explicit the distinction between 

manual and automated assembling. This limitation did not appear to weaken its 

attraction for a number of companies in Japan and USA. 

Production design 

Easy NG 
producibility 

'udgment 

Easy NG 
producibility 

'udgment 

Production cost calculations 
(Cheap cost) 

Figure 2.4 The Hitachi Approach for Designing Products with Good Producibility 

The AEM assesses the assemblability of the proposed design or design concept at the 

earliest possible stage by making use of two indices: E and K. 
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E -- the assembly evaluation score used to assess design quality or difficulty of 

assembly operations. 

K -- the estimated assembly cost ratio: an indication of the assembly cost 

improvements. 

Assembly operations are categorised into approxiImtely 20 elemental operations, and 

each of them is assigned a symbol mark (referred to as an AEM symbol) which clearly 

indicates the content of the operation. The easiest operation, downward motion for 

insertion ofa part, is chosen as the "idea reference" and given a penalty score ofO. For 

each of the other more complicated operations, such as operation x, a penalty score of 

Ex that depends upon the difficulty of the operation (proportional to the operation cost 

Cx or operation time Tx) is assigned. That is: 

Ex= f.(Cx)= f2(Tx) 

Example of the elemental operations and the penalty scores are show in Figure 2.5. 

Elemental operation AEM symbol Penalty score 

r-'-l Downward ~ {) movement 0 
n n 

~ Soldering S 20 

Figure 2.5 Examples of AEM Symbols and Penalty Scores 

Besides the operation elements, factors which also influence the difficulty of the entire 

assembling operations are extracted as coefficients, e.g. 1'): influence of a succession of 

elemental operations for a part. So the penalty score for a part can be expressed as a 

function g(Eij, 1')ij ... ) in which "i" represents part "i", and "j" represents operation "j". 

After completing a worksheet in the same order as the anticipated assembly sequence, 

the penalty score for each part is used to calculate the assemblability evaluation score 

for each part, as in Figure 2.6. The higher the penalty score, the lower the E score. 

The highest E score is 100 with a penalty score ofO. The calculation formula is: 

Ei = f3(Ci) = 100 - g(Eij, 1')ij ... ) 
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where g(£ij, T)ij ... ) is a function which increases when the sum of the elemental 

operation costs for the part "i" increases. 

Product structure and Ei: Part E: K: 
Part to be assemblability Assembly Assembly ISSCIIIbly operations 

evaluation score evaluation score cost ratio improved 

~ 
1. Set chassis 100 
2. Bring down block 

and hold it to 
maintain its 50 73 1 block 
orieJUtion 

3. Fasten screw 65 

1. Set chassis 100 

~ 
2. Bring down block 

Approx. (orientation is 
100 88 screw maintained by 0.8 

spot-facing.) 

3. Fasten screw 65 

~ 
1. Set chassis 100 

2. Bring down and Approx. pressfit block 89 block 
80 0.5 

Figure 2.6 Hitachi Assemb/abiJity Evaluation and Improvement Examples 

The assemblability evaluation score E for a product decreases when its assembly 

operation cost C increases. The calculation fonnula is: 

N 

E = {4(C) = f4[L U;-I(Ei)}] = fs(Ei" N) 
;=1 

N 

where c= Lei 
lsI 

N: Number of parts 

Ei,: Assembly Evaluation Score for part "i" 

/3-
1 :Inverse function of "f3"; when Ei = f3(Ci), Ci = 13-1 

( Ei). 

IfE> 80, it normally indicates that the product can be assembled automatically. The E 

score is employed to simplify the various operations and not explicitly related to the 

reduction ofpart count. 

The formula to calculate the Assembly Cost Ratio K is: 
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N 

1: Ci 1: /3-1 (Ei) 
K-- _C ;=1 ;=1 /6 (Ei, N) =f.:.Jl\J N E' E .) ....::.....:..- = N 7V', S, 1, SI 

Cs fCSi 1:/3-1 (Esi) /6 (Esi, Ns) 
;=1 1=1 

where C: the assembly cost of the evaluated product 

Cs: the assembly cost of the standard product 

Ci and Csi: assembly cost of part "i" of the evaluated product and the standard 

product respectively 

Ei and Esi: Assembly Evaluation Score of part "i" for the evaluated 

product and the standard product respectively 

Nand Ns: Number of parts of the evaluated product and the standard product 

The assembly cost can be calculated from the Assemblability Evaluation Scores of all 

parts. 
N N 

C = 1:Ci= 1:/3-1 (Ei) = fa(N, Ei) 
i=1 1=1 

If K = 0.7, it indicates a 30% saving in assembly cost as a result of modifYing the 

design. The K score provides feedback on the advantages to be gained by reducing the 

number of parts in the assembly as saving in assembly cost can be achieved by reducing 

part count in a product and/or simplifying the assembly operations. 

The AEM evaluation procedure is as Figure 2.7, in which it is desirable that E is over 

80 and K is below 0.7. An automated AEM computing system has been developed 

[27]. Some AEM evaluation and improvement examples are shown in Figure 2.6. 
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Prepare the following items: 
(1) Products to be evaluated, such as conceptual 

drawings, design drawings, assembly dmwings, 
samples, etc. 

(2) Assemblability evaluation foon. 
(Referred to as the "evaluation fonn".) 

(1) Enter the part names and the number of parts 
on the evaluation fonn in the same order as 
the attaching sequenre. 

(2) Detennine the attaching sequence of the 
subassembly units. 

(3) Detennine the parts attaching procedures. 

(4) Enter the symbols for each part on the 
evaluation form. 

······0> Calculate EI. E. Ki and K. 

(1) Compare calculated indices to the target values. 
It is desirable that k be below 0.7, 
It is desirable that E be over 80 points. 

(2) Prepare proposed improvements: 
Find subassemblies and parts having relatively 
small Ei value, then attempt to reduce the 
number of parts N and attachment procedure. 

(3) A reduction in N sometimes results in a small E. 
In such cases, reduction in N is preferred to a 
smaller E. 

(4) When the design is improved, gradual 
improvements in E (20 to 30 points) are desirable. 

Figure 2.7 The Hitachi Assemblability Evaluation Procedure 

2.2.3 The esc Technique 

The CSC technique (former Lucas method) was developed in the 1980s as a result of 

collaborative work between the Lucas Engineering & Systems and the University of 

Hull. Following a period of successful use of the paper-based version, its first 

commercial computer version was launched in October 1989, and currently forms part 

of the TeamSET™ commercial software [43]. Unlike the other two methods, the esc 
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technique is not based on monetary costs, but based on three indices that gives a 

relative measure of assembling difficulty which makes this method more abstractive and 

can possibly be applied in an earlier design stage than the other two methods. The esc 
technique is carried out in four sequential stages as in Figure 2.8. 

.-----.,.--- Product Design Specification! 
I 
I 

-t 
I Product Design .! 

t 
~ l Functional Analysis 

I I 
I ManufacturingAnalysis I 

1 + 
Manual Automation 

Handling Analysis 
Analysis Feeding 

J 
Fitting Analysis 

Gripping 
Insertion 

Fixing 

l Optimised Design ! 

Figure 2.8 The esc DF AlMA Evaluation Procedure 

The "Functional Analysis" is conducted from conceptual design stage to simplifY 

product structure as a whole. Parts are divided into two groups in the Functional 

Analysis: 'A' parts that perform a primary function and therefore, exist for fundamental 

reasons; 'B' parts whose purposes are not critical to the product function, which may be 

eliminated or combined with other parts. The Functional Analysis is mainly based on 

three pieces of information about parts: 

• Does the part being analysed have to move relatively to all parts which have already 

been analysed for the product to function? 
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• Does the part being analysed have to be made of a different material to aD parts 

already analysed with which there was no relative movement for the product to 

function? 

• Does the part being analysed have to be separated to allow assembling another part 

or for its inservice adjustment or replacement? 

If all the answers to the three questions are "No", the part will be categorised as a 'BI 

part. The goal of the Functional Analysis is to eliminate as many 'BI parts as possible to 

increase Design Efficiency "E" which is defined in the CSC technique as: 

E = No. of I AI Components x 100% 
Total No. of Components 

It is desirable that the Design Efficiency E >= 60%. 

After the Functional Analysis, selection of materials and processes and early 

manufacturing cost estimates is conducted in "Manufacturing Analysis" to make the 

necessary trade-off decisions between parts consolidation and increased 

material/manufacturing cost. The formula to calculate the Manufacturing Cost Index, 

Mi is: 

Mi= Rc xPc +Mc 

Where Rc is the relative cost which compares the actual design to that of the ideal. 

Therefore, a simple design ideally suited for a particular process gives Rc = 1. Pc is the 

basic processing cost per annum for an ideal design using a particular process. Mc is 

the cost of the total material used to produce the component. 

Finally, analyses of manual handling or automatic feeding and fitting are carried out on 

each part. The CSC technique distinguishes between manual and automated assembling 

but not between various types of automated assembling. Handling analysis is used to 

assess the preparation (e.g. separation or orientation) of parts for assembly for manual 

handling or feeding analysis is used if the components are handled by machinery. 
N 

I: hi 
Manual Handling Ratio = __ ---!::.i=I!..-__ _ 

Number of I AI Parts 

where N: Total number of parts 

hi: Handling Index of part "i" which can be calculated from the Manual 
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Handling Analysis Tables. 

N 

~)i 
Feeding Ratio = i=l 

Number of ' A' Parts 

where N: Total number of parts 

fi : Feeding Index of part "i" which can be calculated from the Automatic 

Feeding Analysis Tables. 

The fitting analysis is based on an "assembly sequence flowchart". Of the three well

know DF A methods only this method has an explicit assembly sequence construction 

process. The calculation formula is: 

N 

ICGi + Fi + NAi) 
Fitting Ratio = --.!::i=:..-I -----

Number of' A' Parts 

where N: Total number of parts 

Gi: Gripping Index of part "i"calculated from Gripping Analysis Table; 

Fi: Fitting Index of part "i" calculated from Fitting Analysis Table; 

NAi: Non-Assembly Index of part "i" calculated from Non Assembly Processes 

Table. 

Each individual index in handling/feeding and fitting analysis should be less than 1.5. 

Equal or greater than this threshold highlights assembly difficulty for an individual part. 

The final ratio is used to assess the difficulties of assembly operation on the proposed 

product. Each final ratio should be less or equal to 2.5. Greater than this threshold 

highlights assembly difficulty for the product. 

An evaluation example using TeamSET™ software is presented in Figure 2.9. 

1 T0Q9_ 

Figure 2.9 Badge Clip Analysis using the CSC TeamSETM Software 

l]
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2.2.4 Success Stories 

DF A provides a systematic procedure for analysing proposed designs from the point of 

view of assembly and manufacture. It results in simpler and more reliable products 

which are less expensive to assembly and manufacture. It attracts attention on the 

complete product (or subassembly) as a whole to promote the ideas of part reduction, 

part standardisation and product modularization. It also highlights problems of 

assembly operation. 

By 1986, more than 1500 engineers at Hitachi had been trained to use AEM, and it 

was claimed that this method was saving millions of dollars annually [27]. AEM has 

been widely used by the Hitachi Group and more than 20 well-known companies 

around the world [28]. 

There are many successful applications of BDI method in defence, automotive, and 

electromechanical industries. Some of the detailed case studies and a summary of the 

results of 43 published case studies from various companies are presented in references 

[8, 10]. A few more case studies were added to make a summary of 62 applications of 

BDI [44, page 39]. 

In previous years, more than 1000 Rover engineers have been trained to use the Lucas 

method. 40 applications of the Lucas approach of OF A in automotive, aerospace, 

defence, and scientific equipment industries resuhed in an average of 470/0 assembly 

cost reduction, 46% part count reduction [29]. For over ten years, the TeamSETfM 

(software version of the esc technique) has consistently helped manufacturing 

companies deliver products to market faster, with fewer problems, lower cost and 

better qualities. Some examples of successful applications of the esc technique are 

listed in the TeamSET home page in Web [45]. One of the example is the redesign of 

Sonic Fluid Level Sensor Figure 2.11 which 

• reduced parts by 75% 

• reduced assembly cost by 55% 

• simplified installation 

• reduced envelope size 
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• increased the use of standard parts 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.10 Sonic Fluid Level Sensor: (a) before redesign, (b) after redesign 

Here a summary of l3 application case studies are presented in Figure 2.10 to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of the CSC technique: an average 52.85% part count 

reduction and 59.54% assembly operation reduction. 

No Of No Of No Of NoOf 

DFA Case Study Parts Parts Part Co(mt Operations Operations OperatIons 

Ongmal RedesIgn ReductIon (''0) Onnial Redesign ReductIon (0'0) 

g 
011 Pump 32 12 62.50 51 13 74.51 
Pintle Hook Mounting Assy 56 29 48.21 40 19 52.50 
Booster Master Cylinder SO 56 30.00 140 91 35.00 
~a.her Bottle assembly 31 14 54.84 42 14 66.67 
Locker Handle 53 16 69.81 64 19 70.31 

Solenoid 42 20 52.38 66 'Z1 59.09 
EUI Dl 51 41 19.61 84 68 19.05 

Pump 181 149 17.68 245 188 23.27 

Tandem Booster 78 59 24.36 92 54 41 .30 

~lperMotor 31 6 SO.65 42 8 80.95 
Staple Remover 8 1 87.50 13 0 100.00 
Trim Screw 5 2 60.00 9 3 66.67 

52.85 59.54 

(a) Case Study Data 
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Figure 2.11 Case Study Summary - Part Count and Assembly Operation Reduction 

When CSC Technique Was Used 
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2.3 State of the Art 

In recent years, research on DFA has been focused on the following areas: 

1. Intelligent Design for Assembly; 

2. Integration of DF A with CAD and Assembly Planning. 

2.3.1 Intelligent Design/or Assembly 

Shortly after the systematic DF A methods were documented in handbooks or manuals, 

software versions of DF A have been developed to reduce data manipulations, e.g. 

looking-up data, form filling and component-coding which may be tedious, time 

consuming and error-prone during analysis [9, 46]. Most of the software uses 

spreadsheets to quantifY the assemblability of products. As the conventional DF A 

software has the following drawbacks: 

• depends heavily on the experience and knowledge of the user, 

• is difficult to modifY, extend or update, 

• has no mechanism to explain the results, 

a knowledge-based approach had become the focus and is adopted by some researchers 

to develop intelligent DFA software [47, 48, 49]. Examples of the developed DFA 

expert systems are PACIES [50], Design for Assembly Consultation System [51], 

Expert System Aids Design for Assembly [52], Assisted Design for Assembly and 

Manufacture [6], Computer-based Intelligent System for Design for Assembly [53]. 

Besides these rule-based systems, there are examples using constraint networks to 

incorporate DFA rules [54, 55]. The advantages of using constraint network are that it 

provides easy ways of associating data and constraints within one representation 

format, with changes propagating throughout the network. This makes it a potentially 

powerful tool in modelling the relatively ill-structured DF A problems [56]. Also, one 

constraint may more easily encapsulate knowledge which would require several rules to 

express. However, the ability of expert systems to separate knowledge and data is 

useful when domain experts wish to update models of equipment or DF A knowledge 

bases without the need to reprogram the constraint network. Within expert systems, 

the functionality of the system is not so tightly intertwined with the knowledge being 

applied. 
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By definition, an expert system should be able to demonstrate a level of expertise. 

However, OF A expert systems do not always achieve this, giving little more advice 

than can be deduced from the alternative spreadsheet methods. Only some domain 

specific DF A expert systems which are limited to a narrow field of engineering, such as 

in [50], did achieve better or unique performance [57]. They can store and 

systematically apply a large amount of knowledge, which is in very few hands and 

normally acquired over long period of time. So knowledge processing is not meant to 

relieve conventional programming languages of their tasks, but rather to complement 

and extend them. especially for situations where accurate mathematical models or 

algorithms can't be established. For problems that can be represented by algorithms, 

conventional computerised solutions can be used. The advantages of knowledge-based 

systems lie in the speed of solution, in greater ease of understanding of program 

structure, and thus in an enhanced comprehensibility as well as simplified operation and 

maintenance. Most of the OF A systems, spreadsheet style or rule-based, use a three 

part method comprising collecting data, analysis, and output evaluation results. Most 

of the OF A expert systems developed require the user to answer numerous questions 

for elicitation of information required by OF A evaluation, such as the form and 

functionality of components, and how they interact. This hinders the expert systems' 

performance. Evidence from tests with both trained and novice OF A users shows that 

both manual and computer-based methods of analysis (including OF A expert systems) 

suffer from approximately the same percentage of incorrect data entries [58]. One way 

of reducing the error, the time and effort required of the designer is to automatically 

extract information from the design environment i.e. CAD systems. An early work 

towards the integration of OF A with CAD explored which data could be extracted 

from a conventional 2 and 2! dimensional CAD drawings [51]. 
2 

2.3.2 Integration of DFA with CAD and Assembly Planning 

Integrating OFA with CAD environment is also motivated by the following well 

recognised facts besides the avoidance of tedious and error-prone re-entry of data: 

• OF A evaluation should be incorporated into product design process as early as 

possible; 
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• OF A evaluation has a great impact on product design. 

In an integrated OF A-CAD environment, the product definition in the CAD system can 

be taken as the input for evaluation, and the improvement can be directly made on the 

product definition according to the feedback of the evaluation. Thus a proposed design 

can be evaluated from the earliest possible stage, problems can be highlighted 

immediately and any changes for improvement can be achieved at a minimum cost. 

In terms of application of OF A in early design stage, Timothy et al [18] tried to extend 

BOI method with abstracted OF A principles to support conceptual design, and Hsu et 

al [33, 4] tried to select a combination of design concepts from a predefined library to 

achieve the stated functional requirements at a minimum cost for assembly by 

calculating OF A index. of each design concept. Besides, most research effort is being 

aimed towards integrating OF A with CAD system. Regarding proposed methods and 

prototype systems, readers are directed to references [24, 1,25,26,21,34,35,36, 17]. 

Several systems and methods are discussed below. 

An early attempt to integrate OF A with a CAD environment in developing an intelligent 

CAD system [24] was introduced in section 2.1, in which a production rule program 

incorporating OFA knowledge was integrated with a commercial CAD system. For 

this integrated system, effective human-computer interactions are needed to input 

features for product design and to respond to suggestions of the rule-based system. 

Ensuring all design constraints, especially functional constraints, is the responsibility of 

the designer. It was found that design and coding of the rule base was somewhat 

difficult, but a fairly small number of antecedent and consequent routines are required 

to address many different problems. The facility to write any antecedent or consequent 

makes the rule-based approach very flexible. The integrated system is useful for 

encoding knowledge about design for assembly, but is more difficult to use than a stand 

alone conventional knowledge-based system. 

Molly et al [59] have mentioned that much effort is going into the development ofOFM 

expert systems, which would eventually be fully integrated into an automated design-
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manufacturing environment. In general these integrated systems should consist of a 

design tool (CAD), a knowledge-acquisition and storage tool, and an inference tool 

which applies the DFM knowledge to the design. The main areas of research involved 

should be knowledge acquisition, product modelling and CAD data exchange, and the 

application of AI programming methods (particularly the use of object-oriented 

programming). It specified that if a common application of the integrated system is to 

be built, it will employ at least some of the following techniques: 

• Feature-based design; 

• Adapting DF A to different levels of design detail; 

• Common data modelling (STEPIEXPRESS); 

• AI programming methods, probably using object-oriented methods. 

Also an integrated CAD-DF A-CAPP system which uses the above technology was 

proposed and under development. 

In several papers [34, 25, 60] algorithms and computing programs are developed to 

automatically extract geometric feature information from a CAD system database. 

Sturges and Kilani [26] further highlighted the need to develop product models that 

extend beyond current geometric-modelling packages to represent component 

interactions, and assembly process information to facilitate automatic assembly 

sequence generation, and automatic assemblability evaluation. Future research is 

directed to develop algorithms to determine the value of unresolved component-level 

factors, such as degrees of symmetry, and to investigate qualitative reasoning and other 

artificial-intelligence techniques for giving recommendation about design. Jared et aI 

[17] presented an enhanced product model which comprises component and assembly 

models, component interaction data and assembly plans, and a DF A system that 

performs geometric reasoning based on the product model. 

As touched on previously, the result of DFA evaluation is not only influenced by 

product structure and component features, but also by the assembly operations and 

tools [21], and the sequence of assembling components has a strong influence on 

assemblability [13, 14, 61]. In reference [13], an example of an industrial product has 

been used to specifY the influence of assembly sequence on DF A analysis. The 
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influence of assembly sequence and subassembly partitions to complex assemblies is 

specified in [14]. As a result, more plan-based evaluation systems have been explored 

in recent years to give re-design suggestions based on the evaluation of an assembly 

plan [15, 19, 20, 21]. To consider assemblability from early design stage, there are 

systems proposed to bring assembly planning into the design process, but in reality 

most of the integrated systems [21, 62, 36, 59] generate an assembly plan towards the 

end of design process. 

There are systems in which assembly planning becomes an essential part of the design 

exploration process based on replaying existing product designs [63, 20]. In a system 

[63], design for assembly is more effective and correct as for a particular sequence of 

assembly, different design alternatives can be created and evaluated. A computer aided 

tool [62] supports this integrated approach with an internal model of the product, 

covering both part and operation aspects and two basic views, one tailored to the needs 

of a designer, the other to the needs of an assembly engineer. An Interactive 

Operation Network Editor is used to handle the two views of the product. Any 

manipulation in one view is reflected automatically in the other view. The design of the 

product and the evaluation of its assemblability are in one view, the assembly 

techniques and equipment selection, the elaboration of the assembly operations and 

their precedence relationship are in the other view. 

A methodology and prototype architecture [36] for an integrated CAAP and DFA 

system base on the use of feature based design has been described. The disassembly 

sequence generated and the information on the mating features derived from CAD 

system is used for DF A analysis. 

Currently the development of integrated DF A-CAD-CAAP systems has become the 

main focus of research. Such an integrated system should be able to concurrently 

construct an assembly plan (not necessary to be fully detailed), especially an 

appropriate assembly sequence needs to be generated in product design process and the 

system should facilitate DF A evaluation at different levels of abstraction (from concept 

to detail design) to achieve assembly-oriented design. 
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2.4 Summary of Findings 

The literature review, the current state of DFA in research and applications suggests 

that DF A software and the basic methodologies need to improve in the following 

aspects in which the first three are essential: 

I. Reduce subjective error prone user input~ 

2. Take account of the important influence of the assembly process, especially the 

assembly sequence~ 

3. Improve DF A to suit the conceptual design stage; 

4. Generate suitable redesign suggestions~ 

5. Connect functional structure with assembly structure and DF A evaluation. 

To achieve the first, besides suitable geometric data and appropriate assembly 

knowledge representation methods, automatic reasoning techniques should be applied 

where possible. This requires: 

• Suitable product models to be established to represent not only component 

geometric information, but also component non-geometric information (e.g. 

material), component interacting information (e.g. mating information) and 

assembly plan information (e.g. assembly sequence, assembly operations). 

• Related assembly and manufacturing knowledge to be incorporated into DF A 

evaluation system. 

• Suitable algorithms and inference mechanisms to be established to infer the required 

information automatically from the product model based on the incorporated 

knowledge. 

To achieve the second, suitable assembly sequence generation and assembly planning 

facilities should be provided during DFA analysis. For an early implementation ofDFA 

in the conceptual design stage, DF A evaluation should be incorporated into CAD 

systems, and concurrent construction of an assembly plan, especially an assembly 

sequence, with product design is required. 

To achieve the third, DFA methods should be extended to suit different design stages 

from concept to detail, from qualitative to quantitative. The related product model 

should have the ability to represent assembly in abstract without too much reliance on 
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detailed geometry. 

To achieve the fourth, related expertise should be incorporated into design 

environment, suitable reasoning techniques should be applied for searching possible 

solutions to aid decision making. 

To achieve the last, functional model needs to be constructed, and they must be able to 

communicate with the assembly model and DF A modules to achieve a compromise 

between production cost and product performance. 

The Ophir Assembly-oriented CAD environment (will be detailed in chapter 4) 

supported by this research is one of the integrated DFA-CAD-CAAP prototype systems 

developed to tackle some of the problems mentioned above. 
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Chapter 3 Assembly Planning 

In the last chapter, it was concluded that early implementation of DF A requires an 

assembly plan to be constructed concurrently with the product design process -- an 

appropriate assembly sequence needs to be generated from the early design stage. In 

this chapter we review the current state of computer-aided assembly planning (CAAP), 

and compare the academic research with industrial assembly planning practice. There 

are two main objectives. They are: 

1. To find out what kind of computer-aided assembly planning system best suits the 

industrial requirements and the early implementation ofDFA evaluation; and 

2. To find out what is the best way to apply heuristics 3 to assist computer-aided 

assembly planning. 

3.1 Computer-Aided Assembly Planning Research 

A large amount of literature [64, 65] has been published regarding the problem of 

automatic assembly sequence generation, but no definitive solution has yet been 

proposed. Some researchers use structured questions to obtain partial precedence 

relationship from user, and use algorithms to generate all (geometrically) feasible 

sequences based on the established precedence relationship. They interactively edit the 

graph representation of assembly sequences generated to prune awkward or 

unpractical sequences, such as BouIjault, De Fazio and Whitney. Others use a 

decomposition approach, which assume that the assembly sequence is the reverse of 

the disassembly sequence, such as Homen de Mello and Sanderson, and use And/Or 

graph to represent all the geometric and mechanical feasible assembly plans. Generic 

algorithms such as AO· 4 [66, 67] are used to search for the best plan from the 

generated plans. These two approaches laid the foundations for the growing field of 

3 heuristic is a "rule of thumb" developed through experience, judgement, intuition, and insight. 

4 AO. is a heuristic search algorithm which provides a way of conducting a best-first search through 

an "And/Or" graph that is used to represent a problem space. It is a variation of A· algorithm 

which works on "Or" graphs. 
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CAAP research. Later on. observing the complexity of automatic assembly plan. many 

researchers try to narrow down the search space to enhance the efficiency of the 

planner. Some of them propose to generate good assembly sequences or directly 

search an optimised sequence instead of enumerating all feasible assembly sequences. 

Two solutions have mainly been used: constraint-based search and knowledge-based 

approach. Also connecting the planner with CAD environment is explored to 

automatically generate geometrically and mechanically feasible plans directly from 

CAD database [68, 69]. 

In this section, the state of art of computer-aided assembly planning will be presented, 

and the trends in its development will be described. 

3.1.1 The Lillison Sequence Method 

In 1984, Boutjault first proposed a method that generates all assembly sequences of a 

given product algorithmically using a predefined set of rules about the precedence 

knowledge of an assembly [70]. This precedence knowledge may have been used 

intuitively by assembly designers for many years. Boutjault's method begins with a 

network established from the information contained in the parts list and in the assembly 

drawing, called liaison diagram (see Figure 3.1), with nodes represent parts and lines 

between the nodes represent "liaison" s. The precedence knowledge came from the 

answers of the user to a set of structured yes-no questions about whether certain 

liaisons can be established before or after others. The questions take the single form 

(Li is read "the liaison numbered i"): 

Is it true that Li cannot be established after Lj and Lk have already been 

established? 

Is it true that Li cannot be established ifLj and Lk are still not established? 

The answer "Yes" or "No" represents the ability or inability to assembly a part to a 

subassembly judged by user from geometric reasoning. Based on the precedence 

knowledge, rules permit algorithmic generation of all the possible sequences for the 

5 liaison - a close bond or connection. In here it refers to any of certain user-defined relations, 

generally include physical contact between parts. 
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given assembly, and an inverted tree was used to document these sequences. As this 

method involves a large number of questions, it is limited to products with only few 

parts. 

Cap 
c:Jl CC= Body 

Button 
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(a) Component parts 

Button 

Head Thbe Ink 

Cap (b) Liaision diagram 

Figure 3.1 Liaison Diagram of A Ballpoint Pen 

To solve this problem, De Fazio and Whitney refined Bourjaut's method and reduced 

the number of questions to be asked drastically from 2L2 to 2L (L is the number of 

liaisons) [71]. However, it increased the complexity of the answers, and requires 

anticipation from the user. De Fazio and Whitney argue that when a production 

engineer or assembly mechanic faced with an unfamiliar product to assemble it was 

asked fewer questions, not necessarily more complicated, but more involved than 

Bourjault's questions. They changed the question structures to directly evoke liaison 

relationships. For each liaison i, the following two questions are asked: 

Ql: What liaison(s) must be established to allow establishing liaison Li? 

Q2: What Iiaison(s) must be left unestablished to allow establishing liaison Li? 

The user can answer questions with ''nothing'' or with a precedence relationship 

between liaisons or between logical combinations of liaisons. Also, instead of using an 

inverted tree, a more compact graph, called "Liaison-sequence diagram" or "Diamond 

Graph" (Figure 3.2), was used to represent all the generated liaison sequences. In 

"Liaison-sequence diagram", each box represents a state, which contains some cells, 

each representing a liaison. A blank cell implies that the corresponding liaison is not 
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established, while a marked cell (black cell) implies that the liaison has been established. 

Empty box in Oth rank to fully marked box (5th Rank) in Figure 3.2 represents 

beginning (disassembled) state to final (assembled) state respectively. Assembly 

proceeds from state to state along lines representing available state transitions. 

2nd Rank 

4th Rank 

5th Rank 

Figure 3.2 Liaison-sequence Graph of the Ballpoint Pen 

3.1.2 The Decomposition Method 

Around the same time, an assembly by disassembly approach (also called 

decomposition approach) was proposed. It assumed that the assembly sequence is the 

reverse of the disassembly sequence, therefore the problem of generating assembly 

sequences becomes the problem of generating disassembly sequences. This seems 

easier because the disassemblability of a part or a sub-assembly directly implies the 

satisfaction of precedence relationship, whereas in the forward planning for assembly, 

the satisfaction of precedence relationship may not be known immediately until an 

exhaustive search is complete. 

The most general method of decomposition approach is presented by Homem de Mello 

and Sanderson which takes a description of the assembly and returns an AND/OR 

graph to represent assembly sequences [72, 73, 74]. Using this method, each 

decomposition corresponds to a disassembly, and problems can be decomposed into 

sub-problems. The relational model that includes three types of entities: parts, 

contacts, and attachments as in Figure 3.3, is used to represent assemblies. Graph 
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connections of the assembly can be generated from the relation model. 
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(a) A four-part assembly in explored view 

(b) Relational model graph for the four-part assembly 
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(c) Cut sets of the graph of cODnettions of the four-part assembly 

Figure 3.3 Relational Model, Cut Sets of Graph of Connections of A Four-part 

Assembly 

The algorithm Homem de Mello and Sanderson used involves generating all cut-sets of 

the assembly's graph of connections (as in Figure 3.3), and checking which cut-set 

corresponds to a feasible decomposition. A decomposition of assembly is said to be 

feasible if it satisfies two predicates: 

• TASK-FESIB/LITY -- feasible to join the two subassemblies to form the assembly. 

It depends on a number of conditions such as existence of a collision-free path to 

bring the two subassemblies into contact, the accessibility of fasteners, and the 

availability of the devices to execute the assembly task. 

• SUBASSEMBLY-STABILITY -- there is a nonempty set of orientations for which 

there is a part p such that if p is fixed the other parts maintain their relative 
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positions and do not break. contact spontaneously. The stability of subassemblies 

depends on a number of conditions such as the gravity and the friction in contacts. 

It was assumed that it is possible to decide correctly whether a decomposition is 

feasible or not, based on geometrical and physical criteria. As the feasibility of 

assembly operations are considered during planning, the search space is reduced, and 

this makes the approach more efficient. However, there should be more efficient 

decomposition and search techniques that are implemented in a partial representation 

space, rather than searching for all cut-sets of the connections for decomposition of the 

assembly, as in practice, sequences are not generated exhaustively, rather the search 

tree for desirable sequences can be pruned during the sequence generation process. For 

example, it is claimed that an efficient algorithm has been developed to nnpose 

geometrical constraints during the generation of feasible decompositions [75]. 

AND/OR graphs (e.g. Figure 3.4) provide a compact representation of all possible 

assembly plans in the decomposition approach presented by Homem de Mello and 

Sanderson. The graph starts from a complete product and ends with a totally 

unconnected set of parts, where black and white squares represent assembled and 

unassembled parts respectively. Each feasible decomposition corresponds to a 

disassembly operation, and corresponds to a hyperarc in the AND/OR graph connecting 

a node corresponding to the assembly to the other two nodes corresponding to the two 

subassemblies. 

Figure 3.4 AND/OR Graph of the Four-part Assembly 
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While the decomposition approach is systematic and easy to automate by connecting 

the planner to the CAD database, it is not very user-friendly. The user has no efficient 

means of specifying his or her preferred constraints as the algorithm used to detect the 

feasible decomposition is based merely on the interference arising when a component or 

subassembly is eparated from another subassembly [76]. Conversely, the liaison 

sequence approach is more user-friendly in specifying the user preferred constraints, but 

it is not ery systematic and depends heavily on user's judgements. Both the liaison 

sequence method and the AND/OR graph decomposition method generate all possible 

assembly equences first, then cut down the number of sequence as in Figure 3.5. The 

liaison sequence method prunes the sequences manually; and the decomposition method 

uses genetic algorithm AO* to search for an optimal sequence. These two approaches, 

whilst being very different, laid the foundations for the growing field of CAAP. Based 

on the algorithms of these two approaches and the original programs of Lui [77] and 

Abell [78] a set of user-interactive computer programs for generating and evaluating 

assembly sequences has been developed by Baldwin et aI. [79]. 
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Figure 3.5 Automatic Assembly Sequence Generation Procedure 
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As, using either of the above methods, the number of feasible assembly sequences 

generated grows hugely with the increasing of parts in an assembly - the number of 

sequences generated could be enormous, thus it may be difficult to edit the sequences 

manually and computationally expensive in using genetic algorithms to search an 

optimal sequence. Consequently, most research after the above fundamental pieces of 

work has concentrated on reducing search space to make the planner more efficient. 

Two solutions are mainly used: constraint-based searching and knowledge-based 

approach. 

3.1.3 Constraint-based SelUch 

A constraint-based planner XAPII described by 1. Wolter [80] which uses an 

opportunistic, constraint-posting method to search for a good assembly plan. It 

generates plan based on insertion operations. A subassembly tree diagram, as Figure 

3.6, has been used to represent plan with insertion operations. Each node represents a 

subassembly or a part with an insertion trajectory. The horizontal links indicate the 

order of insertion and the other lines connect subassemblies to their belonging parts. 

The geometric feasibility of the resulting plan is enforced by a single form of constraints 

that are generated by checking which parts would block the insertion of a given part by 

a given trajectory. Such as, if moving part P along trajectory ~ causes P to collide with 

another part Q then a constraint is established which is: 

IfP is inserted along ~, then it must precede Q, 

symbolically described as P: ~ => P<Q. 

All the symbolically described insertion trajectory and sequencing constraints must be 

manually input into the XAP/l system. There is no access to geometric model during 

planning. XAP/l uses assertion sets to represent sets of plans. Specifically, an 

assertion set is used to represent the set of all plans which satisfy all the assertions in 

the set. XAP/l generates plans by iteratively subdividing the initial assertion set into 

subsets until an assertion set that describes just one plan is found. Using this method, 

all plans can be eventually found. But XAP/l do not claim to enumerate all possible 

plans, instead it uses a variation of A· 6 search algorithm to find an optimal linear plan. 

6 A. is a heuristic search algorithm based upon the best first strategy that, under appropriate 

circumstances. is guarantied to find one optimised solution. 
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This i achi ed b defining an optimal rating function f(P) which is a weighted 

co mbinati n of a number of different heuristic criteria. These criteria are provided by a 

et of plug-in m dul . An estimate of the optimal rating is used to decide which plan 

is the be t and worthy of further refinement. The novelty of the approach is the 

discard ing of unpromi ing sequences during plan generation process as in Figure 3.7. 

This narrows down th earch space. 

Figure 3.6 Subassembly Tree Diagram 
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l Hard Constraints aluation .--____ .......... ____ --, 
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1 
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Figure 3.7 XAPIJ Constraints-based Searching Procedure 

hree crit ri n m dule are implemented in XAP/I system. They are: 

1. Directionality module which supports the insertion of parts as much as possible 

fr m a ingle direction. 

2. Fixture omple ity module which supports to order the operations so that the 

partially built a mblies hold themselves together as much as possible. 
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3. Manipulability module which supports perfonning the most difficult operations 

with the more easily handled parts. 

A major disadvantage of XAP/I system is that it is limited to linear plans, so it can not 

generate plans which contains subassemblies. To overcome this, extensions have been 

made to allow the generation of plans with subassemblies [81, 82]. 

3.1.4 Heuristic Rules and Knowledge-based Approach 

Besides geometric 'hard' constraints " there are 'soft' constraints 8 which play an 

important role in generating practical assembly sequences, and heuristic rules are 

frequently used in generating good or optimal assembly plans. 

Huang and Lee [83, 84, 85] took a knowledge-based approach to generate an assembly 

plan subject to the recourse constraints as they realised that there is no algorithmic 

method of generating optimal assembly plan and conventional optimisation techniques 

are not adequate to handle the complex assembly planning problem. The symbolic 

presentation (predicate calculus) was used for knowledge representation of the product 

structure, precedence constraints and resource (such as tools, fixtures) constraints of a 

given assembly cell. Algorithms have been developed to conduct geometric reasoning 

to obtain precedence constraint knowledge automatically from a CAD model of the 

assembly. The assembly sequence construction and selection is based on product rules 

formulated from the planning knowledge, including precedence knowledge, fixture 

specification, and tool requirements. A graph search mechanism was used to search for 

the optimal assembly plan. A prototype system has been developed to test the 

proposed approach. 

Lin and Chang [86, 87] presented a three-layer assembly planning system Figure 3.8 for 

assembly design which includes solid geometric model, and non-geometric information 

stored in frames, such as mating joint characteristics, design intents, and properties of 

mechanical fasteners. Algorithms have been developed to perform geometric reasoning 

7 Hard constraints - constraints can not be violated when generating assembly sequence. 

8 Soft constraints - constraints can be violated without causing part collisions and part trappings, but 

they playa part in determining good assembly sequences. 
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on solid models of the assembly to generate part precedence order imposed by 

geometry. A rule-based approach uses a decision tree to derive sequence constraints 

resulting from non-geometric assembly information. They proposed a two-stage plan 

generation which considers geometric constraints first to obtain geometrically feasible 

assembly plans, then considers non-geometric properties to ensure the generated plans 

realistic. 

--_ ...... -_ .... --- ............ _--_ ..... -- ......... _-----. 
· · DESCRIPTION OF 
· MECHANICAL 
· ASSEMBLY DESIGN 

Geometric model 

• Part solid models 

• Assembly description 

Non-geometric model 

• Design's intent 

• Properties of machine element 

• Properties of fasteners 

• Technological specifications 
• Product functionality 

................................................... 
r .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............. , 
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Figure 1.B Framework of Automated Mechanical Assembly Planning Proposed by 

Lin and Chang 

An expert assembly process planning system has been presented for mechanical 

assembly around one revolution axis [88]. It generates an optimal sequence directly 

using the infonnation contained in the initial non-assembled state and in the finial 
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assembled state of the assembly. This idea stems from the observation that, in industry, 

an engineer does not consider all assemble sequences, instead, he/she tries to find the 

optimal sequence from the beginning of the sequence planning, and heuristic rules are 

used to make decisions in eliminating unpromising sequences through the planning 

stage. The expert system proposed incorporating knowledge acquired from assembly 

experts to aid the human operator in generating precedence relations. This eases the 

tedious question and answer procedure as in the liaison sequence method [11]. Tests 

show that the system results in faster planning and is less memory consuming. Even 

though it is restricted to product assembly with quite small number of parts around one 

revolution axis, this approach suggested an idea to use a higher level of abstraction to 

represent assembly problems, which may offer an opportunity to make computer

planning systems more efficient. 

Another proposed method for generating assembly sequences efficiently at the product 

design stage [89] reduces search space in sequence generation by using a precedence 

graph generated from heuristics, and existing sequence fragments. The generation of a 

precedence graph from heuristics is based on product functional hierarchy. This 

method is especially efficient in generating assembly sequences for design objects 

modified from existing designs whose assembly sequences have already been generated 

before. 

Heemskerk and van Luttervelt [90] used heuristics to group parts into several clusters 

to simplify the assembly sequence planning. Part grouping is based on some part 

characteristics, such as same type and having similar relations to another part. The 

grouping significantly reduced the combinatorial complexity of possible sequences. 

The cluster recognition algorithms have been tested on various products which brings a 

significant reduction of the number of sequences that can be generated. However 

sometimes, it design feature is considered to be essential for the application even 

though it may result in technically non-optimal sequences. Because in such cases, some 

of the implemented cluster recognition algorithms eliminate these sequences, user 

interference may be necessary in keeping the feature and the sequences. Lee and Shin 

also described a number of heuristics to group parts into subassemblies in the reference 
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[91]. Besides part grouping heuristics, accessibility heuristics are also used to eliminate 

sequences that will result in part/assembly collision; and stability heuristics are used to 

eliminate sequences containing unstable states in the sequence planning process 

proposed by Heemskerk and van Luttervelt. 

A systematic approach for design and planning of mechanical assembly has been 

proposed, which captures design concepts, integrates neural network computing, and 

uses rule-based system to generate a task-level assembly plan automatically [92]. The 

function of the neural network module is to retrieve similar conceptual assembly 

designs from the design memory using an associative memory type of neural network 

algorithm. Based on the assembly concept, a designer can retrieve and refine a desired 

3D B-rep assembly object. The preprocessor module calculates the plane equation for 

each face of parts in the assembly, and this important piece of information is used 

throughout the system to determine candidate assembly directions for every 

components as it includes the outward face normal of components. The liaison 

detection module determines any of the three types of liaisons: insertion, attachment, 

and contact between two parts. The output of this module will add the detected 

physical liaisons between components into the knowledge-base fact-list in CLIPS 

expert system shell. The obstruction detection module employs a collision detection 

algorithm for every component in every candidate assembly direction. The objective is 

to determine the set of components which would obstruct the assembly operation if 

they were already in their final position. Construction of assembly plan uses a 

disassembly approach under the condition that the reverse of a disassembly sequence is 

a valid assembly sequence and this is performed by the plan formulation module. The 

knowledge base contains two criteria to select the 'best' component for removal: 

1. Minimising the number of tool changes; 

2. Uniformity in the directionality of successive disassembly actions. 

The system is integrated with a solid modeller which provides a graphical user-interface 

to design and modify the assembly. The model data can be translated into format of 

CLIPS facts. Also a simulation facility is available to graphically demonstrate the 

assembly plan steps. System input can be either conceptual assembly, solid model of 

the product or CLIPS facts. 
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Besides knowledge-based systems as mentioned above, other AI techniques, such as 

neural-network [93,92], case-based reasoning [94, 95], fuzzy logic [96] have also been 

used in assembly sequence planning. For example, case-based reasoning [94, 95] 

increases planning efficiency from 'plan reuse' which divides the assembly into a 

number of constituent configurations and retrieves plans for each sub-configurations 

and then fuses these sub-plans into a set of complete plans. 

3.1.5 Connecting Assembly Planner with CAD Database or CAD System 

In addition to reducing search space in assembly planning, attempts have been made to 

connect assembly planners with CAD to extract precedence knowledge directly from a 

product model. The method [86, 87] mentioned previously using geometric reasoning 

instead of user question answer to derive precedence relationships of parts directly 

from a CAD system is also suggested in references [97, 98]. 

A knowledge-based architecture for extracting interface information between part 

components from product models with minimal user interaction is presented in [99] 

where heuristic rules have been used for base part selection and part order 

determination. In the architecture, a database interpreter accepts the stored product 

model as input and writes the information about features in frames. A knowledge

acquisition module parses component frames to filter out all the assembly-related 

features and stores them as predicates with their geometric, manufacturing and 

orientation parameters. The knowledge analysis module Figure 3.9 uses this set of 

assembly features to generate a list of feasible interface relationships (feature liaisons) 

by checking feature type, feature geometric dimension and feature orientation. The 

knowledge representation procedure uses feature liaison information generated to 

update the location of features in the final assembly state. Thus the entire assembly is 

represented in terms of spatial relationship predicates and updated feature predicates. 

Based on these, an undirected connectivity graph representing all feasible 

configurations of the assembly is generated. A concept of articulation points (Artpts 9) 

9 an Artpt is a vertex in connectivity graph where allows the graph structure to break down into two 

or more pieces of complete connections or single node with one edge. 
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is first time used to decompose the connectivity graph to small pieces for subassembly 

generation. Procedure are developed and a spanning tree is used for searching all 

Artpts (dash boxed vertices in Figure 3.10), and subassemblies are then formed by 

grouping parts around the Artpts. After subassemblies are identified, the sequence 

generation process uses heuristic rules to determine the base part and the ordering 

preferences of the other parts. Then a directed connectivity graph which contains 

assembly sequence information is generated. Finally, algorithms are used to transfer 

this directed connectivity graph into a triangle connectivity matrix to represent one 

feasible assembly sequence. 
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Figure 3.9 The Knowledge Analysis Module in Liaison Determination Procedure 
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Figure 3.10 Articulation Points in Undirected Connectivity Graph 

A computer integrated assembly planning system (ClAPS) that extracts precedence 

knowledge directly from an assembly model has been proposed [100, 101]. It 

implements a typical three phase assembly sequence planner, see Figure 3.11. 

In the first phase, it starts with the design and creates solid models of the assembly. 

Then the precedence knowledge is automatically extracted from the solid model of the 

design in its assembled configuration in terms of contact (C) and translation (T) 

functions for each pair of components. The C-function of any pair of parts can be 

extracted from the geometry and topology by testing if there is any interference 

occurring between the two parts in any of the six parallel and anti-parallel 10 co

ordinate directions by moving one part over a small incremental distance. The T

function of any pair of parts can be extracted by checking in which parallel and anti

parallel co-ordinate direction there is a collision-free path to disassembly one of the 

parts from the other. The extracted precedence information is stored as a relational 

model and this mode is flexible enough to include any additional information. 

In the second phase, an assembly sequence generation algorithm takes contact and 

precedence information from the relational model as input and generates all the 

10 anti-parallel -- parallel but opposite in directions 
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geometrically feasible sequences. The generated sequences are then represented by two 

schemes: Assembly Sequence Graph (ASG) and Assembly Sequence Table (AST). 

In the third phase, sequence selection uses various criteria to filter out the unpractical 

sequences. DF A toolkit software is used to evaluate the feasible and practical 

sequences to obtain an optimal sequence. 
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Figure 3.11 The ClAPS Assembly Sequence Planner 

Some later approaches allow the inclusion of a more detailed level of operation to 

increase the practicality and usefulness of the resultant plan, such as the FLAPS 

(Flexible Assembly Planning System) [102]. 
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FLAPS is an integrated assembly planning system. It uses a CAD model as input to 

generate assembly sequences and it can be connected to a computer network to access 

process planning systems, and plant simulation. Interestingly, besides assembly 

sequences, it can also plan the assembly operations with trajectories and select gripping 

tools to generate off-line robot programs. These and the additional ability of simulating 

assembly with plant layout make FLAPS potentially capable of creating actual plans, 

see Figure 3.12. A decomposition approach was used in sequence generation. A file 

containing part joining information in the design stage was used for contact recognition 

between two parts by translating parts along six main directions to test the intersections 

and thus to find the direction of disassembly. A "table of contacts" for every 

disassembly direction is then built. Sometimes the disassembly directions can not be 

detected automatically, e.g. the part can be disassembled only through an elastic 

deformation or the part has a disassembly direction different from the six main 

directions. During this time, human intervention is needed. In FLAPS, a compromise 

between the fully automation and human interaction has been reached to reduce the 

computationally complexity and planning time. By searching the table of contacts and 

related incidence matrix of the contact graph, the system extracts feasible subassemblies 

based on certain rules, such as the stable configuration rule, etc. Tests show that user 

intervention is also needed to solve multiple equivalent solutions and to confirm the 

choices taken by the system in grouping subassemblies. The sequence generation 

process is such that after the base part is selected by the user, two algorithms are used 

to generating all geometric feasible sequences. Then precedence rules and accessibility 

and stability criteria are used for selection of good sequences semi-automatically. 

The system plans the operations and the trajectories that the robot performs based on 

the "assembly rules" structured in knowledge base. A module for gripping surface and 

gripping tool (including gripper fingers) selection can make suggestions regarding 

grasping surface design as well as new gripper finger design. The assembly plant 

simulation module verifies the feasibility of the assembly sequences through a 

simulation process. The minimum execution time has been used to identify the best 

assembly plan. 
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Figure 3.12 Overview of the FLAPS 

ARCHIMEDE [103, 104, 105] is a comprehensive assembly planning system which 

takes product model and user-defined constraints to automatically generate (with user 

interacting facilities) assembly order. After ten years of development, there are several 

versions of software. ARCHIMEDES 2 [103] can accept translated data from 

commercial CAD systems and generate an optimized assembly plan which can then be 

translated automatically to robotic code for a robot workcell. The system architecture 

Figure 3.13 requires inputs of geometric solid models (ACIS models) in assembled 

configuration joining methods, recommended subassemblies, and suggested insertion 
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directions. The State-Space Planner calls the 'Geometric Engine' to find part contacts 

automatically, and quickly identify collision-free insertion motions and subassembly 

partitions by constructing a non-directional blocking graph 11 (NDBG) [106]. The 

State-Space Planner uses A* (heuristic) search algorithm to search a sequence of 

lowest cost from many possible disassembly sequences according to a given cost 

function. The Illustrator module simulates the generated assembly plan in a realistic 

robot workcell environment, and the Translator module translates the plan into V+ 

robotics code. 

The NDBG [107, 108], a qualitative representation of the internal structure of an 

assembly, was first implemented in a prototype system GRASP [109] designed for use 

in a concurrent design environment to generate assembly sequence directly from a 

geometric model of the target assembly. The NDBG represents the blocking 

relationships (blocking infinitesimal translation) in all directions between the parts of an 

assembly, and can be computed directly from the input geometric description of the 

product. Based upon this, ARClllMEDES 2 has made a first step towards an 

automatic generation of an optimised assembly sequence directly from a CAD model of 

a mechanical assembly. The original aim, like many other systems, was to provide a 

"Black Box" system that took solid models and other auxiliary information as input and 

returned a feasible and practical assembly plan as output. All the user input is 

performed before the planning, and there is little facility for user interaction after the 

planning has started. It lacks constraint representation, especially about non-geometric 

data representation. This contradicted the preference in industry which requires a 

computer-aided environment to allow an engineer to richly and fully participate during 

the planning process [11 0, lll]. It is apparent that during the realisation of the 

difficulty of the task and considering the preference of industry, the aspirations towards 

totally automatic assembly sequence generation has changed to allow increasing 

amounts of user interaction. Later revisions of the ARCHIMEDES software aim to 

11 non~rectional blocking graph (NDBG) represents the blocking structure of an assembly for 

infinitesimal translations in all directions. The arrangement of points and intervals on an unit 

circle and the associated directional blocking graph (DB G) form the NDBG, see references [107, 

108) 
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find a balance between user interaction and the use of automation . 
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Figure 3.13 The Architecture of the ARCHIMEDES 2 

A comprehensive survey of assembly planning constraints was conducted [112] to 

gather all possible constraints used in a real assembly environment. A substantial body 

of constraints has been formalised and categorised, and a library of constraint types has 

been integrated into ARCHIMEDES 4.0 (Figure 3.14) to interactively input or edit a 

rich variety of useful constraints [Ill]. The search strategy is carefully tuned to 

generate a first plan as quickly as possible in the domain of mechanical assembly. Then 

it uses the view-constrain-replan cycle to interactively generate a feasible and practical 

plan (see Figure 3.15). Systematic exploration of the space of possible assembly 

sequences is based on a user's knowledge of the application-specific assembly process 

requirements. This reduces the search space and makes the system very effective. But 

the underlining data structure is still unchanged, and the separate application of 

geometric and technological constraints do not help to narrow down the search space 

early in the planning process. Currently ARCHIMEDES has increased its scope to 

include consideration of lifecycle design factors and implemented cost analysis in the 
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3.1.6 Interactively Draw Assembly Sequence 

An interesting assembly planning software package has been developed by CSIRO, the 

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation of Australia to meet the 

perspective of developing an industrially useable assembly planning software package 

[114, 115]. The attractiveness of this software draws upon user friendly part icons and 

the ability to connect these icons in such a manner as to interactively draw assembly 

sequences in a very short period of time, and to edit them with the same ease. 

Attributes, such as bill of materials etc, are attached to the part glyphs 12. As a good 

assembly equence is not only determined by part attributes, but also affected by 

assembly tasks associated with the sequence and each part, a generic set of tasks were 

established and given a 'glyph' representation in the user interface. By marrying the 

tasks and part dataglyphs 13 to form the work element (Figure 3.16) and giving the 

necessary precedence, it becomes possible to interactively draw an assembly sequence 

as in Figure 3.17. The industrial feedback shows that this software is very user friendly, 

mirrors the practices that the assembly engineers have been following for a long time, 

and therefore helps to enhance the practice rather than changing it dramatically. 
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Figure 3.16 Representation of tl,e Work Element 

12 part glyphs -- part shape icons. 

13 dataglyphs refer shape icons associated with subsequent data. 
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Figure 3.17 Interactive Assembly Sequence Generation 

in CSIRO Planning Software 

3.1. 7 Summary of Computer-aided Assembly Planning Research 
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In the reviewed literature, most of the computer-aided assembly planning methods and 

systems developed apply geometric hard constraints to generates all feasible sequences 

first , and then apply heuristic soft constraints manually or using heuristic search 

algorithms to prune the awkward or unpractical sequences to obtain optimal sequences. 

This is computationally expensive in the feasible sequence generation process and it 

results in a huge search space in sequence selection process. To avoid these problems, 

constraint-based search is used to find an optimal plan directly in sequence planning. 

This is achieved by defining an optimal rating function f(P) which is a weighted 

combination of a number of different heuristic criteria. The novelty of the approach is 

the discarding of unpromising sequences during plan generation process. However, 

currently the reviewed method has no access to the geometric model, and all the 

symbolically described insertion trajectories and sequencing constraints must be 

manually input into the system before the planning takes place. So any other 

constraints which could be much more easily identified at certain planning stage can not 

be input into the system to justifY the optimal plan. An alternative to the constraint

based search is to use a knowledge-based approach which uses heuristic rules to 

narrow down the search space during the sequence planning, such as clustering parts 

into groups to simplify the planning, eliminating awkward or unpractical sequences to 

reduce search space throughout assembly sequence generation processes. Reviewed 

papers addressed this, but some of the knowledge-based systems are still used in a 
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limited way. Besides narrowing down search space, knowledge-based expert systems 

and geometric reasoning have been used in inferring precedence relations directly from 

CAD system. To increase the applicability of the developed systems to real-world 

assembly planning tasks, more integrated systems have also been developed to include 

assembly operation definition, assembly tool selections and plant layout considerations. 

Friendly user interface has been emphasised for the successful application of the 

software. The trend towards computer-aided assembly planning systems represented by 

ACHIMEDES, a comprehensive assembly planning system, has been towards more 

user intervention, easy to apply soft constraints during planning process, instead of 

completely automated assembly planning. 

3.2 Industrial Assembly Planning Practice and Requirements 

From the above it can be seen that the area of assembly sequence generation has 

attracted much academic interest over the last decade. However, few of the proposed 

methods and implemented systems have developed into commercial products and 

industrial applications. Three main reasons have been cited for this in the foreword of a 

book [116] which collected a number of important papers regarding computer-aided 

mechanical assembly planning. The three reasons are: 

• Computational Efficiency - The planning systems can only analyse assemblies with 

relatively few components before computation time becomes unacceptable and 

consequently the user input is required to save expensive computing. 

• Inadequate Evaluation Criteria - Appropriate evaluation criteria of assembly 

sequences have not been defined comprehensively in existing planners. Cost and 

ease of assembly operations are commonly used evaluation criteria, but tasks 

related criteria such as fixturing and tooling requirements or even more practical 

criteria as assembly line layout varies widely, and they are difficult to be defined 

comprehensively. 

• Industry Conservatism - There is an inevitable delay in technology transfer from 

academia to industry. 

To improve the relevance of computer-aide assembly-planning systems, it is necessary 

to define the industrial working practices and hence identify how the computer can aid 
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the process. In addition, discussions with potential end users can bring many issues to 

light and provide useful input for software development. For these reasons, an 

investigation of the assembly planning practice in industry has been conducted by the 

Ophir Project [16]. The results were compared with other published surveys and 

studies to define a general industrial assembly planning practice and industrial 

requirements for a computer-aided assembly planning system. 

Ten diverse companies were visited, covering a wide spectrum of British industry. This 

ranged from one operator bench building precision electronics for defence use to 

assembly line mass-producing consumer goods. It was felt that this was a 

representative perspective on the assembly issues encountered by industry today. The 

investigation used structured interviews with relevant employees and observed real 

assembly processes. 

It was found that, in half the companies visited, the sequence is determined after the 

design process has been completed, once the product attributes are fixed. This means 

that the consideration of the assembly sequence cannot be used to improve the design. 

Only one of the ten companies employed sequence optimisation techniques to improve 

assembly times. In three of the businesses, the sequence was never formally defined. It 

was left to the assembly operators to decide. 

The observed processes of design and assembly planning in industry are that designers 

do generally consider how an assembly may be built and try to create suitable 

subassemblies. However, because this thought process is rarely documented, this bears 

little relation to the final product assembly partition and sequence. Typically, once the 

design is complete, it is signed off and sent to the assembly planning engineers. Their 

task is to collate all relevant data to enable product assembly. This data includes parts 

and assembly drawings, any prototypes or first production samples, similar products 

and factory capability information. Some information, often not explicitly available, 

comes from the planner's knowledge and expertise gained in the course of generating 

many plans. It is evident that two categories of data are used to build the plan; product 

specific data such as geometry and materials; and knowledge such as factory capability, 
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available jigs and possible joining processes. This knowledge imposes constraints upon 

the sequence variations possible throughout the planning process. The planner first 

identifies the most suitable subassemblies and, in fact, defines the assembly structure. 

Once this has been completed satisfactorily, each subassembly in tum is considered. 

Then the whole plan is composed to establish the sequence of component assembly and 

the associated tasks. This approach can be considered as a breadth-first, depth-second 

search for feasible sequence configurations. The validation of each sub-plan is achieved 

by actually disassembling the product as defined. Once each subassembly is planned, 

the overall plan is generally validated by a trial run down the assembly line or on the 

workbench. 

The industrial investigation has shown that there is the lack of understanding of the 

influence of assembly within businesses today, and assembly is still a neglected topic. If 

greater emphasis was placed upon improving this area, fewer production issues would 

occur. However it is not enough just to focus upon the actual assembly, the design has 

to be right in the first place. Designers do their best to create easy to assemble product, 

but poor communication and a lack of understanding make this less than effective. 

Despite the negativity of these findings, in companies where sequences were generated, 

a common process became apparent. It has found that heuristic rules have been applied 

to constraint the sequence configurations. The hard and soft constraints were 

interwoven within the process and not separately considered. This is coincident with an 

experiment conducted with production engineers in reference [117]. It has also 

evidenced that the planner uses a breadth-first, depth-second approach that is 

consistent with a knowledge engineering study in reference [118] which identified a 

three stage planning strategy commonly used by engineers: 

1. Decompose the assembly into subassemblies. 

2. Select the most suitable base part for each subassembly. 

3. Complete the assembly sequence for each subassembly. 

In addition, it appears that validation and evaluation of the generated sequence are 

hardly considered in industrial situations as identified in an industrial survey [119]. 
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3.3 Summary of Findings 

By visiting a number of companies and comparing the findings to some published 

industrial surveys, a generic assembly planning process has been found (Figure 3.18) 

[120]. That is the planner uses a breadth-first and depth-second approach to identify 

the best subassembly partitioning and develop a rough global plan first, then plans each 

individual subassemblies in tum. It is evident that there is a strong heuristic base in 

generating good assembly sequences and optimal assembly plan. The hard and soft 

constraints were interwoven throughout the planning process and not separately 

applied. 

Comparing these with the computer-aided assembly planning systems developed to day, 

differences have been found. That is most automatic assembly planning systems ignore 

the soft constraints during sequence generation process. Even when some developed 

systems apply soft constraints, they are separately considered after all the hard 

constraints are applied. The ignorance of soft constraints during sequence generation 

process results in enormous sequences to be generated, this may overwhelm the 

engineer during selecting a good sequence. Even if heuristic algorithms can be used to 

search an optimal sequence, the search space is huge, thus computationally expensive. 

Much improvement has been achieved for systems applying soft constraints during 

sequence generating process, such as ARCHIMEDES, but the efficiency of sequence 

generation process is still defected, as they do not narrow down the search space in the 

early stage of sequence generation. It is evident that appropriate application of soft 

constraints determines the performance of sequence planning [117]. But many soft 

constraints are hard to quantify or computerise, so their applications rely heavily on 

human judgement, knowledge and decision making. Therefore, computer-aided 

assembly planning systems need to facilitate the user collaborating with artificial 

intelligence in generating good assembly sequences. An interactive planning system 

with decision support rather than completely automated assembly planning system may 

be more suitable for industrial application. This has been suggested in several papers 

[117, 110, 102]. It has also been suggested in industrial feedback [114] which shows 

that users prefer interactive planning which mimics their practice and users prefer the 

data manipulation transparent. In summary, some of the main reasons of poor 
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applicability of the developed assembly planning systems are: 

1. The separation in applying soft and hard constraints 

2. Difficulty to apply oft constraints properly during the assembly sequence 

generation stage. 
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Figure 3.18 Manual Assembly Planning Practice 

To accommodate the difference between the requirements of assembly engineers and 

the automated assembly planning systems, it is suggested here that an interactive 
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planning system with decision support rather than a completely automated assembly 

planning system should be developed. In such an interactive system, geometric hard 

constraints and heuristic based soft constraints should be integrally applied, and the 

user should be able to collaborate with artificial intelligence throughout the planing 

process with the system focusing on computable constraints, and the user focusing on 

more incomputable constraints and making the final decisions. This is close to 

industrial practice, and enhances the efficiency of planning. It should be such an 

assembly planning system that is integrated with CAD environment to facilitate 

planning in parallel with product design to support the early implementation of DF A 

which requires an appropriate assembly sequence to be generated from the early design 

stage. The requirements for successful assembly sequence generation is defined in the 

study [11 7]: 

• High level of user interaction throughout the planning process 

• Good user interface (graphic representation) used as the medium between human 

and the system 

• Hard (geometric factors) and soft constraints (heuristic based) integrated within the 

planning process 

• Suitably apply heuristic rules during planning process. 
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Chapter 4 Assembly-oriented CAD Environment 

Conventional CAD systems have made significant contributions towards the detailed 

modelling and analysis of geometric design, but are generally incapable of supporting 

the early conceptualisation and synthesis stages of design. To overcome this and 

facilitate the generation of assembly-oriented product, an assembly-oriented CAD 

prototype has been developed out of the Ophir Project which encourages the earlier 

implementation of OF A evaluation in a proactive manner by providing the designer 

with tools for creation of a product structure and an assembly sequence concurrently 

with the product design. Then the sequence forms the basis of the proactive analysis 

that provides a quantitative view on the assemblability of the product in relation to the 

amount of available data. Consequently the product design, assembly sequence can be 

optimised according to OF A criteria. 

4.1 Related Work 

Baf3ler et al. [121] has suggested that assembly-oriented product design means that the 

products should be designed in such a way that the assemble expenditure is reduced to 

a minimum. At the same time, the production cost of the product must be reduced as 

much as possible. After analysing different kinds of design aids, they concluded that 

design rules and assemblability evaluation procedures are the most important aids for 

assembly-oriented product design. They specified that in order to design products in an 

assembly-oriented manner, the technical requirements regarding assembly of the 

product, the assembly system information must be available at the development stage of 

the product. The assembly process must be taken into account when the product is first 

created and it must be analysed and planned in parallel with the product design. 

However, Eversheim and Baumann [35] had not considered the influence of assembly 

sequence in their assembly-oriented design process. 

Several other papers addressed the issue of integrating design for assembly and 

assembly planning with CAD environment [122,123, 21, 15, 124, 36, 7, 59], but most 

of the methods proposed are toward the end of design process. Little work has 

addressed the problem of realising assembly-oriented design in a real concurrent 
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manner. For e ample, a knowledge-based system [122] that integrates product design, 

assembly m delling, process planning and assemblability evaluation has been 

develop d, but the assemblability evaluation is considered when detailed design is 

complete. An expert system [123] for concurrent product design and assembly 

planning integrating de ign, design for assembly evaluation, assembly system design, 

assembly proces planning and simulation, and technical-economics justification has 

been de cribed, ee Figure 4.1. In this system, the DF A analysis is conducted toward 

the end of conceptual design and the assembly planning is not started until detailed 

design has been created. 
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ompared t th traditional a sembly process planning practice which is sequential, and 

work-separated, imultaneous (a truly concurrent) product design and assembly process 

planning requires a parallel, interactive, and integrated approach. Both design and 

assembly proce knowledge i necessary. Assembly process planning knowledge and 

operati n- pecific knowledge are the most important. New computer-aided tools 

supporting a imultan ous approach must be developed to improve the cooperation and 

communicati n. Intelligent decision support must be provided. A suitable product 

model has to be tablish d to represent component interactions, product and process 

data. 

A knowledge-based system to support concurrent product design and assembly 

planning has been developed [125]. Its emphasis is on developing an integrated 

product and proces model as Figure 4.2 from [125]. 

ntegrated Product 
and Assembly 
Process Model 
• Geometry 

• Product Structure 
• Assembly Relation 

Figure 4.2 System Architecture 

Ramp rsad [126] di cus ed the product design from an integral point of view to 

improve insight into the interaction between the product variables for developing 

product de ign for ease of robotic assembly. An assembly model [126] is presented to 
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represent the interactions between a collection of assembly variables Figure 4.3. 

,(ssembly sys\etn 

Figure 4.3 Assembly Model 

There are also integrated assembly planning systems like ARClllMEDES mentioned in 

chapter 3, which has already incorporated Design-for-Lifecycle-Cost Analysis module 

[105, 113]. ertainly assemblability contributes part of the cost, and DFA analysis can 

be more explicitly implemented in this kind of system. 

4.2 Ophir Assembly-Oriented CAD Environment 

The Ophir Assembly-Oriented CAD environment developed IS a truly integrated 

concurrent system that facilitates the product structure and assembly sequence 

generation and proactive DF A analysis parallel with product design process. As 

product modelling and reasoning support are required for automatic inference of DF A 

and sequence data, research in the definition of 'Assembly-oriented CAD' in the Ophir 

Project focuses on the following four areas: 

• Proactive DF A analysis 

• Assembly Sequence Generation 
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• Product Modelling and Geometric Reasoning Support 

• Knowledge-based Expert Support 

Each of the above will be briefly introduced below. 

4.2.1 Proactive DFA Analysis 

Proactive OF A is concerned with integrating process knowledge and experience within 

the design environment to facilitate the generation of design solutions that are amenable 

to assemble and economic to manufacture. It is in some ways analogous to the 

automatic spell correction systems in some current word processors. Here, as you 

type, each word is proactively analysed and any mistakes highlighted. Compared to 

earlier version of the software, which required periodic or final checking, the proactive 

method highlights instantly an encountered problem. Instead of applying language 

grammar in writing, proactive OFA applies OFA grammar in the design process to alert 

the designer to potential problems in assembly and manufacture as product designs are 

being created and suggests redesign solutions. 

The proactive approach is adopted to improve the application of current OF A 

methodologies. This is because even though there are many proven success of 

industrial applications over a number of years [8, 9, 10] as reviewed in chapter 2, there 

is one of the criticisms of OF A that it is essentially a reactive tool, requiring much 

detailed information and only provides useful results when applied to existing products 

or completed design [127]. 

In the Ophir environment, the proactive OF A evaluation is based on an assembly 

sequence. When the sequence is concurrently generated with product design, a 

proactive OF A analysis is complete which provides a quantitative view on the 

assemblability of the product in relation to the amount of available data. In this 

process, problems are highlighted instantly. Suitable actions can be taken immediately 

to improve the design and sequence from the earliest stage of product design. The 

proactive OF A evaluation [127] operates at three levels in the Ophir environment as in 

Figure 4.4: 

• Product Group Support 
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4.2.2 Product Structure Definition and Assembly Sequence Generation 

A t o-t i r methodology, a Figure 4.5 , has been implemented for concurrent 

gen rat ion of a embly quence [128]. 

Th truetur Defin ition tier is the top tier of this methodology to provide support for 

the earl definiti n of the product structure and partitioning of subassemblies based 

upon the fun tion tructure of the product. An assembly hierarchy is used to document 

the c mponent and uba sembly partitions. Product structure optimisation can be 

achi d in thi ti r. It i believed that it is necessary to consider product structure 

optimi at i n bet! r con idering individual component optimisation because only limited 

a emblabilit impro ements can be realised by optimising individual components [5]. 

Thi t p-d wn manner 14 i e sentially required to support for design process [129]. 

The product tructure definition can be completed following defined procedure. 

The lower ti r, quence onstruction tier, comprises the necessary tools to build the 

14 From a embl to individual components 
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equ n e. In thi ti r, all the part in assembly hierarchy are listed in a holding area to 

ait fl r the intera ti construction of assembly sequence. Mating Joint Typ e, Joining 

Proc . and A. " mbl Action can be added to the sequence liaison to explore more 

deta il d a mbl plan. 
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Th alidation and aluation modules guarantee the sequence generated feasible and 

practical ba d n integrated hard and soft con traints, and sequence evaluation criteria. 

An int racti g n rati n procedure Figure 4.6 as that recommended in chapter 3 is 

u ed. CI I n upport i provid d, and part icons are used to ease of the interactive 

pr duct tructurc and quence definition process. 
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4.2.3 Product Model 

To support concurrent sequence generation and proactive DF A evaluation, a product 

model is required to extend beyond CAD model to represent product data including 

assembly relations. In the Ophir environment, the underlying data structure - Four 

Layer Product Model, represents and stores all the relevant product data: component 

and assembly models, component interaction data, and assembly plans. Some part-level 

attributes, such as part material and manufacture process, probably need to be included 

in the component model. Data about the adjacencies between the components and 

details of how the product is assembled is stored in the component interaction layer. 

For the purpose of DF A evaluation, a rough assembly plan may also need to be stored. 

There are four different layers in the product model: 

• Component Model - solid model (ACIS 'sat' file), enhanced with component 

attribute information such as surface finish, material, process, etc. 

• Final Assembly Model- position and orientation information for each instantiated 

component within the assembled product. 

• Component Interaction Model - details of the component mating faces, their 

method of assembly and other liaison attributes. 

• Assembly Plan Model - temporal data of sequence of component assembly 

operations including non-assembly processes. 

4.2.4 Geometric Reasoning 15 

Previous research has shown that most of the data (approximately 70%) necessary to 

drive assemblability and manufacturability evaluation may be obtained from a suitably 

enhanced product model [17]. Therefore, the interrogation of such a product model 

represents a highly efficient means of supporting a DF AlDFM assessment. 

The extraction of relevant data from the product model may be a straightforward 

matter if the required information is explicitly presented. Where it is not presented or is 

I S Geometric Reasoning is the process by which application requests, related to geometric properties 

and attributes. are satisfied from a geometric model using both inferential and algorithmic methods 

[17]. 
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in an implicit form some type of Geometric Reasoning is required to answer the model 

interrogation. 

Opportunities exist to identify assembly-related issues, such as a collision-free path, 

subassembly stability, insertion trajectories and component characteristics related to 

DF A analysis such as shape complexity, cross section properties, symmetry, and major 

and minor axis. Detailed work on detection of symmetry and primary axes in support 

of proactive DFA analysis has been presented in a paper [130]. 
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Figure 4. 7 System Architecture of the Ophir Assembly-oriented CAD 

As it is the intention of the approach to provide advice at an early stage of the design 

process there will be situations where the necessary geometric information is uncertain 

or not available. Expert support may be used to deploy heuristic knowledge about 

components to provide 'best guess' answers for product model interrogations. 

Heuristic methods can also replace geometric reasoning algorithms where an 

approximate answer provided quickly is more useful than a precise answer produced by 

lengthy computation. Most importantly, it is always useful to provide the designer with 

decision support ba ed on relevant best practice, as design is a creative activity built on 

established knowledge and experience. Figure 4.7 shows how the expert support fits 

into the Ophir A embly-oriented CAD environment to automatically infer DF A and 
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sequence data from product model based on the knowledge incorporated. The expert 

support is the focus of the thesis. It will be detailed from the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 Expert Support for the Ophir Environment 

In this chapter, an appropriate strategy for the expert support will be choosen. Several 

AI techniques which are useful for the implementation of the support will be reviewed. 

Suitable knowledge representation methods and reasoning tools will be selected. 

Finally, an 'Expert Assembler' will be created and deployed in the Ophir environment. 

5.1 A Strategy for Expert Support 

Industrial assembly planning investigation shows that generating a good assembly 

sequence has a strong heuristic nature [16], and proactive DFA analysis is a knowledge 

intensive activity. The Ophir assembly-oriented CAD environment facilitates the 

definition of an assembly sequence and the proactive DF A evaluation concurrent with 

the product design process. However, designers are rarely assembly experts, and they 

often need support for assembly sequence definition and proactive DF A evaluation. 

There are many aspects in this assembly-oriented CAD environment that can benefit 

from a knowledge-based approach. After detailed analysis, some main areas requiring 

expert support have been identified as shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 The Areas Requiring Expert Support 
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In this figure, there are several areas regarding OF A and the assembly sequence 

definition requiring expert support, but different areas have very different requirements. 

The knowledge involved is also different, which is mainly: 

• the esc technique - the basis of the proactive OFA evaluation, 

• the sequence generation heuristics extracted from knowledge engineering 

and industrial case study analysis - the knowledge source for the assembly 

sequence definition, 

• successful OF A case studies and 

• process selection knowledge [131]. 

Changes made in one area may influence another area. In many cases, the support is 

required concurrently - the nature of the Ophir environment is concurrent. For these 

reasons, it is very difficult to adopt a single approach, such as a dominant knowledge

based expert system to support the Ophir environment. It may be more appropriate to 

implement several separate expert modules: each addressing a particular problem area 

and using a suitable problem solving strategy and knowledge representation. The rule

based approach can provide a convenient means to represent process knowledge, 

assembly expertise, and new knowledge can be appended easily to the knowledge base. 

The case-based approach is helpful in situations where a number of case studies can be 

employed to support the design decisions. Procedural and combined implementations 

may also be useful to deploy heuristics. Thus the strategy of expert support proposed 

[132] is to deploy an 'Expert Assembler' which contains several expert modules and 

each tackles a problem area. Three expert modules are mainly required to support for 

the proactive DF A evaluation and the assembly sequence definition in the Ophir 

environment. They are: 

• Product Strocture Expert - to give guidance on minimising variants and part 

count, and fully utilising the benefits of modules and standard parts. 

• Assembly Sequence Expert - to give guidance on assembly sequence 

definition. 

• Assembly Process Expert - to provide checks on assembly operations, for 

example, to identifY insertion problems. 

We call an expert module an expert, and expert modules experts. Each of the expert 

modules may contain several elements (expert elements) to fulfil closely related tasks. 
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Furthennore, to increase the efficiency and reduce subjective user inputs, each of the 

expert modules should be self-contained and be able to detect and update relevant 

infonnation automatically. It is also desirable that the expert modules can cooperate 

with each other and with the user. All these characteristics indicate that each expert 

module behaves like an 'intelligent agent' in some ways except that it may not take 

actions directly to the product design. Instead, the Expert provides suggestions and the 

final actions are left to the user. This is because the focus of the approach adopted by 

the Ophir Project is to deploy the knowledge-based experts as decision support tools 

rather than as decision-makers. 

5.2 Intelligent Agents 

Intelligent agents are one of the most important developments in computer science in 

the 1990s. Agents are of interest in many important application areas, ranging from 

human-computer interaction, infonnation retrieval and filtering, to industrial process 

control and air traffic control. In this section, the concept of the intelligent agent, the 

agent theories, architectures, and languages will be introduced. The differences 

between agents and objects in object-oriented programming, and the differences 

between intelligent agents and expert systems will be specified. The emphasis of this 

section is on what are the intelligent agent properties required of the expert modules, 

and how the properties could be implemented. 

5.2.1 The Concept of the Intelligent Agent 

The concept of an agent is defined in reference [13 3]: 

an agent is a computer system that is situated in an environment, and that is capable of 

autonomous action in this environment in order to meet its design objectives. 

The autonomy here means that the agent is able to act without the intervention of 

humans or other systems: they have control both over their own internal states, and 

over their behaviours. 

The concept of the agent has become important in both mainstream computer science 

and in artificial intelligence. An intelligent agent is one that is capable of flexible 
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autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives, and flexible implies three 

properties [13 3]: 

• reactivity: intelligent agents are able to perceive their environment, and respond in a 

timely fashion to changes that occur in it in order to satisfy their design objectives; 

• pro-activeness: intelligent agents are able to exhibit goal-directed behaviour by 

taking the initiative in order to satisfy their design objective; 

• social ability: intelligent agents are capable of interacting with other agents (and 

possibly humans) in order to satisfy their design objectives. 

These properties are more demanding than they might at first appear. Consider pro

activeness: goal directed behaviour, it is not hard to build a system that exhibits goal 

directed behaviour by writing a procedure in PASCAL, a function in C, or a method in 

JAY A. But for some systems, the goal directed programming is not acceptable, as it 

makes some assumptions. In particular, it assumes that the environment does not 

change while the procedure is executing. 

In many environments, neither of these assumptions is valid. In particular, in domains 

that are too complex for an agent to observe completely, that are multi-agents (i.e., 

they are populated with more than one agent that can change the environment), or 

where there is uncertainty in the environment, these assumptions are not reasonable. 

Thus, in complex dynamic environment, blindly executing a procedure without regard 

to whether the assumptions underpinning the procedure are valid is a poor strategy; an 

agent must be reactive, it must be responsive to events that occur in its environment. 

So it is required to build a system that achieves an effective balance between the goal

directed and the reactive behaviours. 

We want the agents to attempt to achieve their goals systematically, but we don't want 

the agents to continue when the procedure will not work, or when the goal is for some 

reason no longer valid. We want the agent to react to the new situation, but we do not 

want the agent to be continually reacting, and hence never focusing on a goal long 

enough to try to achieve it. The balance is hard for a computer system, but humans are 

very good at this. If these two properties are required for the expert modules in the 
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Ophir environment, an advantage IS that the balance can be achieved by 

human/computer cooperation. 

For some researchers -- particularly those working in AI, the term "intelligent agent" 

has a stronger and more specific meaning [134]. That is besides the properties 

identified above, the agent is either conceptualised or implemented using concepts that 

are more usually applied to humans, such as using mentalistic notions (knowledge, 

belief, intention, and obligation). But this is not the emphasis in this project as the 

target is not to try to create the human like intelligent agents but to deploy the Expert 

Assembler mentioned previously that contains several expert modules: each has some 

of the properties associated with an intelligent agent. The most concerned issues are 

what properties each expert module should have, and how to implement them. 

5.2.2 Agents and Objects, Agents and Expert Systems 

In object-oriented programming, objects are defined as computational entities that 

encapsulate some state, are able to perform actions or methods on this state, and 

communicate by message passing. While there are obvious similarities, there are also 

significant differences between agents and objects. Agents are different from objects in 

that they have: 

• stronger kind of autonomy - no public functions, 

• flexible autonomous behaviours (the standard object model has not this type of 

behaviour), 

• multi-threaded programming (in the standard object model, there is a single thread 

of control in the system). 

Expert systems were the most important AI technology of the 1980's, and they were 

capable of solving problems or giving advice in some knowledge-rich domain. The 

important distinction between agents and expert systems is that expert systems normally 

do not interact directly with any environment: they use humans as a media to get 

information about their environment, and to take action to their environment. This will 

become clearer after the detailed review of the expert system technique later. 
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5.2.3 Required Intelligent Agent Properties o/the Experts 

Before analysing the required properties of the experts in the Ophir environment, it 

should be made clear that the focus of the approach adopted is that all the final 

decisions regarding product structure, assembly sequence, or assembly operations will 

be left to the user, but the expert support should provide intelligent assistance as much 

as possible. The role of the experts is to guide the assembly sequence definition, to 

automatically infer OF A related properties, to highlight assembly problems instantly, 

and to provide improvement suggestions if possible. So the properties required of the 

experts are: detecting relevant information automatically, reasoning about the detected 

information, updating the environment data, feeding back the reasoning results in user 

fiiendly ways. These clearly include perceiving environment and goal-directed 

behaviour. 

The environment information perceived by the experts will change under two 

circumstances: 

1. When actions have been taken upon the Ophir environment by the user; 

2. When environment data has been updated by an expert. 

In each situation, notification of changes should be sent to the related experts 

automatically. Otherwise automatic-change-detecting is required of the experts. These 

imply that co-operation is required between the experts themselves and the user. 

In summary, the properties required of the experts are perceiving environment, goal

directed behaviour, good communication and co-operation between the experts 

themselves and the user. 

Here it is worth mentioning that the most important advantage over a traditional 

knowledge-based expert system to deploy the agent-related expert modules is in their 

autonomy, in their perceiving environment property. Because of this, inference can be 

made continuously 'in the background' of the Ophir environment from available 

information Figure 5.2. Thus the user is relieved from the extra burden of responding 

to many assembly-related questions concerning the design and its components. 
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Figure 5.2 The Expert Assembler Working in the Background 

5.2.4 Agent Theorie , Architectures, Languages and Other Issues 

Int lligent agent bring benefit in that 

• tand-alone applications can be made to provide "value-added" servIces by 

enhancing them in order to participate and interoperate in cooperative 

het rogen ou et-ups; 

• The legacy oftware problem may be ameliorated. 

Agent-ba d ftware engineering provides a radical new approach to software designs. 

There ar clear e planation and discussions about agent theories, agent architectures, 

agent typ ,agent languages, and agent applications in references [133, 134, 135]. 

of th topic will be briefly introduced. 

S.2.4.1. Agent Theories 

Formalisms for rea oning about agents have corne a long way smce Hintikka's 

pioneering work on logic of knowledge and belief [136] . Within AI, perhaps the main 
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emphasis of subsequent work has been on attempting to develop formalisms that 

capture the relationship between the various elements that comprise an agent's 

cognitive state. Despite the very real progress that has been made, there still remain 

many fairly fundamental problems and open issues on agent theories. 

• First, the problems associated with possible worlds semantics 16 for logics of the 

knowledge and belief of agents cannot be regarded as solved, as possible worlds 

semantics do not in general represent a realistic model of agents with limited 

resources (all real agents are resource-bounded). Consequently, there is still much 

work remaining to be done on formalisms for knowledge and belief, in particular in 

the area of modelling resource bounded reasoners. 

• The relationship between intention and action has not been formally represented in a 

satisfactory way. 

• The question of exactly which combination of attitudes is required to characterise 

an agent is also the subject of some debate. A current popular approach is to use a 

combination of beliefs, desire and intentions (BDI architectures [137]) 

5.2.4.2. Agent Architectures 

There are three approaches in agent architecture: deliberative, reactive and hybrid 

[134]. 

I. Classical approaches: deliberative architectures 

A deliberative agent or agent architecture is defined to be one that contains an explicitly 

represented, symbolic model of the world, and in which decisions are made via logical 

reasoning, based on pattern matching and symbolic manipulation. 

Since the early 1970s, the AI planning community has been closely concerned with the 

design of artificial agents~ various attempts have been made to construct agents whose 

primary component is a planner. Much effort has been devoted to developing effective 

techniques, such as hierarchical and non-linear planning. However, in the mid 1980s, 

16 The possible worlds model for logics of knowledge and belief was originally proposed by Hintikka 

[136]. 
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Chapman established some theoretical results which indicate that even such refined 

techniques will ultimately tum out to be unusable in any time-constrained system [138]. 

Researchers like Agre and Chapman [139] have challenged the usefulness of having 

elaborate plans in a dynamic environment, they may more than others have led to the 

work on alternative approaches. 

2. Alternative approaches: reactive architectures 

The reactive architecture is defined to be one that does not include any kind of central 

symbolic world model, and does not use complex symbolic reasoning. Reactive agents 

represent a special category of agents, they act/respond in a stimulus-response manner 

to the present state of the environment in which they are embedded. 

The work of reactive agents dates back to research such as Brookes [140] and Agre 

and Chapman [139]. Brooks has built a number of robots, based on the subsumption 

architecture. A subsumption architecture is hierarchy of task-accomplishing 

behaviours. Each behaviour "competes" with others to exercise control over the robot. 

Lower layers represent more primitive kinds of behaviour (such as avoiding obstacles), 

and have precedence over layers further up the hierarchy. The resulting systems are, in 

terms of the amount of computation involved, extremely simple, with no explicit 

reasoning of the kind found in symbolic AI systems. But despite this simplicity, 

Brookes has demonstrated the robots doing tasks that are impressive even if they were 

accomplished by symbolic AI systems. Similar work has been reported by Steel [141]. 

Their work demonstrates that intelligence can derive from the emergent behaviour of 

the interactions of the various modules. 

Compare the two approaches mentioned above, symbolic AI agents have an attractive 

proposition as reactive systems have as yet little associated methodology. It is not 

obvious how to design reactive systems so that the intended behaviour emerges from 

the set-up of agents. Some researchers have suggested that techniques from the 

domain of genetic algorithms or machine learning might be used to get around these 

development problems. There are relatively few number of reactive software agent

based applications; currently they are mainly limited to games and simulations. 
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3. Hybrid architectures 

Many researchers suggested that neither a completely deliberative nor a completely 

reactive approach is suitable for building agents. They have argued the case for hybrid 

systems, which attempt to marry classical and alternative approaches. 

An obvious approach is to build an agent out of two (or more) subsystems: a 

deliberative one, containing a symbolic world model, which develops plans and makes 

decisions in the way proposed by mainstream symbolic AI, and a reactive one, which is 

capable of reacting to events that occur in the environment without engaging in 

complex reasoning. This kind of structuring leads naturally to the idea of a layered 

architecture, of which TouringMachines [142] and InteRRaP [143] are good examples. 

Layered architecture is currently the most popular agent architecture. A key problem in 

such architecture is what kind of control framework to embed the agent's subsystems 

in, to manage the interactions between the various layers. 

5.2.4.3. Agent Languages 

The need of software support tools for the design and construction of agent-based 

systems was identified as long ago as the mid-1980s [144]. Rule-based systems have a 

number of features which appeared to make them particularly natural for constructing 

intelligent agent: 

• Rules can fire in response to patterns of data and can therefore respond directly to 

observed states or events in the environment. -- capability for adaptive behaviour. 

• The clearly separating control mechanisms from task knowledge--a fixed 

architecture for selecting and firing rules, provides an adequate control structure for 

applying a variable body of knowledge expressed in condition-action form. 

Different agents could be implemented using different programming languages and 

techniques. 

The emergence of a number of prototypical agent languages is one sign that agent 

technology is becoming more widely used, and that many more agent-based 

applications are likely to be developed in the near future. The release of 

TELESCRIPT, a commercial agent language is particularly important, as it potentially 
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makes agent technology available to a user base that is industrially oriented. 

5.3 AI Techniques for Expert Support 

From the properties required of the expert modules, the knowledge involved and the 

requirements of the support areas, it is felt that besides procedural programming, some 

AI techniques, such as knowledge-based expert systems, case-based reasoning, 

heuristic search, and constraint satisfaction evaluation, are useful for the 

implementation of the experts in the Ophir environment. These techniques will be 

reviewed below. 

5.3.1 Know/edge-based Expert Systems 

Knowledge-based approach has been generally adopted in many DF A evaluation 

framework and systems [24, 36, 37, 17, 47, 49, 50, 51, 52, 6, 53, 145], in assembly 

sequence generation [88, 85, 92], assembly-oriented design [122, 123, 125] and other 

concurrent design system [146, 147]. Knowledge-based expert systems have a wide 

range of applications which include interpretation, prediction, diagnosis [148], planning 

[149], scheduling [150], debugging, control [151] and design [152, 153]. They have 

received rather obvious and quite prominent acceptance during the 1980s and the early 

1990s as a way to apply large amount of knowledge to solve problems emulating 

human experts. 

Professor Edward Feigenbaum of Stanford University, an early pioneer of expert 

systems technology has defined an expert system as: 

An intelligent computer program that uses knowledge and inference 

procedures to solve problems that are difficult enough to require Significant 

human expertise for their solution [J 54 J 

That is, an expert system is a computer system which emulates the decision-making 

ability of a human expert. 

Artificial intelligence scientists are generally agreed that knowledge is the essential 

ingredient in intelligence even some sophisticated reasoning techniques are very useful. 
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a mput r d pit it enormous capacity for data storage, simply could still not 

f th knowl dg nece ary to simulate all facets of human intelligence, it 

might ibl to at I a t tore that knowledge associated with a narrow domain -

and th n xhibit abilitie on the computer sinUlar to that of a human for this restricted 

ar a. lh gi e nam to th more focused, directed toward a narrow sector of 

exp rti - rath r than g neral, overall intelligence, the subfield of AI "expert system". 

Th fir t g n rali n f e pert systems were rule-based. This was based on the 

di ery that human problem solving or cognition that could be expressed by IF 

T H rul d mon trat d in the General Problem Solver program created by 

ewell and im n in 1960 . The rule takes the form of: 

IF: 

Til :: 
conditi n 1, . .. condition n 

onclu ion I , ... conclusion n 
a tion 1. ... action n 

It infer c n lu ion from conditions, and it may take actions. 

For c, ampl 

IF: 

T H 

Rul lik th 

Mary and Lisa have the anle parents and 
Mar i 6 male and 

i a i female 

Mary and Li a are sisters 

ar called production rule. The Newell and Simon model of human 

probl m- lving in t rms of long-term memory (rules), short-tem memory (working 

m m ry), and a gnitive proces or (inference engine) is the basis of rule-based expert 

t m , hi h ar al 0 called production systems. The term "expert system" is often 

Y t m rna 

ith "knowledge-based system" or "knowledge-based expert 

p rt " part of the name is an aspiration as even the performance of the 

abl t compete with a human expert, but performance is only one 

dim n i n r human behavior. ther behaviors of the human expert, such as learning, 
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breaking rules, reformulating, graceful degradation are still very difficult to attain for a 

computer program. "Knowledge-based System" is a more technically relevant term. 

There is a point of view which considers expert system as a subset of knowledge-based 

system [155, page 238]. 

The basic concept of the knowledge-based expert system can be illustrated as Figure 

5.3: it contains Knowledge Based, Working Memory and an Inference Engine. When 

requirements and information are input into the Expert System, the Inference Engine 

reasons about the asserted facts in the Working Memory based on the knowledge stored 

in the Knowledge Ba e, and expert advice is fed back. The Knowledge Base can be 

updated easily. 

Commands & 
Information 

User 

Expertise 

Expert System 

Know ledge Base 
~ ......... ....................................... -. 
~ Working Memory ~ 
.................................................... _ I 

Knowledge 
Engineer 

Figure 5.3 Knowledge-based Expert System 

Before the development of the expert systems, heuristic search that deploys heuristics 

in a search procedure has already been used for a long time. But the primary 

enhancements brought to a heuristic search to form an expert system are not trivial. 

The separation of the inference process (the solution procedure) from the knowledge 

base (the heuristics) is a concept which at first glance might seem minor, but this 

separation has resulted in the ability to focus the implementation efforts much more 

intensely toward the development of the knowledge base model - rather than have to 

spend an inordinate (and generally unnecessary) amount of time and resources in the 
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development and implementation of the entire solution, and in particular, the inference 

process. Since it is the knowledge that determines the outcome, whether one uses 

algorithms, heuristic search, or expert systems, it should be apparent that the 

knowledge is the area in which the bulk of our efforts we should be devoted. So expert 

systems can not be simply considered as another format for the implementation of 

heuristic search. A comparison among algorithmic procedure, heuristic search and 

expert system in general has been presented in reference [156, page 44]. 

Expert systems are a relatively new concept [157], with the earliest such system 

developed in the late 1960s. They are attractive because of their conceptual simplicity 

and the ease with which the rule-interpreter can be implemented. Also the clear 

separation of control mechanisms from task knowledge results in the modularity of the 

knowledge base, so new knowledge can be easily appended to the knowledge base as 

condition-action rules. Another reason for its appeal is that even though "expert" 

knowledge is a scarce and expensive resource, expert systems make expert behaviour 

available to a large audience. In addition, the integration of the expertise of several 

experts may lead the expert system to out-perform any single human expert. 

Some early expert system programs such as DENDRAL and MYCIN demonstrated the 

possibility of simulating the problem-solving ability of the human experts. The success 

of these and other programs stimulated interest in developing expert systems for a vast 

number of applications. Expert systems have received obvious and prominent 

acceptance during the 1980s. They have been brought out of the university laboratories 

and have produced commercial products. 

As the experience with expert systems increased, it quickly became apparent that 

production rules were inappropriate for some types of knowledge representation, thus 

schemata, known as frames, have also been used to represent knowledge, and object

oriented and access-oriented programming are used to perform inference. 

A frame is a set of information relating to a particular subject, and the information is 

stored in slots that associate methods. Frames are often represented in a semantic 
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network, which is widely used for representing knowledge of relationships (Figure 5.4). 

Car 
seats: 4 
wheels: 4 

Train 
carriages: 8 
seats: 110 

British Car 
Origin: Great Britain 

Sports Car 
engine: high petformance 
insurance: high 
seats: 2 

JaguarXJR 

••••••• 
Rover7S 
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Family Car 
••••••• 

L\KO 

Figure 5.4 Frames in Semantic Network with A-Kind-Of (AKO) Links 

Object-oriented programming used in expert systems is a method of drawing inferences 

based on a schema-based representation of knowledge. An Object is a schema, some 

of whose slots contain pointers to procedures (known as methods) written in a 

programming language. This allows methods which are most relevant to a particular 

schema to be linked to the slots within that schema. The object-oriented programming 

is useful for creating a tidy and modular knowledge base. Inference occurs by sending 

a message to the slot to which a method is attached, this causes that method to be 

activated. 

Access-oriented programming refers to that some of the knowledge-based system 

toolkits allow the user to define functions which are executed whenever certain data is 

fetched or stored. 

Besides these powerful abilities, friendly user interfaces have been built into some of the 

commerce expert system shells to make the development of expert systems quick and 

easy. This makes expert systems more appealing to some of the application developers. 
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After a period of optimism, some of the shortcomings of expert systems were exposed, 

which are: 

1. The symbolic pattern matching used in most of the expert systems does not 

investigate the process of cognition, but rather describes the process of how to 

handle and manipulate descriptions of a reality. 

2. The difficulty of knowledge explication; this becomes the bottleneck 10 the 

development of expert systems. 

3. Expert systems do not remember the problems they solved as human experts do, so 

they are simply unable to reuse the solutions directly for the same problems 

encountered in future. 

Because of these shortcomings and the big promise made as implied by the name, the 

assessments of expert systems have often been overly pessimistic since 1990. But the 

true status of an expert system should lie somewhere between -- that is expert system is 

a powerful, practical and eminently useful tool - but only when employed on the right 

problems, and in the right manner. It suggests that other forms of reasoning should be 

investigated to overcome the shortcomings. Also it is probably better to call each 

developed system a more technically relevant name, such as call it a knowledge-based 

system ifthere is not significant expertise involved. 

5.3.2 Case-based Reasoning 

Case-based Reasoning (CDR) is a technique that solves new problems by adapting 

solutions that were used to solve old problems. It reasons from experience. It is a 

fresh reasoning paradigm and an alternative for the design of expert systems in domains 

that may not be appropriate for other reasoning paradigms such as model-based 

reasoning. As a result, and because of its intuitive nature and close resemblance to 

human reasoning, CDR has attracted increasing interest both from those experienced in 

developing expert systems and from novices. In contrast to knowledge-based system 

that depends on an explicit model of the domain, 

• CDR does not require an explicit domain model, so knowledge elicitation becomes 

a task of gathering case histories 

• implementation is reduced to identifYing significant features that describe a case; an 

easier task than creating an explicit model 
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• large volumes of case information can be managed in a database 

• CBR can learn by acquiring new knowledge as cases, thus makes maintenance 

easier 

Advantages for using case-based reasoning include: 

1. Increasing efficiency in solving new problems (because relevant reasoning can be 

re-used rather than having to be re-derived) 

2. Improving the quality of solutions (because prior cases can guide the reasoner 

towards successful alternatives and warn of prior problems to avoid) 

3. Simplifying knowledge acquisition. CDR facilitates the knowledge acquisition 

process because cases can be stored and used without having a perfect domain 

theory; case acquisition can be achieved without analysing the interactions between 

individual factors in a case. New cases can be added easily. Also pre-existing case 

library may be available for many tasks to provide a starting point when building 

CBR systems. 

Depending upon the task being performed, a case-based reasoning system may be able 

to function successfully using cases that have little internal structure. Some tasks may 

require cases that include more complete representations, or require cases can be 

manipulated at varying levels of granularity. The effectiveness of CDR systems 

depends upon their ability to retrieve the right case at the right time. Learning by 

storing new cases is fundamental to the case-based reasoning process: CDR systems 

learn by adding the results of current processing to their case libraries as cases for 

future use. 

The work of Schank and Abelson in 1977 is widely held to be the origins of CDR 

[158]. Whilst the philosophical roots of CDR could perhaps be claimed by many, it 

was the work of Roger Schank's group at Yale University in the early 1980' s that 

produced both a cognitive model for CDR and the first CDR applications based upon 

this model. Janet Koloner developed the first CDR system called CYRUS which was 

an implementation of Schank's dynamic memory model. The case memory model of 

CYRUS later served as the basis for several other CDR systems, including 
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MEDIATOR, CHEF, PERSUADER, CASEY and JULIA. 

CDR tools have made the CDR theory practically feasible. Two examples are given. 

CBR-Express, produced by Inference Corp., is perhaps the most successful CDR 

product. It is specially tailored to a vertical market, that of help desks. CBR-Express 

has a simple case structure and uses nearest neighbour matching to retrieve cases. The 

key feature of CBR-Express is its ability to handle free-form text. The use of trigrams 

means that CBR-Express is very tolerant of spelling mistakes and typing errors such as 

letter transpositions. CBR-Express examines a user's free form text entry and matches 

this against case titles and descriptions. This results in the retrieval of a set of cases. A 

list of ranked solutions with likelihood values is generated from the cases, and the user 

is offered these along with a set of questions. Answers to these questions help narrow 

the number of cases that matched, leading to a more accurate solution that is presented 

to the user. In the event of a solution not being reached, CBR-Express closes the CBR 

cycle by using the concept of an unsolved case. If after searching on a problem 

description and answering several questions a successful match is not obtained, an 

entire transcript of the consultation can be saved as an unresolved case. The 

administrator (human expert) of the case base subsequently can find out what that 

case's solution was and modify the unresolved case to create a new case. Another 

example is the Easy Reasoner supplied with Eclipse by Haley Enterprise. It is a C 

library that provides CBR functionality. The Easy Reasoner provides nearest neighbour 

and inductive retrieval of records in a database. Once records have been retrieved they 

can be asserted as Eclipse objects for adaptation by its rule-base. Eclipse offers fully 

compatible C++ objects, and optimised forward chaining using the Rete algorithm. 

CDR technique provides problem solving the solutions directly or a good starting point 

if there are relevant cases documented. In addition to the large amount of 

documentation work that may be involved at the beginning of case base development, 

such as the identification of valid cases, the organising and indexing of cases, a suitable 

mechanism has to be established to retrieve relevant cases. Where these may not be 

very difficult as there are already commercial CDR tools that support the case retrieval 

step, the adaptation of old problems to new problems to find solutions is generally not 
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easy. A review of industrial case-based reasoning tools shows that commercial CDR 

tools can support the retrieval step, but are not well suited to perform the adaptation 

process [159]. Nevertheless, case-base reasoning has already been used in mechanical 

design, DFA evaluation and assembly sequence generation [160, 161, 162, 94, 95]. 

5.3.3 Heuristic Search 

Heuristics [89, 90, 91, 85, 86], and heuristic search such as A· and AO· algorithm 

have been widely used in generation of good assembly sequences. Heuristics have been 

explained in foot note 3 of chapter 3. Now let us have a look what is heuristic search. 

In search of a problem space or its graphic representation, different control strategies 

can be used. These include: 

• Generate-and-test 

• Hill climbing 

• Breadth-first search 

• Depth-first search 

• Best-first search 

• Problem reduction 

• Constraint satisfaction 

• Means-ends analysis 

The uninformed search methods, such as breadth-first search and depth-first search, 

conduct exhaustive search which is not efficient. For many tasks it is possible to use 

task-dependent information to help reduce search space. Information of this sort is 

usually called heuristic information, and search procedures using the information are 

called heuristic search methods [66]. 

Heuristic search is a powerful tool for the solution of difficult problems, often used in 

cases for which more formal analytical methods (in particular, methods that develop 

optimal solutions) would prove less effective. In these cases, heuristics are then 

intended for use in obtaining acceptable solutions quickly instead of pursuing optimal 

solutions. Heuristic search may lack the rigor or credibility of algorithmic approaches, 

but in most cases heuristic programming does solve difficult problems (such as some 
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NP-complete problem 17) that are far beyond the capabilities of the analytical 

techniques. As a more general-purpose method compared with expert systems, heuristic 

search uses less domain specific knowledge. So it does not have powerful reasoning 

ability as expert systems do. It belongs to so called weak methods. 

There are basically two methods of incorporating heuristic information about a state

space problem into a search procedure designed to solve that problem; these methods 

correspond to the use of "evaluation functions" and "generator functions". Evaluation 

functions can be used to evaluate and order the candidates in each search step to guide 

the search expands along those sectors of the frontier thought to be most promising. 

Generator functions can be used to generate the most promising candidate for 

expanding in each search step, but they are not used as often as the evaluation 

functions. 

Here I give some simple explanations of the two most interesting heuristic search 

strategies: Best-first search and Means-ends analysis. 

Best-first search is a way of combining the advantages of both depth-first and breadth

first search into a single method. At each step of the search process, the most 

promising candidate is chosen to generate its successors. Then the most promising 

successor is chosen to generate successors again until a solution is reached. A * and 

AO· algorithm used in automatic assembly sequence generation are best-first search. 

Means-end is a valuable heuristic that may be employed in a variety of ways. The basic 

approach is to select operators that seem to provide a means to some end, most often 

the goal. The objective is to choose operators whose action moves the current system 

state closer (in some measure) to the goal state. This involves carefully choosing state 

evaluation junction. 

17 NP-complete problem - for which nondetenninistic polynomial-time algorithms are known, all 

known deterministic algorithms are exponential. 
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5.3.4 Constraint Satisfaction 

Constraint satisfaction approach has considerable attraction both in AI and in other 

areas of computer science. Many problems can be viewed as problems of constraint 

satisfaction in which the goal is to discover some problem state that satisfies a set of 

constraints. These include product design activities - they must be within fixed time 

limits, available material and equipment; or the assembly sequence generation process -

besides geometric constraints, it is restricted by current assembly technology and 

available equipment. For a constraint satisfaction problem, it is useful to augment the 

description of the problem state with a list of constraints that dynamically changes as 

pieces of the problem are solved, and to augment the search mechanism to manipulate 

that list of constraints. 

A variety of techniques have been developed for finding partial or complete solutions 

for different kinds of constraint expressions, such as backtracking, constraint 

propagation and cooperative algorithms. These have been successfully applied to 

diverse tasks such as design, diagnosis, truth maintenance, scheduling, logic 

programming, and user interface. Constraint satisfaction has also been used in 

generation of good assembly sequence [72, 103, 80]. Constraint networks are 

graphical representations used to guide strategies for solving constraint satisfaction 

problems (CSPs). 

Constraint satisfaction problems can mainly be classified as two kinds [163]. One kind 

of the problems called Boolean constraint satisfaction problems is those in which one 

has a set of variables, each to be instantiated in an associated domain and a set of 

Boolean constraints limiting the set of allowed values for specified subjects of variables. 

This general formulation has a wide variety of incarnations in various applications. It is 

generally a search problem. 

The standard solution procedure for solving this kind of constraint-satisfaction 

problems is backtracking search. The algorithm typically considers the variables in 

order and, starting with the first, assigns a provisional value to each successive variable 

in tum as long as the assigned values are consistent with those assigned in the past. 
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When in the process, a variable is encountered such that none of its domain values is 

consistent with previous assignments (a situation referred to as a dead-end), 

backtracking takes place. That is, the value assigned to the immediately preceding 

variable is replaced, and the search continues in a systematic way until either a solution 

is found or until it may be concluded that no such solution exists. 

Improving backtracking efficiency to reduce the size of its expanded space depends on 

the way the constraints are represented, the instantiation order of the variables, and 

how values are assigned to each variable when one solution suffices. Complementary 

algorithms called consistency-enforcing algorithms (also called consistency algorithms) 

have been developed to employ in advance of performing the backtracking search. 

These algorithms are most easily described in the network method of the constraint 

satisfaction problems. The best framework for understanding these algorithms is to see 

them as removing local inconsistencies from the network which can never be part of 

any global solution. When those inconsistencies are moved, they may cause 

inconsistencies in neighbouring arcs that were previously consistent. Those 

inconsistencies are in tum removed, so the algorithm eventually arrives, monotonically, 

at a fixed-point consistent network and halts. These transform a given constraint 

network into an equivalent, yet more explicit network. Intuitively, a consistency

enforcing algorithm will make any partial solution of a small subnetwork extensible to 

some surrounding network, and this is called constraint propagation. 

Another kind of problems called constraint optimisation problems are the numerical 

optimisation problems that arise when one is designing a system to maximise the extent 

to which the solutions it provides satisfy a large number of local constraints. This is 

because in computational vision and other AI domains one is often not just satisfying a 

set of Boolean constraints but rather optimising the degree to which a solution satisfies 

a variety of conflicting continuous constraints. Algorithms that are variously known as 

cooperative or probabilistic relation algorithms for the solutions of this kind of 

problems are based on generalisations of the consistency algorithms. The main ideas in 

cooperative algorithms are that compatible values in neighbouring domains can 

cooperatively reinforce each other by increasing each other's weight. Simultaneously, 
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incompatible values compete, trying to suppress each other. Each value in a domain is 

competing with each of the other values in that domain. The attraction of the 

cooperative algorithms is that they are highly parallel, requiring only local 

neighbourhood communication between uniform processors that need only simple 

arithmetic operations and limited memory. 

As the expert support for proactive DF A and assembly sequence generation starts from 

the early design stage when information of the constraints involved is still vague, it is 

impractical to search a good or optimal solution based on these imprecise and 

incomplete constraints. It is more appropriate to evaluate whether a generated solution 

(or partial solution) satisfies any available constraints in a timely fashion. Thus 

constraints will be used in the validation of the generated assembly sequence instead of 

searching for a good or optimal sequence in the Ophir environment. 

5.4 Selection of Tools and Methods 

An expert module, or a module element with intelligent agent properties can be 

developed by a procedural language, an expert system language, such as OPS5, 

PROLOG, or even an expert system building tool (also called expert system shell) for 

convenience, maintainability, efficiency and speed. 

An expert system language is a translator of commands written in a specific syntax, it 

will also provide an inference engine to execute the statements of the language [164, 

Page 24]. Depending on the implementation, the inference engine may provide forward 

chaining, backward chaining or both. The primary functional difference between expert 

system languages and procedural languages is the focus of representation. Procedural 

languages like C focus on providing flexible and robust techniques to represent data. 

For example, data structures such as arrays, records, linked lists, stacks, queues, and 

trees are easily created and manipulated. The data and methods to manipulate the data 

are tightly interwoven. In contrast, expert system languages focus on providing flexible 

and robust ways to represent knowledge. The expert system paradigm allows two level 

of abstraction: data abstraction and knowledge abstraction. Expert system languages 

specifically separate the data from the methods of manipUlating the data. An example 
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of this separation is that of facts (data abstraction) and rules (knowledge abstraction) in 

a rule-based expert system language. This difference in focus also leads to a difference 

in program design methodology. Because of the tight interweaving of data and 

knowledge in procedural languages, the programmer must carefully describe the 

sequence of execution. However, the explicit separation of data from knowledge in 

expert system languages requires considerably less rigid control of an execution 

sequence. Typically, an entirely separate piece of code, the inference engine, is used to 

apply the knowledge to the data. This separation of knowledge and data allows a 

higher degree of parallelism and modularity. 

An expert system building tool is defined as: 

A language plus associated utility programs to faCilitate the development, 

debugging, and delivery of application programs [164]. 

Utility programs may include text and graphics editors, debuggers, file managers, and 

even code generators. Cross assemblers may also be provided to port the developed 

code to different hardware. Some tools may even allow the use of different paradigms 

such as forward and backward chaining in one application. 

For the convenience, speed, efficiency and maintainability in development, it was 

decided to integrate an expert system shell in the Ophir environment. F our available 

expert system shells have been investigated for their suitability. They are CLIPS from 

NASA, KAPPA-PC from IntelliCorp, Eclipse and Rete++ from Haley Enterprise. The 

investigation is based on the preconditions that the Ophir environment will be 

developed in VC++, and Microsoft Access will be used to develop the database. 

5.4.1 Tool Investigation 

CLIPS (the C Language Integrated Production System) expert system shell was 

developed by the artificial intelligence section in NASNJohnson Space Center [165, 

166]. The specific purpose for developing CLIPS is to provide high portability, low 

cost, and easy integration with external systems. It provides a complete environment 

for construction of rule and/or object based expert systems as well as effective forward 

chaining ability based on the use of Rete algorithm. CLIPS comes with all source code 
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which can be easily modified or tailored to meet a user's specific needs, such as to 

integrate with external functions or applications. CLIPS can be installed on many 

different computers without making modifications to its source code. Another 

advantage is its low cost. Its simple user interface (interactive, text-oriented) does not 

defect its suitability, as the expert support implemented will work in background in the 

Ophir Project. The only weak point of CLIPS is that it does not provide support for 

backward chaining. But forward chaining can fulfil most of the tasks required for the 

expert support. 

Further investigation tested the integration of CLIPS with VC++. It is easy to integrate 

them through CLIPSDLL [167]. The application developed with the integrated 

environment, is able to load and run * .clp files from VC++ environment. However, 

CLIPSDLL is a freeware, it is still in development, so not all the functions in CLIPS are 

wrapped in the CLIPSDLL. 

KAPPA-PC is a powerful and user friendly expert system shell [168, 169] with a very 

good graphical user interface. Its powerful object-oriented programming, rule-based 

reasoning, and tools for developing and customising user interface are well integrated. 

Coding of class hierarchy, rules, functions, methods is quite straight forward 10 

KAPPA-PC. It provides forward chaining and backward chaining reasoning. It 

communicates with dBase, and the new version of KAPPA-PC, version 2.4, has new 

database access interface based on ODBC and supports Windows NT. The 

documentation shows that KAPPA-PC can interface some CAD packages or 

conventional programming languages. KAPPA-PC is fully supported as 16 bit 

windows application, but not 32 bit. Its source code is not available. Despite many 

advantages and its integrated development environment for developing a stand-alone or 

a dominant expert system in an integrated environment, KAPPA-PC may not be flexible 

enough to develop several embedded expert modules required in the Ophir 

environment. Therefore, further testing of the integration of KAPPA-PC with VC++ 

has not conducted. 

Eclipse is syntactically similar to CLIPS, but it is more powerful than CLIPS in some 
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ways [170]: more constructs, e.g. defrelation (father Jerry Tom); more inheritances 

provided e.g. a template can inherit properties from its super templates; and its 

backward chaining ability. But the backward chaining in Eclipse is not as powerful as 

that in KAPPA-PC. It can automatically generate goals and allow goals to drive 

pattern matching in combination with facts in a normal data-driven manner. Goals can 

exist simultaneously in Eclipse and allows rules to do strategic reasoning. If 

dependencies on goals are used, goals will only persist as long as they are relevant, and 

the facts which are dependent on these goals will automatically retract when the goals 

do not exist any more. However, during backward chaining, if any information (e.g. 

slot value) to achieve a goal does not exist, Eclipse will not reason further. It does not 

pop up a dialogue box automatically to query the user about the missing information 

and then act on user's response as in KAPPA-PC. 

Rete++ fully encapsulates Eclipse within C++ [171]. It also has modules for 

developing Case-Based Reasoning. So, from performance point of view, Rete++ is the 

most suitable expert system building tool. But it is quite expensive and the source code 

is not available. Furthermore, run-time license is required for the distribution of any 

developed applications from Rete++. An industrial collaborator of the Ophir Project 

did not accept this. 

Finally, CLIPS is considered to be the most suitable shell for its flexibility, easy 

integration, reasonable performance, and low cost. It has been integrated into the 

Ophir environment. 

5.4.2 Complementary C++ Functions 

In situations that require to extend the functionality from CLIPS (this is more necessary 

as the CLIPSDLL has not implemented all the CLIPS functions), c++ functions will be 

created to complement the ability of the integrated CLIPS. Besides complementary of 

the rule-based reasoning, C++ functions will also be used in connecting the experts with 

the database, in implementing heuristic search, constraints satisfaction evaluation, and 

case-based reasoning. 
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5.5 reation of the Expert Assembler 

5.5.1 Expert As emhler 

Th Exp rl A 'embler Figure 5.5 , has been created and deployed into the Ophir 

en ironm nt accord ing to the strategy specified in the beginning of this chapter. It has 

thr e p r1 m dul 

• Product Structure Expert 

• A sembly equence Expert. 

• Assembly Process Expert 

ea h p rt m dul ha intelligent agent properties, we consider it as an 'expert 

age" t', 0 an p rt r fi rs to an expert agent. 

Expert Assembler 

starting 
Part 

Advisor 

Next Part Sequence Sequence 
Advisor Validator Evaluator 

Assembly 
Operation 
Evaluator 

Cost 
Estimator 

Assembly Process Expert 

Figure 5.5 The Expert Assembler 

In h p rt ag nt, th re are everal expert elements to fulfil closely related tasks. 

The A mbl equence Expert has four elements: 

• larling Part Advisor - to recommend the base part for as embly sequence 

d finjti n 

• exl ParI Advi or - to ugg t the be t next part when sequence construction is 

mmen d 

• alidator - to highlight equence problems instantly 

• equ nc ? Evaluator - to identify a good a sembly sequence for proactive DFA 

e aluati n 
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Currently three elements: the Starting Part Advisor, the Next Part Advisor, and the 

Sequence Validator have been implemented. The Starting Part Advisor uses rule-base 

approach, the Next Part Advisor uses a heuristic search. The Sequence Validator uses 

constraint satisfaction evaluation. 

The Product Structure Expert has two elements: 

• Part Count Advisor - to recommend candidate parts for elimination and 

combination 

• Structure Validator - to make trade-off decision between part consolidation and 

part manufacturing cost and product performance 

Currently one element, Part Count Advisor has been implemented. The implementation 

is mainly procedural C++ functions, but involves rule-based kinematic reasoning. Case

base Reasoning is explored to retrieve relevant DF A examples and successful DF A case 

studies to assist redesign. 

The Assembly Process Expert has two elements: 

• Assembly Operation Evaluator - to automatically infer DF A related part properties, 

to highlight handling/feeding, gripping and fitting problems instantly 

• Cost Estimator calculates assembly operation ratios and estimates assembly cost 

They are both implemented by procedural C++ functions. 

5.5.2 Knowledge Base 

The experts and expert elements in the Expert Assembler infer sequence and DF A 

related data using the knowledge stored in the knowledge base. The implemented 

knowledge base is as Figure 5.6. It has two separated parts: a CLIPS Knowledge 

Base, and a General Knowledge Base which is developed using Microsoft Access. 

Production rules, for example the set of rules regarding whether a part is suitable to be 

the base part of an assembly sequence, are stored in the CLIPS Knowledge Base. 

Other knowledge such as manufacture and assembly processes, material data, DF A 

criteria, design catalogue, and several successful DF A case studies are stored in the 

General Knowledge Base. All the product information required by expert reasoning is 

stored in the Four Layer Product Model Database specified next. 
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Other Knowledge and Data: 
Material 
Manufacture Process 
Assembly Process 
DFA Case Studies 
DFA Criteria 
Design (such as 

standard parts 
fasteners, etc.) 

General 
Knowledge Base 

Figure 5.6 rhe Ophir Knowledge Base 

5.5.3 Produ I Model 

The underlining data tructure - Four Layer Product Model [17] represents and stores 

a ll th r I ant pr du t data. To harter three possible kinds of design activities [172]: 

• Original D ign: pro iding an original solution principle for a given system, 

• Adapliv D ~ 'ign: the adaptation of a known solution principle to a changed task, 

• J 'w 'ianl D 'ign: Th ariation of ize or arrangement of an existing system, 

fo ur di para t t of component have to be handled. As the Four Layer Product 

M d I i impl mented u ing an object oriented approach, different component classes 

can dcri d IT m the omponenl Model to hold data and methods for each type of 

c mp n nt . r in tanc a data member of the New Subassembly class describes 

hi h oth r members of this particular subassembly. 

Th fI ur mp n nt la are : 

I. ew ompollellf: 

Definition : mponent de igned specifically for a product and can only be a 

m mber of that product. 

Method Full acce to the component model is available . 

2. Exi till ompollelll: 

D finition : mp n nt that can be a member of many products. It could be either 

a bought-in item or part of a standard in-house range. 

Method nl th a embly position and orientation can be edited. 
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3. New Subassembly: 

Definition: A collection of two or more components that only exist within a 

particular product. The incorporated components can be either New 

Component or Existing Component types. 

Methods: Full access is given to the product model to make changes. However, 

any changes to individual components can only alter the respective 

product model if the components are the New Component types. 

4. Existing Subassembly: 

Definition: A collection of components that together form a subassembly that can 

be a member of many products. Again, this may be a bought-in 

assembly, part of a standard in-house range or a standard module. 

Methods: Only the assembly position and orientation can be edited. 

Each type of component class is instantiated as many times as the number of each type 

of components in the assembly. The Final Assembly Model and Component 

Interaction Model are only ever instantiated once for a particular assembly. Although 

there should only be one Assembly Plan Model for each assembly, the possibility of 

exploring a number of sequences means this can be instantiated for comparison 

purposes. However, the final design can only have one instance of Assembly Plan 

Model. Data persistence is achieved by exporting the data stored in the four layers of 

the model to an Access database, which facilitates data searches and ease of retrieval. 

5.5.4 Expert Reason;ng 

The experts in the Expert Assembler collect data from the Product Model or Product 

Model database. For rule-based implementation, the collected data is asserted as 

CLIPS facts to trigger the rules in the CLIPS Knowledge Base. This results in new 

facts to be asserted and some old facts to be retreated from CLIPS. There are several 

routes to pass results from CLIPS into C++ environment. 

For other implementations, which include heuristic research, constraint satisfaction 

evaluation, and cases retrieving, algorithms have been developed and C++ functions 

have been created. After data is collected by the experts, reasoning is conducted in a 
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c++ environment based on the knowledge stored in the General Knowledge Base. 

Some of the variables in the C++ environment or data in the Product Model database 

will be updated as a result of the expert reasoning. Recommendations or warnings 

from the experts will be fed back to the user through a user-friendly interface. 

Depending on the user's response, each expert acts further. 

5.6 Implementation 

The Ophir assembly-oriented CAD environment is written in Visual C++, integrating 

the ACIS solid modelling kernel, the CLIPS expert system toolkit and Microsoft 

Access Database. It implements the data structure of Four Layer Product Model. The 

knowledge base incorporates assembly, manufacturing expertise, and successful DF A 

case studies. The proactive DF A analysis module provides a quantitative view on the 

assemblability of the product in relation to the amount of available data. The software 

integration can be described as follows. 

5.6.1 Embed CLIPS in C++ Environment 

Files (*.cpp and *.h files) that provide the CLIPSWrap class which dynamically loads 

the CLIPSDLL to encapsulate the core CLIPS functions are inserted into the C++ 

project of the Ophir application, and the main header file is included in a class 

AssemblyDoc where the CLIPWrap will be instantiated. An instance of the CLIPSWrap 

is created, and initialised in the constructor of the AssemblyDoc class which holds all 

the document data about product structure and assembly sequence, such as the data of 

Assembly Object, the Component Interaction Object, and the Assembly Sequence 

Object. Several routes to return information from CLIPS to C++ environment are 

established before the initialisation. The CLIPSWrap class dynamically loads the 

CLIPSDLL which encapsulates the core CLIPS actions like Load, Reset and Run to 

allow a developer to embed CLIPS into a C++ program. To make this work, the 

CLIPSDLL has to be placed in the local project directory or in the compiler searchable 

directories. 
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5.6.2 Integrate A CIS with C++ 

Files that provide the CAcisApp, CAcisDoc and CAcis View base classes needed to 

build the basic acismfc application, are inserted into the C++ project. An instance of 

CAcisApp is created in the constructor of the application class COphir App in the 

project and it is initialised. This starts the ACIS modeler and initialises each of its core 

libraries in C++ environment. An instance of the CAcisGLDoc class, which is derived 

from the CAcisDoc, is created in the document class CDesignDoc of the project. The 

CAcisGLDoc has a function to create a rendering context, which is an object that 

manages a scene of entities and the views to define different eye points ( cameras) used 

to look at the scene. An instance of the CAcisView class is created in one of the view 

classes of the C++ project, CDesignView. This makes the ACIS geometric model can 

be viewed in the Ophir Assembly-oriented CAD. It is also necessary to let the compiler 

know the directories of all the ACIS header files and tell the builder any relevant ACIS 

libraries and their directories. 

5.6.3 Access and Manipulate the Database from C++ Environment 

Accessing and manipulating the Four Layer Product Model Database and the General 

Knowledge Base from C++ environment is achieved by deriving classes from the 

CDaoRecordset class in Microsoft MFC. A CDaoRecordset object, a kind of 

record sets, represents a set of records selected from a data source that you can use to 

examine, add, change, or delete records from an underlying database table. This 

connects a derived recordset class with a data source which is a table or a query in the 

Database or in the General Knowledge Base. In the C++ environment, from the 

derived recordset class, we can access and manipulate its connected table or query to: 

• scroll through the records, 

• add new records, 

• update the records, 

• filter certain records from those available, 

• sort the records. 

We can also parameterise the record set to customise its selection with information not 

known until run time. 
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5.7 T he Ophi r Environment and Its Supporting Experts 

The Ophir n ironment comprises a number of workspaces: 

• Th Iruclure Builder - a window to develop product/assembly structure. 

• Th quence Builder - a window to build assembly sequences. 

• Th D olid Modeller - a et of CAD windows for designing each component, 

ub mbl and overaU product assembly. 

A typical reen ft hi environment shows in Figure 5.7. Three windows are visible: at 

the bott m right of the creen is the full solid model of the assembly, its background 

c lour indicat th acce and control abilities authorised. Currently the model shows 

In hite ba kground that indicates only position and orientation of each part can be 

manipulat d, a it i an as embly view. For an existing component/subassembly, the 

background lour wil l be blue which means that the part can only be viewed. For a 

n mp n nt, it wiU be shown in a black background which indicates that the user 

ha full acc to it model to create or edit it freely. 

Border colollr 
reflects DE4 scores 

Sequence Builde r 

flo [ 'f- sro.. Sb""". 5 • I!{...oo.. li,jp 

HI ad: I>ortkr 
mdlcat· 
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CDmponents To Be .. 
Added To Sequence 
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Figure 5.7 The Experts Operate in the Ophir Environment 
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At the bottom left of the screen is the product/assembly structure, showing components 

and subassemblies in relation to the finished assembly. Here, each component is 

displayed with its name in a coloured rectangular background (part icon), and the 

colour indicates its type (subassembly or individual component). It is in this 

hierarchical structure, the Product Structure Expert works. Group of parts whose 

combination is suggested are highlighted with the same coloured borders, such as the 

armature and the ball in the figure. Parts which are not essential for the functionality 

of the finished assembly, such as the bracket, have their names displayed in red. 

At the top of the screen is a window split into two; it is here that the Assembly 

Sequence Expert works. It gives guidance to the interactively assembly sequence 

definition; it highlights sequence problems instantly. In the left-hand part of the 

window, a list of the components is displayed in coloured icon with a border whose 

colour dynamically shows recommendation for the starting/next part in the assembly 

sequence. A black border indicates that the part is recommended as the starting/next 

part, a red border implies that the part may not be suitable and a blue border means that 

there is no indication either way. The thickness of the border indicates the strength of 

the recommendation, a very thin border implying that there is not enough information 

to make a judgement. Clicking on the component brings up a dialog detailing the 

reasons for the recommendation. Although the system always seeks to offer 

suggestions for the starting/next part in the sequence, the designer is never constrained 

to follow a particular assembly path. If the designer persists in defining a sub-optimal 

assembly sequence, this will be indicated in the right-hand part of the window by an 

increasingly unfavourable DF A score as the work progresses. Sequentially dragging 

and dropping part icons from the left-part of the window into the right-part of the 

window interactively defines an assembly sequence. At the beginning of this process, 

hard and soft constraints can be selected and integrated into the sequence construction 

process. User-preferred sequence building strategy, such as bottom up or inside out, 

can also be predefined. During sequence definition process, the Assembly Process 

Expert works. It highlights assembly problems in the right part of the window. Any 

unfavourable DF A score resulted from assembly operations: handling, feeding, 

gripping, will be highlighted with red border of the part icon. Fitting problem or 
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sequence problem will be highlighted with red border of the sequence liaison. Double 

clicking the part icon or right clicking the sequence liaison can bring up a dialog 

detailing the problems. Control of the sequence is always the designer's, but as much 

support as possible is offered from the experts during its definition. 

To implement all the experts, a large amount of work is required. My work is focused 

on the areas to support for product structure optimisation in proactive DF A and 

support for assembly sequence generation, and this will be detailed in the next two 

chapters. 
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Chapter 6 Expert Support for Proactive DFA 

In the Ophir Assembly-oriented CAD environment, the proactive OF A analysis is based 

on the CSC technique. The expert support for the proactive OFA evaluation provided 

by the Expert Assembler includes four areas: 

1. Providing general OF A guidelines when necessary; 

2. Support for part count reduction to optimise product structure; 

3. Support for material and process selection and early manufacturing cost estimation 

to validate part consolidations; 

4. Assisting detailed assembly operation evaluation. 

The Expert Assembler should guide the designer to generate an assembly-oriented 

design concept, product structure, and component features. It should highlight OF A 

problems instantly. For a limited time only, the second area (support for part count 

reduction) is the focus of the implementation. Ideas of how to support for the other 

areas will be briefly described. 

6.1 Providing General DFA Guidelines 

In early design stage, the descriptions of the physical components of a product are often 

vague and imprecise, and knowledge of all the design requirements and constraints are 

usually approximate or unknown. High-level descriptions of product and imprecise 

information make quantitative reasoning difficult in this stage, if not impossible. But a 

poor design concept can never be compensated for by a good detailed design. So OF A 

analysis should start from conceptual design stage. As a result, general OFA guidelines 

and some qualitative OF A evaluation methods may be realised to guide the generation 

of assembly-oriented design concept. 

To provide general OF A guidelines, a "OF A Principle Library" can be established in 

design environment. Guidelines based on these principles can be arranged in categories 

and sub-categories according to their applicable areas, and applicable stages (from 

concept to detail). Each guideline should be either connected to some key words, or 

specific design features, or certain actions performed in design environment. The 
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Expert A ,emhler can th n ch ck any actions made by the designer that may relate to a 

k ord. a kind of d ign features or is directly linked to a DFA guideline. Any 

h uld trigger certain guidelines, and the designer can assess if the related 

guidelin are appr priat to be applied. For example, when a design feature violates 

F rit na, arning hould be given, so the designer can make decisions to change 

th de ign if nece ary. Hint and tips could be the suitable forms for delivery of 

guid line, but th are better with examples and graphic representations for ease of 

under tanding like the two guid lines in Figure 6.1 ((a) is from [5] , (b) is from [127]) . 

a) Modular design of product family 
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b U e part with similar manufacturing technology; 
shared assembly characteristic; 
Repeated use of similar parts. 

Fiollre 6.1 DFA Guidelines with Examples 
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6.2 Support for Part Count Reduction 

Based on the esc technique, Functional Analysis is carried out to identify 'B' parts. 'B' 

parts are candidates for elimination and one way of elimination is to combine a part 

with another part. The support for part elimination and part combination falls to the 

Part Count Advisor (peA), one of the expert elements introduced in chapter 5. With 

it, 'B' Parts and pairs or groups of parts that could be combined will be identified and 

highlighted in the product structure. 

6.2.1 Procedures o/the Part Count Advisor 

The search of parts for combination is based on a working flowchart in Figure 6.2, 

which uses information from a number of sources: component mating information 

entered by the user and the assessments of functional parameters such as the necessity 

of relative movement between parts, the requirement that parts be made of different 

materials and the likelihood of separation of parts for adjustment or replacement. The 

assessments of functional parameters will identify all the 'B' parts. 'B' parts will be 

highlighted with names in red. Eventually pairs or groups of parts that could be 

combined will be highlighted with same coloured part icon borders in the product 

structure. 

The mating information specified is stored in the component interaction layer of the 

Four Layer Product Model database. It can be expressed as a Mating Matrix Figure 

6.4(b) in which the number "I" stands for "mating" and the number "0" stands for "not 

mating". As a part doesn't mate with itself, the main diagonal does not contain any 

numbers. A triangle matrix is used to avoid duplicated information. A more detailed 

graphic representation of the mating information can be realised by the relational 

model proposed by Homem de Mello Figure 6.4( c) in which mating joint type and 

joining process can be represented as node and attachment. The more detailed 

mating/joining information can assist the rule based kinematic reasoning as some 

kinematic information has been stated implicitly in mating joint types and joining 

processes. For example, if the mating joint type between two parts is force-fit, then the 

mated two parts will not move relatively. If the joining process is fastening, then the 
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fasteners and the parts to be fastened will not move relatively. Lin et at [173] proposed 

a component mating joints hierarchy graph to represent the conceptual assembly design 

Figure 6.5. Based on this graph, certain mating joint types with which the mated parts 

are unlikely to move relatively Table 2(a) or very likely to move relatively Table 2(b) 

have been identified and stored in the CLIPS Knowledge Base. 

Put all parts in checklist 
and get the first part 

Get next part 

Get next mating part If----<: 

Rule based 
kinematic Reasoning 

Acting according 
to further checking 

Assign the same 

Assign a distinguished 
colour for each 

CG Index 

Assign the same 
unique Separatioo Index 

to both of the parts 

unique Separatioo Index t-----------' 
to both of the parts 

Figure 6.2 Part Count Advisor Working Flowchart 

(CG Index - Combination Group Index) 
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Call the part with smaller 
co Index Part X 

and the other part Part Y 

Put all parts that have 
the same CO Index with 
Part X in checklist Inl 

Get next part in 
checklist roe, 

get the fust part 
in checklist two 

Put all parts that have 
the same CO Index with 
Part Y in checklist two 

Get the first part in 
checklist Inl and compare 

it with the part in 
checklist two one by one 

Assign all the parts in 
checklist two the smaller 

CO Index of Part X 

~----------~~I~----~ 

Assign the CO Index 
of Part X to Part Y, 

clear the CO Index of 
the in S Set 

Yes 

No 

Figure 6.3 The Procedure of Further Checking in Part Count Advisor Flowchart 
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Figure 6.4 (a) Component Parts of Ball-point Pen, 

(b) Mating Matrix of Ball-point Pen, 

(c) Relational Model Graph of Ball-point Pen 
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Table 2: Identified MaJing Joint Types 

(a) Unlikely to move relatively (b) Very likely to move relatively 

Mating Joint Types Mating Joint Types 

Interference Contact Roll-slide Contact 

Non-regular Surface Contact Rolling Contact 

Interference Fit Clearance Fit 

Light Drive Fit Precision Running Fit 

Force Medium Drive Fit 
Running-

Close Running Fit 

Fit Shrink Fit 
fit 

Medium Running Fit 

Heavy Drive Fit Free Running Fit 

Riveted Joint Loose Running Fit 

Retaining Ring 

t-slot, t-bolt, t-nut 
Sliding-fit 

Close Sliding Fit 

Medium Sliding Fit 

Wing Nut Revolute Joint 

Fastener Self-threading Prismatic Joint 
Screw Wing Screw Kinematic Gear 

Thumb Link Joint Chain-sprocket 

Pin Belt-Pulley 

Nil and Spike Cam-Follower 

Bolt, Nut, and Washer Spring 

Besides part mating joint type and joining process, information about relative 

movement of parts can be derived from kinematic reasoning based on the user's 

description of desired relative movement or moving parts. Deciding whether two parts 

must be capable of relative motion is clearly the responsibility of the designer, since this 

is a question of design intent, but the number of relative motion judgements required 

may be as many as the square of the number of the parts, which can make for a tedious 

task. Using information (explicit and implicit) as the designer enters, rule-based 

inferences can be made about parts; if part A is immobile relative to part B, and part B 

is immobile relative to part C, then it infers that parts A and C do not move relative to 

each other. This relative movement information is perhaps the hardest kind of 

information to extract from the CAD model, since the model is a snapshot of the parts 

in a particular configuration. The rule-based expert making simple inferences such as 
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this can drastically reduce the time and effort required of the designer, freeing him for 

more productive tasks. With the addition of suggestions for improvement based on 

best practice to be integrated, the peA will be of benefit to the designer from the 

conceptual design stage. If the designer specifies names of components, such as "bolt", 

"nut" and "washer", the potential immediately exists to ask if the washer is necessary, 

or indeed if the nut could be replaced by the use of a threaded hole. If the user is also 

queried as to whether disassembly is important, then it may be possible to suggest 

replacing three components with a permanent fixing - and all without a single 

component having reached the detail design stage. 

The assessment of the necessity of parts to be made of different materials is based on 

material information in the database in the first instance. Special groups of materials 

are being established based on high or low values of particular material properties such 

as magnetic permeability, electrical resistivity, corrosion resistance and thermal 

conductivity. If the material for any component belongs to an established special 

group, it is very likely that this material has been specified for a reason, and is therefore 

not a good candidate for combining with others. If the part could otherwise be 

combined with another, then the user is asked for confirmation of the material choice. 

The adjustment and replacement assessment is mainly conducted by the user and is 

based on the product's functional specification. The peA immediately identifies and 

highlights 'BI parts, and pairs or groups of parts that could be combined from the 

earliest design stage. Holbrook [174] proposed a similar method to give suggestions 

on part combination, but this was based on the detailed geometry, so it could only be 

applied to a finished design. 

The peA also allows the designer to enter additional criteria such as geometric 

constraints. A typical geometric constraint is the requirement that two parts have to be 

separated to allow the addition of other parts into the assembly (for example, two 

halves of a gearbox casing must be separable to allow the gears to be fitted). Some 

geometric constraints can be identified automatically [175] by a reasoning method used 

for checking the mobility (global translation) of each part in a target assembly, if the 

related product model data is available, although the computation involved is significant 
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and costly in processor time. Finally, parts suggested for elimination and combination 

are highlighted on screen, thus helping the designer recognise those which may not be 

confined for geometric reasons. This allows the designer dynamically to identify more 

constraints to put into the system, so the accuracy and feasibility of the suggestions 

from the PCA will be continually increased. 

If design efficiency ( No. of I AI Parts * 100%) does not reach 40%, warning will be 
Total No.of Parts 

issued by the system to suggest reducing part count before going further 18. Sometimes 

it will not be possible to achieve an efficient design with a set of components defined, 

such as in situation that the designer can not improve the design efficiency up to 15%, 

in this case, the system will suggest the consideration of a thorough redesign from 

scratch. 

The user can always enter extra information or edit any data from the reasoning and 

analysis, as the experts are decision support tools. Ultimately, the assembly is still the 

responsibility of the designer, who may choose to ignore or accept any of the 

suggestions offered. But problems will be further highlighted. 

6.2.2 An Example to Demonstrate How the Part Count Advisor Works 

A 20w rear screen wiper motor, exploded view as Figure 6.6, can be analysed to 

demonstrate how the PCA works in the Ophir environment. 

This wiper motor has five subassemblies as in its product structure Figure 6.7. To 

simplify the demonstration, only one subassembly Bracket Assembly will be analysed. 

The other subassemblies will be defined as 'Existing Subassembly' type which will be 

treated as individual components. The simplified product structure is presented in 

Figure 6.8. 

18 In this work, 60% (recommended by the esc technique) is still the desired design efficiency target. 

But 40% is used as a criterion to alert the designer to improve the product design 
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Figure 6.6 Exploded View of the Wiper Motor 
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Figure 6.7 Product Structure of the Wiper Motor 
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Bearing 
Bracket Washer Retainer 

Figure 6.8 Simplified Product Structure of the Wiper Motor 

Level 
o 

1 
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In the Ophir environment Figure 6.9, the product design starts from the interactive 

definition of product structure and subassembly partition in the Structure Builder. For 

a new product, the product structure definition will be based on the functional structure 

formed in the conceptual design stage. For the wiper motor, an existing product, the 

simplified product structure can be directly defined in the Structure Builder. The 

colour of each part icon shows the status of the part: an "Overall Assembly", an 

"Existing SubAssembly", an "Individual Component" or a "New SubAssembly". 

Parallel with the product structure definition, detailed geometric design can carry out in 

the CAD Solid Modeller. The PCA works in the background to evaluate relevant data 

continuously. Initially, it identifies and highlights 'B' parts and parts which have not 

explicit information regarding their functional importance. This makes the designer 

instantly be aware of some functional important parts (with names in black in product 

structure), such as Armature and Bearing in Figure 6.9. A part, functionally important 

but highlighted with name in red, indicates that the information regarding its functional 

importance has not been input in the system. If this is the case and the designer is 

aware of this, he/she can input the missing data from a Functional Analysis Dialog 

Figure 6.11. Double clicking the part icon in the Ophir environment brings up the 

Component Attribute Dialog Figure 6.10 in which there is an Analysis button in the 

middle left (pointed by cursor). Clicking this button brings up the Functional Analysis 

Dialog Figure 6.11 which holds all the existing data (user defined or inferred by the 

PCA) regarding Functional Analysis of the part. On the left part of the Dialog, are part 

name, part number, and part functional descriptions. The functional descriptions can be 
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edit d b th ' u r. n th right part of the Dialog, parts that have to move relatively 

ith th naly d part are Ii t d, such as the Amalure. Also parts that have to be made 

f diOc fI.:nl mat ria l and part that are very likely to be separated from the analysed part 

_ Beuring. are Ii ted in diffe rent tab . The user ean edit these part lists from different 

tab an ignore any information already existed to change the 

fun ti nal ult b clicking 'A' part or 'B' part radio box directly from the 

tt m I' ll fthe dialog. If' 8 part' is clicked, all the parts listed in the part lists 

regarding reI ti m ment, diffi rent material and separation for adjustments and 

\car d. t an time, if the OK button is clicked, information regarding 

fun ti nal a e m nt f th part in the database will be updated. 

Sequence Builder 

_____ .o.. __________ ____ ... 
· . · . · . · . · . · . · . - . ---- -------";-. _. ----_. -_. --- . --------------~ ----------------;" -----------_. --~ .. --------_. 

sy , " . , . , I 
_ •• ___ •• __ -.-' _ • _________ • _. _. _. _. ______ ___ • ~ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -r" - - - - - - - - - - - -. __ .. _ _ _ _ ____ _ __ • 

· " . · " · " · " · " · " · '" 
--·---·--· ~ -·---·--· ----------------·-----f-------- - -- - - -- T-------- · - -- --- r- -- - -- - -j 

• Qvf-,.II A~.rmbly 

• sUn Sub Assembly 

NUt.! 

Structure uildcr 

Figure 6.9 The Ophir Environment 
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part: in 0\' rail a. sembi ~ Dialog Figure 6.13. This dialog can be brought out from a 

'p p-up' m nu in th pr duct tructure by clicking the icon of the Overall Assembly, 

Wip 'r \'totor (blu I ur d), in Figure 6.12. 
POP-Up, menu 

Overa ll Assembly 

• xisting Sub Assembly 

• Individual Component 

Sub Assembly 

Figure 6.12 Functional/Mating A nalysis Popup Menu 

Functional Analysis (for parts in overall assemblv) a 

Bracket EndBracket1 B 
A~" I 

Washer FeltWasherl B 
Plate ThrustPltl B 
Retainer R etainerPlt1 B 

B " Ball1 B 
Armature Arma6.ssyl A 
Yoke Yoke.Assyl A 
BrushPlt B rushPlt.A.ssyl A 

-===================-=~=.J~ 0 
Design Efficiency = 44 % 

Figure 6. 13 Functional A nalysis for Overall Assembly Box 

In th Fun ·tiona! Anal i ' (for part in overall assembly) Dialog, the results of 

fun ti nal a ' m nl (' 'part or 'B' part) of all parts in the product structure are listed. 
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Th d ign f th pr duct is shown in the bottom of the dialog. If the design 

Ie ' than 40%, arning i issued as Figure 6.14. Selecting any part in the 

Ii l. u h a B JW'inK, then clicking Analysis burton (pointed by cursor) will further 

bring up pre i 

th fun ti nal 

de ribed Functional Analysis Dialog Figure 6.11 for conducting 

m nt ~ r th lected part. 

ny 

rca ning \ ill 

Ophir f3 

! Design efficiency is less than 40%, try to 
reduce part count to improve the design! 

Figure 6.14 Warningfor Redesign 

nfirm d IT m the Functional Analysis Dialogs or from the peA 

imm diat lyon the product structure Figure 6.15 in colour of part 

nam and in 

th hang 

imp rtant. but 

ur r part i on borders. Thu the designer can instantly be aware of 

fl r inputting po ible missing data for parts which are functionally 

ith nam highjjghted in red, and clicking OK button to confirm the 

input. th' part highlighted, uch as Ball, Bracket, Washer, Plate and Retainer in 

Figur 6, I r '8 ' part , The ar candidates for elimination, 

.. me '%llr 

horder 
Intll ' lIe.' 
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8 ide highlightin '8' part with name in red, the peA reasons candidate parts for 

n part mating information entered by designer and the functional 

e . In th Ophir environment, in addition to enter mating 

in~ rm ti n ant fac of components as in a conventional CAD system, 

th an int ra ti el input desirable mating information earlier before detailed 

g mt ha n cr at d. Thi i achieved by clicking Mating Tool from the Product 

, truetur I Tool Bar Figure 6. 16 and then clicking the relevant part icons in product 

~~ and 

Mating Tool eparating Tool 

·if·1 I! I 
Figure 6.16 Product Structure Tool Bar 

Ii k ,'eparating Tool and th rele ant part icons will put "To be separated" constraint 

II th current existing mating information can be viewed from 

Components M Iting Matrix igure 6. 17 (a). In the matrix, each tick corresponds two 

part and co lumn, uch as the fir t tick corresponds Bracket and 

Bearing. T h rre p nding parts are mating parts. Selecting any part from the 

Component 1ating Matrix and clicking Edit button from the Matrix box will bring up 

th' 'olllpon Int Mating information Dialog Figure 6.17 (b). In this dialog, the part 

name an part number f th lected part (call part x), Bearing(SphBearingJ), appears 

nIp I 11, nd all th th r part that mate with part x: Amature, Bracket, Retainer, 

are h wn in a Ii t n the left . electing a part, Armature, from this list box, and 

Ii king del fating Joint Info button (point d by cursor) will further bring up a 

Mating Joint D tail Dialog in which the de igner can add mating joint type andjoining 

pro . ISS in ~ rmat i n fi r th liai n 0 f the elected part, A mature, with part x, Bearing. 

II th art in th pr du t tructur except for part x, Bearing, are listed in a list box 

n th' ri ,hI. h de igner an edit mating information, e.g. to add an additional mating 

part I· ting th part from the list on the right and clicking the left 

point Ir arrow in th middl . H can al 0 delete any undesirable mating part by 

I' tin ' it IT m th ' Ii t n th left and clicking the right pointer arrow. 
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Components Mating Matrix £I 

Bracket(EndBracketl] 
B r acketAssy(B r acketA ... 
Washer(FeltWasherl] 
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v 

v 
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OK 
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R etainer(R etainerPIt 1 ) 

OK 

(b) 

Components in 

Assembly Hiearchy 
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Cancel .. 1 

Figure 6.17 (a) Component Mating Matrix, 

(b) Component Mating Information Dialog 

~ ran pr du t de ign, part mating information can be entered by the designer. To 

r d ign an xi ting product, the mating information may be inferred by geometric 

r a ning a d tai led geom try may already be available. However, the involved 

mputing uld r pen lve. everal references have detailed the research on 

fthe mating information from CAD model [176, 108, 87,177]. 
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Based on all the available mating information, functional parameters and additional 

constraints imposed by designer, the possible candidates for combination are inferred by 

the peA. Finally, pairs or groups of parts which are very likely to be combined are 

highlighted in same coloured borders of part icon, such as blue border for Armature 

and Ball in the product structure in Figure 6.15. The algorithms and procedure of 

peA to reason the candidates for combination and assign different colours for different 

pairs or groups of parts are implemented as C++ functions. Some rules are also used in 

the reasoning. For example, listed below are two rules used: 

1. If part x can combine with either a part which is in the same subassembly with 

part x or a part which is not in the same subassembly with part x 

then combine part x with the part in the same subassembly 

2. If a part can combine with either a 'A' part or a 'B' part 

then combine the part with the 'A' part 

The second rule has actually been used by the peA in suggesting the combination of 

ball and Armature in the wiper motor example. Otherwise ball could be suggested to 

combine with Plate. 

Until now, how the peA gives suggestions on part elimination and combination by 

highlighting 'B' parts with names in red and pairs or groups of parts with same coloured 

icon borders has been demonstrated using the 20w wiper motor example. Actually, 

DF A evaluation for this wiper motor had been conducted manually before, and there is 

a proposed redesign solution. The exploded view of the redesign solution is as Figure 

6.18, and its product structure is as Figure 6.19. The proposed redesign uses one piece 

formed Can with a Bush instead of the original Yoke and the other five parts: Bearing, 

Bracket, Washer, Plate, and Retainer in Bracket Assembly. The suggestions for 

combination from the peA actually match the redesign solution. The redesign also 

uses one piece moulded "End Cap and Bearing" with combined "Brush Spring and 

Connectors" to replace 'BrushPlate' Assembly and 2 bolts and nuts. The elimination of 

2 bolts and 2 nuts resulted from using snap fit to assemble the Cap on the top of the 
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Can. As the material of the proposed Cap is plastic, it is dielectric, and it is also 

suitable for snap fit assembly. In the demonstration using the simplified wiper motor, 

the 'BrushPlate' Assembly has not been analysed in detail. 

ONE PIECE FORMED CAN 

ALL IN LINE 
ASSEMBLY 

SNAP HELD BRlIIR SPRING AND 
CONNEcroRS COMBINED 

SNAP FIXINGS 

FACE COMMUl'ATOR PRELOADS 
BRVSHES ON ASSEMBLY 

ONE PIECE MOllLDED END 
CAP AND BEARING 

Figure 6.18 Explored View of the Wiper Motor Redesign 

WiperMotor 

Bush Cap 

Yoke Magnet 

Figure 6.19 Assembly Structure of the Wiper Motor Redesign 

Level 
o 
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This redesign was not actually put into production because it was really too late to 

change the product design when the DF A analysis was conducted. It is felt that if the 

redesign solution could be proved to be practical, it will be a useful experience for 

future product design in realising part consolidation. This is helpful as it is normally 

more difficult to generate redesign solution than to highlight opportunities for 

improvement. With large varieties of product, the solution space may be huge, and 

much effort in searching the solution may achieve nothing. A suitable solution can be 

found or can be found easily or not very much depends on the command of the 

advanced manufacturing technologies and the experience accumulated from the past. 

So apart from manufacturing and assembly knowledge, successful DF A case studies are 

useful to provide redesign solutions for creating assembly-oriented design. 

There are about 40 to 60 DFA case studies mentioned in [8, 10,44] and some 40 DFA 

case studies mention in [29]. Many of the redesigns have been used in industries and 

brought significant savings [8, 10]. The integration of case study solutions in design 

environment is useful to give suggestions for a similar situation that could be 

encountered in the future. Actually, from a historical point of view, the human design 

process is often based on past experience, established products and structures. But the 

question is how to represent the case studies, the past experience in design 

environment? How to retrieve the relative information and apply it when necessary? 

Case-based reasoning is certainly the most suitable means to incorporate the successful 

DF A case studies into design environment. As currently the DF A case studies are not 

numerous, it is not sure that it is worth it or not to put a large effort on the integration 

work. But for demonstration purposes, a case base has been established in the Ophir 

environment with a few successful DF A case studies to support the generation of 

redesign solutions. Case studies including the wiper motor and other efficient design 

examples have been categorised, indexed and stored in the case base. Pattern-matching 

algorithms have been developed to search the case base for successful and efficient 

designs that are relevant to a new design. According to the degree of relevance to the 

new design, cases and examples are retrieved and a few of the most relevant cases are 

presented to the designer. The measurement of relevance is based on the similarity of a 

stored design with the current design: the trigram distance of strings contained in the 
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nam and fun ti nal d ripti n of th two designs. The case retrieved normally 

nlain th riginal and r de ign product models, the identified problems of the 

riginal d ign b OF c aluat ion, and the so lutions used to solve the problems. In the 

\ ip r m I r exampl Figur 6.20 the redesign used integral housing, integral cover 

and snap fi t. If th d ign r highlight one of these partial solutions, more detailed 

infl rmati n v ill uch a in the highlighted partial solution "using integral 

ign r plac th Bracket A embly and the Yoke with an one piece 

( 'an and a 811sh that i hown graphically on the bottom right of the figure. But the 

'an ha t mad f du til mat rial uch as low carbon steel for cold forming. 
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Figure 6.20 DFA Case Study Dialog 

an a l be brow ed in the Ophir environment from the Case Browser 

igure .2 1. h Brow ?r can be brought out at any time from the design menu. It 

until th d signer closes it. It Ii ts all the categorised case 

tudic and xample. I cting anyone from the list, such as Screen Wiper 

Motor. and ' Ii king C IS View button will bring up the DFA Case Study Dialog. In 

thi . it i th wip r m tor ca e study as in Figure 6.20. Clicking Model View 
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utt n IT m th Brow er, product models of the original design and redesign (if 

a aila I pr nt d in the de ign environment. 
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Figure 6.21 Case Browser 

part unt r du Ii n ar often r ali ed by replacing component clusters with single 

int grat d pi e, in ariably th proposed design so lutions rely heavily on the viability 

f ad ptin ) diO' r nt manufacturing processes and/or materials. Andreasen [5] has 

gl en g f part consolidation Figure 6.22. In this example, instead of 

Iding 

int 'rat d ingl 

th 

c, ampl H 

m 

larg 

ar 

pr sure die casting has been used to produce an 

rn r lement. This leads part count reduction from 3 to 1 and 

operation. There are many such successful 

tion of the right process is not always simple and obvious, in 

ral proce e that can be used and the selection depends on a 

[178]. Tn such circumstances, expert support may be inevitable 

upp rt as a designer is often not a manufacturing expert. There 

h n the integrated single piece component may be too 

mpli at d t manufa tur e onomically by current manufacturing technology, such as 

an c am I' li n bAnd r on [5 , page 10 1] . So manufacturing cost estimation is 
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needed to make the trade-off between part consolidation and production cost. This is 

one of the steps in the BDI method and the esc technique. Besides production cost, 

functional requirements and assembly operation difficulties should also be considered 

carefully in part consolidation [179]. 

Figure 6.22 Part Con olidation by Adopting Different Manufacturing Process 

6.3 Support for Process Selection and Early Manufacturing Cost 

Estimation 

6.3.1 Manufacturing Process Selection 

The manufacturing process information maps (PRIMAs) [131] can be used to guide the 

manufacturing process selection. A PRIMAs selection matrix Figure 6.23 can be 

stored in the General Knowledge Base of the Ophir environment to provide the 

knowledge for the compatibility checking of process to material. 
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6 .. 2 Mallufa 'turillg ost E limation 
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upport for a of embly Operation 

Th' DF c\'aluati n r r as ' mbl peration has been implemented in the Ophir 

cm ironment. ['his in lude Manual Handling Analysis Figure 6.27, Automatic Feeding 

nal~:is Ficun: 6._7. I·itting nal i Figure 6.28 and Gripping Analysis Figure 6.29. 

,\ \I t hcs' . , n I~\'sis I iu/ogs an be brought up by clicking related radio button and 

. al 'ulat " butt ) 11 from DF ,'cores tab in Component Attribute Dialog. 
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All the judgements needed for the evaluation of assembly operation in the esc 
technique have been analysed. Related attributes and possible solutions from expert 

support and geometric reasoning for manual handling/automatic feeding are listed in 

Table 3. In this table, blue shading highlights the areas of expert support implemented 

or in implementing, and yellow shading highlights the areas that are possible to be 

supported by the experts in the future. Related attributes and possible solutions from 

expert support and geometric reasoning for Fitting Analysis are listed in Table 4 in 

which green shading highlights areas easy to get data directly from database, and blue 

shading highlights areas in which expert support can be easily implemented in the 

future. Related attributes for gripping analysis are listed in Table 5. For gripping 

analysis, besides related component attributes, the knowledge of gripping tools and 

their abilities are also useful. 

After explaining the automatic inference of the required judgements, highlighting DF A 

problems is now explained. The assembly evaluation in all the three popular DF A 

methods introduced in chapter 2 is based on an assembly sequence explicitly or 

implicitly. In the Ophir environment, facilities for the sequence construction have been 

provided, and joining methods and assembly actions can be defined in the sequence 

construction process. The definition of the joining method and assembly action is 

achieved by dragging a representative icon into the Pre Process Box or the Insertion 

Box, see Figure 6.30. In an early design stage, not all the detailed assembly operation 

data is available, so only a rough evaluation is possible. But the evaluation result will 

become more and more accurate when the process definition gets more and more 

detailed. Any DF A problems relating to a part, such as handling/feeding and gripping 

problems, will be highlighted by the Assembly Operation Evaluator with a red border 

of the part icon in the assembly sequence. For a fitting problem, liaison of the two 

parts involved in the insertion operation - the Insertion Box, will be highlighted by a 

red border. An example of the evaluation of a Butterfly Valve Assembly in the Ophir 

environment has highlighted fitting problems: restricted access and requiring holding to 

maintain orientation when assembling the Plate on to the Shaft; and fitting problem: 

restricted access when screwing the Plate on to the Shaft. Right clicking a highlighted 

Insertion Box will detail the fitting problems. 
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In this chapter we detailed the work of expert support for proactive DF A with the 

implementation focused on part count reduction. Another area of expert support in the 

Ophir environment -- support for assembly sequence generation, will be detailed in the 

next chapter. 
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for )\ssemmbly 

In chapter 2 and chapter 3, the following conclusions have been reached: 

Sequence 

1. Proactive OF A analysis of a product design requires concurrent generation of an 

assembly plan -- an appropriate assembly sequence needs to be generated from the 

early design stage; 

2. Assembly planning has a strong heuristic base. An interactive assembly sequence 

generation integrating hard and soft constraints, collaborating the user and artificial 

intelligence, most suits industrial requirements and proactive OF A evaluation. 

However, as a designer is often not an assembly engineer, he/she may not have the 

necessary heuristics to facilitate the assembly planning process. Geometric reasoning 

techniques are useful in detecting collision free path and stable subassemblies to 

support the application of hard constraints. But, this normally involves lengthy 

computing and requires detailed geometry. As stated previously, to deploy heuristics 

and assist the application of soft constraints, knowledge-based approach can be useful. 

The expert support is especially important when the proactive OF A evaluation and 

current assembly sequence generation starts from the early design stage as this means 

that detailed geometry may not be available. In addition, the expert support can play a 

key role in assisting the generation of a feasible and practical assembly sequence that 

can be used in industrial practice. 

The support provided by the Expert Assembler for the two-tier concurrent sequence 

generation methodology is mainly realised as three expert elements. The peA 

mentioned in the last chapter supports part count reduction to optimise product 

structure. The Starting Part Advisor (SPA) and the Next Part Advisor (NPA) which 

will be described in this chapter support assembly sequence generation. There are also 

other expert elements that support for sequence validation and evaluation. 

7.1 Starting Part Advisor 

In deciding upon an assembly sequence, the first problem is that of choosing the part 

with which to start. This is an important decision that will influence all other selections 
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regarding the sequence. An unsuitable base component can result in the whole 

assembly plan becoming impractical. It is for this reason that the SPA has been 

developed to provide relevant and timely suggestions to eliminate the possibility of an 

inappropriate choice. As parts of an assembly are added to the assembly structure 

interactively, the SPA automatically collates and makes decisions upon information 

germane to the definition of an assembly sequence. Its decision is made on the basis of 

a group of general heuristics derived from a combination of knowledge engineering and 

assembly sequence case study analyses. 

7.1.1 Identification olStarting Part Rules 

The general rules illustrating the decision-making process involved in the operation of 

the SPA are shown in Figure 7.1. They are extracted from the analysis of thirty-four 

automotive electromechanical assembly sequence case studies and knowledge 

engineering with experts in industry. These rules are generally suitable for all 

electromechanical products, and suitable from an early design stage, as they are not 

heavily relying on detailed geometry. They have been tested in six different 

manufacturing companies for their relevance and applicability. 

The starting part must not be flexible. 

The starting part must not be fragile. 

The starting part must not be a free moving/loose part. 

The starting part should be large and heavy in relation to other parts. 

The starting part must not be a fastener. 

The starting part must not be small in relation to other parts. 

The starting part must not be light in relation to other parts. 

Figure 7.1 General Heuristics Extracted/or Starting Part Advisor 

The test result Table 6 shows how often the experienced assembly planning engineers 

use these rules in planning process, and it is generally consistence with the result of 

case study analysis of the rule usage. 
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Table 6: Frequency of Usage in Practice - Starting Part Rules 

Rule Used To Find Base Part Case Study Industrial Survey 
% Times Used 0/0 Times Used 

Use a heavy and large part 46% 100% 

Not a light part 83% 81% 

Not a small part 83% 95% 

Not a free movinglloose part 97% 100% 

Not a flexible part 100% 100% 

Not a fragile part 100% 100% 

Not an expensive part 0%* 0% 

Part positioned relative to a datum 8% 5% 

Part with mating faces only on one side 14% 52% 

Most mating faces 38% 62% 

Not a fastener 94% 100% 

* Insufficient Data to Determine 

7.1.2 Implementation o/Starting Part Rules 

These rules have been structured and realised in the CLIPS Knowledge Base of the 

Expert Assembler, and rule-based reasoning has been used to identifY the base part. It 

is acknowledged that a single candidate for the base part may not be identified using 

this set of rules, especially if the underlying product model is incomplete. Rather a 

shortlist of parts is highlighted for consideration. All the identified components in this 

list are potential base parts, but it is left to the user's discretion to select the most 

suitable part. 
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Notation: 

Vp 

Mp 
VMn 
MMn 
VAw 

MAw 

t 

part volume; 
part mass; 
maximum volume of all the parts in assembly; 
maximum mass of all the parts in assembly; 
average volume of all the parts in assembly; 
average mass of all the parts in assembly; 
part minimum section thickness; 
modulus of elasticity of part material; 
large criterion, initially CL = I; 
heavy criterion, initially CH = I; 
small criterion; 
light criterion; 
flexural criterion; 
thickness criterion of flexibility; 
fragility criterion; 
thickness criterion of fragility; 
weighting factor of "large and heavy" criterion; 
weighting factor of "free moving" criterion; 
weighting factor of "flexible" criterion; 
weighting factor of "fragile" criterion; 

confidence factor, CFUf = 1 if part is large and heavy; 
confidence factor, CFFm = 1 ifpart is not free moving; 
confidence factor, CFFI = 1 if part is not flexible; 
confidence factor, CFFr = 1 if part is not fragile; 

E 
CL 

CH 
Cs 
CLi 

CF 

Cr 
CFr 
CTf 
WFUf 
WFFm 
WFFI 
WFFr 
CFUf 
CFFm 
CFFI 
CFFr 
CF final confidence factor, CF=CFLH*WFur+CFFm *WFFm +CFFI*WFFI+CFFr *WFFr. 

Sample Rules: 

H: 

Then: 

If: 

Then: 

H: 

Then: 

If: 
Then: 

If: 
And: 
Then: 

Vp 
-->=CL And: 
VMax 

Part Large and Heavy 

Vp 
--=<Cs 
VAve 

Part Small 

MP 
--=<CLi 
MAve 
Part Light 

f{Ee) < CF 
Part Flexible 

MP 
-->=CH 
MMax 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Part is manufactured from sheet metal 
t <Cr 
Part Flexible (5) 
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If: e<5% 
And: f(oue) < CFr 
Then: Part fragile (6) 

If: e<5% 
And: Part is thin shell part 
And: t < CTr 
Then: Part fragile (7) 

If: Part has kinematic linkage 
Then: Part Free Moving (8) 

If: Part is defined as a fastener 
Then: Part Fastener (9) 

If: Part Small 
Or: Part Light 
Or: Part Flexible 
Or: Part Fragile 
Or: Part Free Moving 
Or: Part Fastener 
Then: Not Starting Part (10) 

If: Part Large and Heavy 
And: not Part Flexible 
And: not Part Fragile 
And: not Part Free Moving 
And: not Part Fastener 
Then: Starting Part (11) 

If: CF > 75% 
Then: Starting Part (12) 

Part Large and Heavy, rule (1) uses volume and mass data stored or calculated from 

the solid model. If this is not available, an "unknown" answer is returned with an 

estimated confidence factor CFLH, and a predefined weighting factor WFLH is involved. 

It is possible that the largest part is not the heaviest part, and vice versa and no parts 

are found to be suitable. If this rule does not identify at least one base part candidate, 

CL and CH are decremented by 0.1 and this rule is trigged again until at least one part is 

recommended relatively large and heavy. Part Small, rule (2) and Part Light, rule (3) 

are realised by comparing volume and mass of each part with the part's average. Part 

Flexible, rule (4) calculates the flexibility of the component and compares with a 

predetermined threshold value. Rule (5) defines a specific application domain 
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implementation for the rule, Part Flexible. This considerably reduces the computation 

necessary. Part Fragile, rule (6) calculates the fragility of the component and 

compares with a predetermined threshold value. Rule (7) defines a specific application 

to one category of components for the rule, Part Fragile. This is also for reducing 

computation. Kinematic part attributes are found by searching all mating components 

with kinematic linkage, Rule (8). However, an exception occurs when the part moves 

relative to others but it is static itself Thus if this rule is TRUE, confirmation of static 

status is requested. The Part Fastener, rule (9) excludes many standard fasteners 

which may exist in assembly, this reduces the work and increases the efficiency of the 

SPA. However if the precondition for rule (9) is unknown, the utilisation of Part 

Small, rule (2) and Part Light, rule (3) would exclude most fasteners, as they are 

generally small and light. This is convenient given the difficulty of defining fasteners 

from attributes. To reduce computation, fasteners could be identified on declaration. 

Starting Part FALSE, rule (10) will be fired if one of the conditions is satisfied, and the 

condition triggering the rule is captured to enable an explanatory warning to be issued. 

Conversely, to fire Starting Part TRUE, rule (11), the part must fulfil all the conditions 

specified. If any of the data required is undefined, then a confidence factor and a 

weighting factor are involved. If the total confidence factor is greater than 75%, it 

leads to a conclusion of Starting Part TRUE, Rule (12). If no suitable base part is 

found, options are offered to modify a part, add new part into the assembly or find the 

most suitable part in the existing list. The last option identifies a base component from 

the existing parts using the following rule precedence: 

1. Part Fragile, Part Flexible, Part Free Moving. 

2. Part Small, Part Light. 

3. Part Standard Fastener. 

As the least important, SPA ignores Part Fastener, rule (7) and fires the other rules. 

Reasoning stops if a base part is found. Otherwise Part Small, rule (2) and Part Light, 

rule (3) are ignored and reasoning continues. This process is repeated until a base part 

is found. 

The implementation of the rules from (1) to (12) can be illustrated as a flowchart Figure 

7.2. 
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Put all parts in checklist 
and get the first part 
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Get next part 

>---H Starting part = FALSE t-------------t 

~--~ Starting part = FALSE 1------------1 

Yes 
:>---+1 Starting part = FALSE I------------l 

>-,-y,--,es_~ Starting part = FALSE /---________ -1 

Starting part = TRUE 
CFUl·WFLII+ FFm·WFFm+CFPI·WFFI+CFFr~r 

Notation: The final confidence factor CF expresses the degree of confidence that the part should be 
suggested as the start of the assembly. 

Figure 7.2 Starting Part Advisor Working FLowchart 

As components are added to the assembly structure, the SPA checks all the parts, 

indicating parts that are not suitable as base parts and recommending the best candidate 

of the starting point of assembly sequence. This process is invisible to the user, and 
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requires no effort on bis/her part - the system simply indicates candidate components, 

updating immediately if there is any change in the part list or in the design of individual 

components. The built-in capability of including rules specific to a particular problem 

domain also allows expansion of the rule base to incorporate more specific rules 

regarding the starting point of assembly sequence. 

7.2 Next Part Advisor 

After the designer has selected the starting part, whether he accepted the system's 

recommendation or not, another expert NPA of the Expert Assembler considers which 

should be the next part in the assembly. Naturally, there will be many occasions where 

this is not a clear-cut decision; in these cases the system can still offer assistance, by 

also highlighting those components that, for good reasons, should not be the next part 

in the assembly and giving a shortlist of the possible best candidates. The work ofNPA 

is also based on a set of general rules extracted from a combination of knowledge 

engineering and assembly sequence case studies, and takes the designer's preferred 

assembly strategy (for example building from the bottom up, or from the inside out) 

into account when making recommendations. 

7.2.1 IdentifICation of Next Part Rules 

The set of general rules extracted for the NPA is in Figure 7.3. 

The next part must mate with a part already in assembly sequence. 

There should be no multiple insertions. 

Parts with the same insertion path should be added consecutively when possible. 

Parts with similar final locations should be inserted consecutively when possible. 

Unstable, small and light parts should be secured immediately when possible. 

Identical parts should be inserted consecutively when possible. 

Separate dirty and clean jobs when possible. 

Similar joining processes to be completed consecutively when possible. 

Figure 7.3 General Heuristics for Next Part Advisor 
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The test result of their relevance and applicability from the thirty-four automotive 

electromechanical case studies analysed and the six manufacturing companies visited is 

shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Frequency of Usage in Practice - Next Part Rules 

Next Component Rule Case Study Industrial 
Results Surv~ 

Identical parts inserted consecutively 30% 86% 

Secure unstable part immediately 65% 81% 

Flexible parts late in sequence 0% 0% 

Fragile parts late in sequence 9% 57% 

Expensive parts late in sequence 0% 24% 

Free moving / loose parts late in sequence 8% 19% 

Access same tools consecutively 5% 62% 

Complex subassemblies early in sequence 10% 62% 

Work to the riveting side 0% 33% 

Install parts individually 100% 100% 

Light parts secured immediately 4% 95% 

Small parts secured immediately 4% 95% 

Work bottom up 50% 76% 

Work inside out 41% 52% 

Work outside in 0% 48% 

Similar joining processes consecutively 4% 81% 

Same insertion direction consecutively 95% 100% 

Insert parts in same location consecutively 95% 81% 

Separate dirty and clean jobs 8% 71% 

It can be seen that the analysis of the case studies proved inconclusive. But the 

discussions and observations of industrial practice discovered an implicit decision that 

was normally taken before building the sequence -- the overall assembly strategy, which 
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decides the main build direction of a product. These strategies are defined as: 

• Top Down 

• Bottom Up 

• Inside Out 

• Outside In. 

7.2.2 Implementation of Next Part Rules 

The rules for the NP A are deployed into a heuristic search algorithm which is 

implemented as C++ functions. A working flowchart Figure 7.4 shows the heuristic 

search process of the NPA. The search by the NPA for the next part is commenced 

from the attributes of the last part added to the sequence. The process can be explained 

using set theory as follows. A set of components in an assembly of m components is 

defined, Aset = {Ph P2, ... , Pm} and a set of all suitable next parts, NextPset, such that 

NextPset c Aset. Lse1i is a set of all parts on level i (;>0) of the assembly hierarchy 

where Lseti c Aset. Let x be the last part added to the assembly sequence such that 

xELsetj. Nset is the set that contains all those parts which have not been added to the 

developing assembly sequence, where Nset c Aset. All parts not in the assembly 

sequence, which are from the same level, i in the assembly hierarchy are added to 

NextPset, thus: 

NextPset = Lse1in Nset; 

IfNextPset =4> and i > 1, 

NextPset = Lsetj_1n Nset; 

Else IfNextPset = cj>, Stop. 

Two rules are implemented as options which to be used must be selected prior to 

commencement of sequence construction: 

(1) Rule: Cluster similar joining processes 

JPset is the set of all parts with the same joining process as x and not added to the 

sequence, JPset c Nset. If this option is selected, this set of components is added to 

NextPset: 

NextPset = NextPset U Jpset. 
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(2) Rule: Separate dirty and clean jobs 

Let Dset be the set of parts with dirty processes and not yet added to the sequence, 

Dset c Nset. If this option is selected and x has a dirty process attribute, then all other 

parts with a dirty process attribute are added to NextPset: 

Ifx E Dset, NextPset = (NextPset - (Nset - Dset» U Dset; 

Else NextPset = (NextPset - Dset) U (Nset - Dset). 

Add parts from same level and 
same subas cmbly / assembly not 
yet added to sequence to PartSet 

emove parts from PartSet which do 
not m ate with a part in sequence 

Part x = last part added to sequence 

Yes 

Yes 
Search for more mating 

~---------+t information or ask user 

Remove parts from PartSet which do 
not have same insertion direction as part x 

Remove parts from PartSet which 
do not mate with part x and 

are not identical to part x 

Yes 

Yes 

Reorientate Part X + Assembly 

Ro-instate parts that do not mate 
and recommend nearest part 
and identical part to part x 

Yes 

ome rules are realised as options which can be chosen prior to construction of the 
assembly sequence. Examples of optional rules are: 

I. Parts with similar joining process to be completed consecutively 
2. Separate dirty and clean jobs 

Figure 7.4 Next Part Advisor Working Flowchart 
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Once these optional rules have been applied, the mandatory selection of components 

commences, 

Rule: Ouster similar parts 

Let IDset be the set of all parts identical to x and not added to the sequence, Idset c 

Nset. All these identical parts are added to NextPset: 

NextPset = NextPset U IDset. 

Rule: Should mate with a part a1retuly in the sequence 

Let Mset be the set of all parts not in the sequence, which mate with any in the 

sequence, Mset c Nset. Any parts in NextPset which do not mate with a part in the 

sequence are removed: 

NextPset = NextPset n Mset. 

Rule: Ouster similar insertion paths 

Ifx has an insertion vector, A, and INset is the set of all parts not added to sequence in 

which a part has an insertion vector, B, where the angle between B and A is e, and 

90°>=9>=0°, INset c Nset. Remove all parts from NextPset which require a 

reorientation for insertion. Otherwise tum over the unfinished assembly and add all the 

parts to NextPset. 

NextPset = NextPset n INset; 

IfNextPset = C/>, 9 = 9+180°, NextPset = NextPset n INset. 

Rule: Cluster similar jinallocations 

Let NEset be the set of all parts nearest to x in final assembly and not added to 

sequence, NEset c Nset. If the "Bottom Up" sequence building strategy is selected 

before sequence construction commence, the measurement to determine the nearest 

part is based on vertical distance. Parts with a final location which is a long distance 

from x are removed from NextPset: 

NextPset = NextPset n NEset. 

NextPset now contains those parts, which according to the defined rules, are suitable to 

be added to the sequence as the next component. If any of these recommended parts 
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are "New Subassembly" type, the NPA triggers the SPA to determine which is the best 

part for commencing the subassembly. If the user did not accept the recommendation 

and chose another part, the recommended part is kept in the NextPset as it should 

always be a suitable choice to continue the unfinished part of sequence definition. 

The NPA continues to consider which part should be next until the assembly is 

complete (which, as a useful side effect, means that it becomes impossible to forget to 

include a part in the assembly). The great advantage of such a continuous, background 

approach whereby inference is automatically made 'in the background' based on 

available information is that the designer can immediately see the effects of design 

changes upon the assembly sequence. 

As the sequence construction is in parallel with the assembly structure definition, if 

adding another part to the assembly structure, the search of the NP A will be 

interrupted. In stead, the SPA will be active to check if the new added part is the best 

starting point of the overall assembly or a subassembly that has already started to be 

built. The SPA recommends this part if it is suitable. After the user made decision, the 

NPA renews its work. 

7.3 An Example 

The example of the wiper motor used in the last chapter can also be used to illustrate 

how the Starting Part Advisor and the Next Part Advisor works in the Ophir 

environment. 

When the designer interactively adds components, existing subassembly or new 

subassembly of the wiper motor into the assembly structure, all these parts appear and 

wait in the Holding Bay Figure 7.5. The SPA checks all the parts for their suitability as 

the base part whenever a part attribute changes or a new part is added. The result is 

indicated as the border of part icon in the Holding Bay. A black border indicates the 

recommendation of the best candidate for the starting part, such as Yoke in the figure. 

A red border highlights the part that may not be suitable as the base part of the 
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a embl qu n e. uch a BracketA y, Washer, Plate, Retainer and Ball. A blue 

rd r h no indicati n either way, such as the border around A mature, BrushPlt , 

Bearing and Bracket. The thickness of the border shows the confidence of the 

r omm ndation. ery thin border indicates that there is not enough information to 

inn r th tarting part. Right clicking a part icon in the Holding Bay, brings up a dialog 

__ the tarting Part , tatus Dialog, which shows the sujtability of this part as the 

tarting part . licking the Reason button from the Dialog will bring up the Starting 

Part Reason Dialog whjch details the recommendation Figure 7.5 or advice of not 

uitabl Figure 7.6. 

fll { I I 0 {) R 
o mdlcallon 

about 
Stal1111g Part 

BLACK BORDER 
Start Ing Part 

Sequence Builder 

- -- ------.-- -- --. --- ------- ---- -- ~-- -------------~------ Enhw · . · . 
· . . 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . 
...."...-_....:... x : : 

· . ---- -- - -.,-- - -- - --- - - ---- or - - --- -- -- --- - - _. · . 
n.:commcndallOn Bearln, · . · . · . · . 

RED BORDER 
Not ad\'l sahk as 
StartIng Part 

Part NI.rnber. 

BracIcet Stl!rt Plllt Stlllus: IAecorm-oended 

OK I 

------ -- ------ _.' 

· 
--._._-- --- -----

~ 
Overall Assemb ly 

xlsting Sub Assembly 

Individual Component 
Sub Assembly 

WiperMotor 

· . ---- -- --~-- --- ---- ------- ~ ------ ------- -- . · . · . · . 
. 

---- -- --~-- -------- ---- -- ~ ----- ------- --_. 

ReMOnS 

, Lislht 

r Fledlle 

· . · . 
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, Fragile 

~ Large <Yld H MV)' , M ovinglloose ParI 

, New SubAssembly, Fastener 

Some ReII!Ied Attributes 
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Min Section Thickness: 12 

OK 
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Figure 7.5 Recommendation and Explanations -- Suitable Starting Part 
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, 

• Overall Assembly 

• Existing Sub Assembly 

• Individual Component 
Sub Assembly 
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P Lillht 

~ Fle~iJle 

P SIMI 

r Fragle 

r Large and Heavy r Movi1gILoose Pall 

r New Su~ssemblyr Fastener 

[

Some RelatedAttriWes 

Volume: 110 Mass: 18 

Min Section Thickness: 1":'1
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FioLlre 7.6 Indication and Explanations -- Not Suitable Starting Parts 

The quenc con truction is achieved by simply dragging and dropping part icons from 

the Holding Bay to the equence Builder. Before the sequence definition commence, 

con traint (hard and ft) can be integrated into the sequence construction process, 

Figure 7.7 h w the proposed constraints of which the compatibility checks have been 

implem nt d. The con traints proposed can be set as strategic which are valid to all the 

liais n in a embl nce, or tactical which are effective only to a particular liaison. 

The tacti al con traint for each liaison can be changed easily from a Validation 

rileria Dialog that can be brought up by right clicking the liaison -- the Insertion Box. 

AI 0 the pr ~ rred a embly construction strategy has to be chosen from a Sequence 

Iralegy Dialog Figure 7.8 before the sequence construction commences. The NPA 

rea n the n t part candidate ba ed on the next part rules extracted and the user 
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preferr d a mbl bui lding trategy. The sequence validation process checks the 

qu n again t th integrated con traints. Constraint violation will be highJjghted 

ith red Insertion Box border. Right clicking the Insertion Box will detail the 

i lati n. 

Vllhtl"hon Cnlena EI 

Please choose Ihe aitefia 10 be used: 

CoI$ion Checks: 
~ C~Coision 
~ Handling Tool CoI$ion 
~ Joining Tool Collision 

Siabiity Checks: 
P w rent Orientation 
P [fi.nov~~ 

~Checks: 
~ Correcln 
~ Correct Co~ 

~ibiity Checks: 
P: MateriailMatetiai 
P: Joiring Process/Material 
r;; Joiring Process} Joint Chalactetistics 

Set Taclical Contraint$ I 
Set Strategic Consbaints ~ 

OK Cancel 

Figure 7. 7 ollstraillts to be Applied in Sequence COllstruction 

Sct The Scquence Shategy EI 

What Is The G_ aI Approach To Bt.ti1g The As~ Sequence? 

r Top Down Strategy 

r Bottom Up Strategy 

r OlAside In Strateill' 

r Inside Out Strateill' 

OK ~ Cancel 

Figure 7.8 Sequence Construction Strategies 

Wh n th ba e art, r mm nded or not, is dragged into the Sequence Builder, the 
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PA tart t ran the be t candidate of the next part based on the attributes of the 

part ju t add d: th level and the subassembly that it belongs to, the mating 

informati n, in rti n dir ction, and joining process information. In the wiper motor 

e ample. Bru hPII, n t recommended, has been dragged into the Sequence Builder 

igure 7.9. 11 the other part at the same level that belong to the same subassembly 

ith Bru hP11 \i hi h are not yet added to the sequence are added to the NextPSet. If 

th extP et wa empty, it would mean all the parts in the same level that belonged to 

th am uba mbly with BrushPlt had already been added to the sequence. The 

PA would chcck one Ie I up. ff the upper level was the overall assembly, it would 

quence d finition process was complete. But this is not the case in the 

e ampl. the P arche the best next part in the first level, where the BrushPlt is 

ited, ba d on mating and other information explained in the last section. It highlights 

AmalUr , Vake. BracketA sy and Ball as the possible best next parts with Yellow 

border Figur 7.9 a rei vant mating information is not available, and asks fo r user 

input Figure 7. 10. Th e highlighted parts are the parts in the same level, belonging to 

the am uba embl with BrushPlt that have not added to sequence . 
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Part with 
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Border 
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... u ___ u ___ u ~ .u ... n .. n ____ ~ .... u Eval ..... IR. 
x : : , , , , 

, , , 
- - - - - - -- -- -1- -- - -- -- - - - - - - -- j- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -. -;- - -_. , , , , , , 

: : : , , , 
: : : 
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r Same Slbauem~ and Same l evel with PM X 

r Mating with Part in Sequence 

r Not Matr,g wiIh Part in Sequence 

P Need More Mating Irlormation 

r Same Insertion Diection with Part X 

r Mating with Part X 

r lderkal Part with Part X 

r New SlMssernbly 

OK 

x 
-- -- -,-- -_. 

Figllre 7.9 More Mating Information Is Required for the Highlighted Parts 
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The Next Part Advisor needs more mating information to reason which is 
the best Next Part among the parts highlighted with Yellow Border 

Fioure 7.10 Ask/or User Input 

n , inputting the information that Armature and Yoke mates with 

add the relevant mating parts: Armature and Yoke to the NextPSet. 

t thi pint, it highlight Armature and Yoke as recommended next parts Figure 7.11. 

BLA K 
BORD R 

ext Part 

RED 
BORDER 

ot advi abl ' 
a ext Part 

Components To Be 
Added To Sequence 

----.---- --- ---~----------------~------

.1. · . 

PllrtNMle: 

Pllrt Number. 

Newt Part St!!lus: IRecommended 

• Overall Assembly 

• Existing Sub Assembly 

• Individual Component 
Sub Assembly 

. , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
-- -- ----- ~ --------- - ------~------

, , 
--------- , ----------------r------, , , , , , 

--------- ~ ------ - --------- ~ ------, , , , 

r Matng ...... th Part in Sequence 

r Not Mating with Part in Sequence 

r Need More Mating Information 

r Same Insertion Direction wth Part X 

~ Matilg ...... th Part X 

r Idenlical Part with Part X 

r New SlbAssembly 

OK Cancel 

Figure 7.11 Recommendations and Explanations -- Next Part 

I f an f th r omm nd d part i "New ubassembly" type, the NP A wiU trig the 

P infer which i the be t part for commencing the new subassembly. This is why 

aft r th Yok - and Armature are added to the sequence foUowing BrushPlt , in the wiper 

motor ampl, Bracket i recomm nded Figure 7.12. It is the best starting point for 
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Brack t s y uba mbly. The recommended shortlist of next part also includes Ball 

Ball and BracketAssy are in the same level and same subassembly (overall assembly) 

ith Armatur , the both mate with Armature, and they have the same insertion 

d ir ct ion ith Armature. The P A advises that it is best not to start the BracketAssy 

ith Wa h r. Plate or Retainer. 

Components To Be ~ 
Added To Sequence 

• Overall Assembly 

------ --------- -:---------

~--4 ....... ------- __ , _______ _ _ 

----------------'- -- ------------- -------------- --~ ---------------_.---------, " , " 
, " , " 
, '. , " , , 

----------------:- --------------- ------------ ----r ----------------:- --------
, '. , '. , " 
, " , " 
, " , , --------------- -,- --------------- ---------------- ~ -- ------------- -,- -- ------

• Existing Sub Assembly 

• Individual Component 
Sub Assembly 

Figure 7. J 2 Next Part Advisor Triggers Starting Part Advisor 

I f an ne part i added after the sequence construction has already commenced, a 

recomm ndation dialog Figure 7.13 will pop up, should the new added part be 

rec mm nded b th PA as the best starting point of the overall assembly or an 

unfini hed uba mbly. If the recommendation is accepted, the new added part should 

aut maticall in rted to the right place in the assembly sequence, Otherwise, the 

n w part i add d to th Holding Bay, and in here, next part is recommended by the 

PA. 
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Recommend the New Part E3 

Sequence Starting Point---------. 

The new added part is suitable to be the starting 
point of the overall assembl}l sequence, would 
you like to make it as the starting part? 

I L::~~:y~~:::~::::::l l No 

Figure . /3 tarting Part Advisor Recommends the New Added Part 

The P and P A cooperate with each other and with the user as deta iled in this 

chapt r. e pert e lement and the other element PCA described in the last 

hapter ill be t t d u ing industrial case tudies in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 Application Case Studies 

8.1 Validation of the SPA and NPA 

number o f a tudies from different application domains have been used to test the 

PA and PA of wruch 17 come with indu trial assembly plan information and these 

are Ii ted in abl 8. Mo t of the case studie are provided by CSC Computer Sciences 

Ltd. In 82% 0 f th Ii t d case tudies, the SPA identified the actual component used to 

start the a embl quence i.e. in 14 out of the 17 cases, and on average 65% of the 

recommendation h rtli t from the NPA contained the same next part as in industry 

as embl plan. orne recommendation are believed to be better than the industrial 

a embl plan in term of assemblabiLity. The Oil Pump can be used to illustrate the 

ca tud te t proce . 

Table 8: Some of the Case Studies Used 

Parts Recommended 
Part Used in 

a e tudy Name 
by SPA 

Industrial Assembly 
Plan 

Grating Lever, Grating 
Grating Lever Grat ing rm ssembly Arm, Grating Post 

Pintl' Ilook Mounting 
Frame Frame cmbly 

Pintlc Ilook Mounting 
Frame Frame cmbly (Rede ign) 

Injector Body Body 

Len mbly Hou ing, body Body 

ctuator Housing, body Housing 

E I DL Body Body 

E I DL (R d ign) Body Body 

il Pump Body, Cover Body 

il Pump (R d ign) Body Body 

ar hang embly Hou ing Hou ing 

~iperM~ Yoke Nut 
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Locker Handle Main Body Main Body 

Locker Handle (Redesign) Main Body Main Body 

tapler Remover Claw Claw 

<S:oleno~ Housing, Saddle Bobbin 

<S2!enoid (Redes~ Body Bobbin 

Grey shaded recommendations from the SPA matched the industrial 

a embly plans o Blue ci rcle indicates a case for which the base part recommendation 

from the SPA did not match the industrial assembly plan 

8.1.1 Oil Pump -- A Case Study Example 

The Oil Pwnp Figure 8.1 is a fairly complicated product with several subassemblies, 

and it consi ts of 32 components. Its assembly structure is as Figure 8.2, whjch IS 

defined in the Ophir environment as Figure 8.3. 

Bo« 5 011 I 

"" w~" • • ~ 
Cover 

Driven Gear 

kUer Spindle 

We k:tNul 

Pk.mger 

Clamp Nut 

PIckup Tube 

Figure 8.1 Oil Pump 
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Level 0 

DrivcShaft Level 1 

Slrum o Ring 
Level 2 

Id\cr:pllld\c Idl cr(, car Brae "el Relict prll1g 

Boll :pl tlWnshcr CoppcrWasher EndPlug WeldNul BaekingPlale Level 3 

Figure 8.2 Oil Pump Assembly Structure 

fi Ovt:,.,1 A • .cmWy 

. 1 ..... S ..... .... bly 
• IfHlMdu" Cempe.,.;., 

~h' 

Fioure 8.3 Oil Pump A sembly Structure Defin ed in the Ophir Environment 
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The ummary of the recommendations from the SPA for the Oil Pump is presented in 

Tabl 9. 

Table 9: Recommendations of Starting Part for Oil Pump 

Part mall Light Large Free Flexible Fragile arne 
- Heavy Moving 

( Body) No No Yes No No No 
Idlerspindle No No No 

Dowel Yes Yes 

Idler Gear No No No 

Driven Gear No No No 

Cover No No Yes No No No 

Split Washer Yes Yes 

Bo lt Yes Yes 

Bracket No No No 

Plunger No No No 

Relief Spring No No No 

Cu Washer Yes Yes 

End Plug No No No 

Weld Nut Yes Yes 

Backing Plate No No No 

Strainer Body No No No 

Pick Up Tube No No No 

Strainer Gauze No No No 

Clamp Nut No No No 

Clamp Washer Yes Yes 

o Ring Yes Yes 

Lock Washer No Yes 

Plain Washer Yes Yes 

Drive Shaft No No No 

re haded part are the base parts recommended by the SPA o Purple c ircled part i the ba e part used in the industrial assembly plan 

Start Pa rt 
Sta t us 

Yes 
--
No 
--
--

Yes 
No 
No 
--

--
--

No 
--

No 
--
--
--
--
--

No 
No 
No 
No 
--

The PA recommended Body and Cover a potential starting parts of assembly 

equen e Figure 8.4. Thi is consistent with the industrial practice, as Body was 

actuall u ed a th ba e part. Other nine components, mainly fasteners were 

eliminat d and a definitive an w r wa not available for the remainder. Also the 

reason of th recommendation are transparent to the user. For example, right clicking 

th part body icon in th Holding Bay brings up the Recommendation and Reason 

Explanation Dialogs Figure 8.5 whjch indicate that the rea on to recommend the body 

i that it relati el large and heavy. 
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d b the PA is the "most efficient strategy" by which the SPA 

part as quickly as possible. For some user, more support is 

ant to know more information about a part that cannot be a base 

I n that case, the "most transparent strategy" which collects all 

fI r each conclusion may be preferred. The Ophir environment 

fa ilitat thi. If th m t tran parent strategy is selected, the working flowchart of the 

light I diffi rent, and the PA provides all possible rea ons as in Table 10 for 

Table 10: Recommendations/rom SPA Using the "Most Transparent Strategy" 

Part mall Light 
Large F ree Flexible Fragile Start Pa rt arne 

- Heavy Moving 

( Body) No No Yes No No No 

Idler Spindle No No No No No No 

Dowel Yes Yes No No No No 

Idler Gear No No No No No No 

Driven Gear No No No No No No 

Cover No No Yes No No No 

Split Washer Yes Yes No No No No 

Bolt Yes Yes No No No No 

Bracket No No No No No No 

Plunger No No No No No No 

Relief Spring No No No No Yes No 

Cu Washer Yes Yes No No Yes No 

End Plug No No No No No No 

Weld Nut Yes Yes No No No No 

Backing Plate No No No No No No 

Strainer Body No No No No No No 

Pick Up Tube No No No No Yes No 

Strainer Gauze No No No No Yes No 

Clamp Nut No No No No No No 

Clamp Washer Yes Yes No No No No 

o Ring Yes Yes No No Yes No 

Lock Washer No Yes No No Yes No 

Plain Washer Yes Yes No No No No 

Drive Shan No No No No No No 

Jrc 'haded part are the ba e parts recommended by the SPA o Purpl ir 'I'd part i the ba c part used in the industrial a sembly plan 

Status 
Yes 

--
No 

--
--

Yes 
No 
No 
--
--

No 
No 
--

No 
--
--
No 

No 
--

No 
No 

No 

No 

--
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n truction commenced with the selection of base part, Body, the 

to fmd the best candidate for the next part. This considers the 

a mbl tructur of th il Pump (see Figure 8.2) and the attributes of Body. After 

th p rini h d rea OIung, five candidates remained for the next part 

r mmendati n. Idler pindle, Dowel, Idler Gear, Driven Gear, Cover, which were 

h wn in Figure .6. 11 the five parts belong to the same subassembly BodyAssy, and 

on the am Ie el (Ie el 2) in the assembly structure as the initial part, Body. In 

additi n, th all mat and have the same insertion direction with Body. The industrial 

a embl plan ch Idler pindle as the next part. Thus the NP A has suggested a 

r a onabl hortli t which includes the correct part. 

. . 
•• -- -- i - --- ;------- -.. ---- i--

: >\ . . 

Next Part 
.......... . ··T· .. ············1··· .. ····.··.·· ···············T···············1· ········· 
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Figure 8.6 Next Part Recommendations /or Oil Pump 

Whcn th fi part and Bracket have been added to the sequence, Bolt in BUWshrAssy 

wa ad i d hould be th next part. BltWshrAssy subassembly which includes the Bolt 

wa identified a the best next part because it has the same insertion direction and mates 

with the la t part 1 t d. However, a subassembly must be built prior to insertion into 
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the partial assembly. Thus SPA was triggered to identify the best base part of 

BltWshrAssy, which is Bolt. Bolt was recommended even though it is small and light 

and defined as a standard fastener. This occurs because all the parts in this subassembly 

are fasteners and relatively small and light. The rule precedence, described earlier in 

Chapter 7, was implemented and found Bolt is the larger and heavier, is not free 

moving, not flexible and not fragile. This differs from the industrial assembly plan which 

uses the SplitWasher as starting component of BltWshrAssy, however it is believed that 

this suggestion is reasonable. 

The summary of the Next Part recommendation and the actually used next part in the 

industrial assembly plan are listed in Table 11. Consistent recommendations are 

highlighted with grey shading, which occupied 71% of the recommendations. It is 

believed that several recommendations highlighted in green circles are reasonable and 

even better than the industrial assembly plan in terms of assemblability. This is because 

the SPA suggested Strainer Body to start Strainer Assy subassembly as it is larger and 

heavier than the rest of parts. This suggestion is reasonable according to common 

sense. Bolt was suggested to start BltPWshrAssy with the same reason explained for 

the Bolt in BltWshrAssy. 

In this Oil Pump example, the NPA and SPA have given reasonable suggestions for the 

base part of the whole assembly sequence and the set of best next parts. These 

recommendations mostly matched the actual industrial assembly plan. Where 

alternatives were offered, these are considered to benefit the sequence in terms of 

assemblability. However, this example is based on the complete product model. 

Generating such an assembly sequence during a new product design process, means 

much information is not available. In this situation, the Advisors' suggestions may not 

be as accurate. In some cases suggestions may not be made until user input relevant 

information, such as part mating information. 
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Table J 1: Recommendations of Next Part for Oil Pump 

Part Add d to 
Part Used in 

Industrial 
th qu nc Next Part Recommended By the NP A 

Assembly Plan 
b r 

Body, Cover Bodv 

l30dy Idler Spindle Dowel, Dowel, Idler Gear Driven Gear Cover Idler Spindle 

Idler Spindle Idler Gear, Dowel, Dowel Driven Gear, Cover Dowel 

Idler Gear Dowel Dowel Driven Gear Cover Dowel 

Driven Gear Dowel Dowel, Cover Idler Gear 

DO\Nel Dowel Cover Driven Gear 

Dov"el - - ..cu.veJ:.-. Cover 

Cover ( BoJI. Bo!.i(BolW3olt)3racket Split Washer 

Bolt Spli t Washer"" SjJlit Washer, Bolt Bolt Bolt Bracket Bolt 

Sp lit Washer Split Washer Split Washer .. " Bolt Bolt Bolt Bracket Split Washer 

Bolt Split Washer, Split Washer .. , Bolt Bolt Bracket Bolt 

Split Washer Split Washer Split Washer Bolt Bolt, Bracket Bracket 

Bracket Split Washer Split Washer, Bolt Bolt Split Washer 

Bolt Split Washer Split Washer Bolt Bolt 

Split Washer Split Washer. Bolt Split Washer 

Bolt Split Washer Bolt 

Split Washer Plunger Relief Spring, Copper Washer End Plug Plunger 

Plun!:!,er Relief Spring, Copper Washer, End Plug Relief Spring 

Relief Spring Cormer Washer End Plug Copper Washer 

Cop~ Washer End Plu Q: End Plug 

I:.nd Plug Cstrainer BodU Weld Nut 

Strainer Body Gauze Backing Plate Backing Plate 

Gauze Backing Plate Strainer Body 

Backing Plate Weld Nut Pickup Tube Pickup Tube 

Weld Nut Pickup Tube Gauze 

Picl- up Tube Clamp Nut Clamp Washer 0 Ring Clamp Nut 

Clamp Nu t Lock Washer Clamp Washer 0 Ring Clamp Washer 

C lamp Washer Lock Washer 0 Ring o Ring 

o Ring .-kock Washer Lock Washer 

LocI- Washer ( Bolt), Drive Shaft Plain Washer 

Bolt Plain Washer Drive Shaft Bolt 

Plain Washer Drive Shaft Drive Shaft 

Drive Shaft 

Ire had ing highlight recommendations that match the industrial assembly 
plan 

o (Jr ' n -ir Ie' highl ight recommendations that are believed to be better 
than th indu trial a cmbly plan 
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Besides the 17 case studies, some other products have also been used to test the SPA 

and NPA. As there is not any industrial assembly sequence information provided with 

these products, the recommendations from the SPA and NP A have to be evaluated by 

experienced assembly engineers. The Vaporisor Valve Block is an example. 

8.1.2 Vaporisor Valve Block - Another Case Study Example 

The Valve Block is a large subassembly of a vaporiser; a real product from a health care 

product company - Pelon. A vaporiser mixes anaesthesia gases for operating theatre 

usage. Figure 8.7 shows the Valve Block in its final position in the overall product. 

Also identified in the figure is the Inlet Valve Subassembly. The Valve Block consists 

of 29 parts and is to be designed appropriately for manual assembly along a suitable 

assembly line. The Inlet Valve Subassembly, modelled in 

Figure 8.8, is an important part of this product, thus the sequence generation support 

here was focused on the Inlet Valve Subassembly (short for InletAssy in assembly 

structure). Another subassembly, Control Plate Assembly, in the Valve Block is treated 

as an 'Existing Subassembly' type to simplify the analysis and it is short for 

ContrlPltAssy in assembly structure. The functional requirements of the Inlet Valve 

Subassembly have dictated the necessary parts required to regulate the gas flow. After 

parts and they based Block was added into the Ophir environment, the Block was 

recommended as the starting part of the Valve Block. This is obvious, as the Block is 

relatively large and heavy. 

After the Block was added to the sequence, ContrlPltAssy and Spool were 

recommended Figure 8.9. This is because the ContrlPltAssy and InletAssy both mate 

with Block. As the InletAssy was treated as a 'New Subassembly' type with all its 

composing components and subassemblies, it has to be assembled before it goes into 

the sequence. So the NPA did not recommend the InletAssy itself Instead, it triggered 

the SPA which inferred Spool as the best candidate to start the InletAssy. 

Feedback from experienced assembly engineers confirmed that the recommendations 

are logic and reasonable. 
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Fiuure 8.7 Inlet Valve Subassembly in Valve Block of the Vaporiser 

o Rill 

o Ring 

Seal 
Assembly 

Mechanical 
Washer 

Spool 

Figure 8.8 Exploded Model of Inlet Valve Subassembly 

Shaft 
Assembly 
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Figure 8.9 Next Part Recommendations/or Valve Block Assembly 

8.2 Va lida tion of the p e A 

tudi ha e been used to te t the PCA. The Trim Screw Assembly in the 

Luca OF Manual [30] is an simple example to demonstrate the validation process -

comparing the indi ation ofthe PCA with the manual DFA analysi . 

The Trim embly i a part of a car headlight assembly which aids the 

adju tm nt f h ad light dir ction. It has 5 parts. When the Headlight Body Assembly 

and a ll th part of th Trim crew Assembly were interactively added into the 

a embl tructure, the peA identified BodyAssy, Insert and crew as 'A' parts, and 

highlight d all th other part Washer, Lockwasher, Knob with names in red, indicating 

that the ma be '8 ' part Figure 8.10. The reasoning of the PCA is based on 

functi nal requirem nt material information mating joint type information of the 

part . indi ation are consistent with the result of the manual DF A analysis in the 

Manual. Thi a1 0 means that relevant functio nal information was brought 

into th phir n ir nment with th part and subassemblies. In situations that some of 
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th fun ti nal inft rmati n i not r presented in the system, user input 1S required 

thr ugh a Fun 'Iional Analy i Dialog Figure 8.11. 

'B' Parts 
highlighted 
with 
names in 
red 

. . 

xiI ............... Fnl_ I_ I '" 

....... 1 ..... 

............... ----------------:----------------

NUIoi 

Figure 8.10 Starting Point Recommendation for Headlight Trim Screw 

Funchondl Andlvsls (101 palts In oveldll dsselllblvl 13 

Palt Name I Palt NlJT1be1 1 A 01 B Part Analvsis I 
BodjiAssy Body1 A 
Insert InseltS A 
W.!Isher RW.!Isher1 B 
LockWashe. LockWasher1 B 
Screw SClewB A 
Knob Knob1 B 

...!::.:=:I'=======::!.: I~=.I. I[~JI 
Design Etrciency = 50 ~ 

Figure 8.11 Functiollal A nalysis Dialog 

_ 0 x 

Wh n mating infl rmation wa pre ented in the system, which can be viewed from the 

'ompon nt Ma fing Matrix Figure 8. 12, the peA highlighted one pair of parts: Screw 
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and Knob with blu rd r nd another group of parts: Insert, Washer and LockWashe 

ith bla k Figure 8.13. The suggestions to combine Screw and 

n part. and In rl, Washer and LockWasher as another part are consistent 

ith th manual F , in which the redesigned trim screw has two parts. It 

compon nt, In erl , Washer and LockWasher as another mm 

mp n nt. 

CO"l'onenls Milling M<lIIiK Ei 

PllltName (PllltNumberll B~wfBod . I InsertflnsertBl I 'w'MheffR\ 
B~sy(B~11 V V 
InsertOnsertBl V V 
'w'Mher{R'w'~sherl 1 V V 
lock'w' a$het(Lock'w' a. .. V V 
SClew(SClewBI V 
Knob(Knob 1) 

I 

OK 

Figure 8.12 Trim Screw Mating Matrix 
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Fioure 8.13 Highlighted Parts Group for Combinations 
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In summary, a number of case studies have been used to test the SPA and NPA. In 14 

out of the 17 case studies that come with industrial assembly plan information, the SPA 

identified the actual component which was used to start the assembly sequence in the 

industrial assembly plan. The 17 case studies show that on average 65% of the 

recommendation shortlists from the NP A contain the part used in the industrial 

assembly plan. Some recommendations of the SPA and NPA are considered to benefit 

assembly sequence in terms of assemblability than the industrial assembly plans. There 

are other case studies used where the recommendations from the SPA and the NPA 

have been confirmed by experienced assembly engineers. A few case studies have been 

used to test the PCA. There are some satisfactory results, but further validation is 

needed. 
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Chapter 9 Discussion, Conclusions and Recommendations 

for Further Research 

9.1 Discussion 

To reduce product cost, lead time, and at the same time design quality into a product, 

assembly oriented design is needed. This requires consideration of the product as a 

whole as an assembly to optimise product structure and to explore how components 

can be fitted together, before the consideration of individual components in detail. This 

has many implications, including changing the way we design our CAD systems, to 

realise product design from top down rather than from bottom up. 

Design for Assembly evaluation (OF A) can play an important role in realising assembly

oriented design. This has been proved by many successful DF A case studies. DF A 

attracts attention on the complete product ( or subassembly) as a whole to promote the 

ideas of part count reduction, part standardisation and product modularization. It 

provides a systematic procedure for analysing proposed designs from the point of view 

of assembly and manufacture and highlights problems of assembly operation. DF A 

results in simpler and more reliable products which are less expensive to assembly and 

manufacture. 

Literature review of OF A shows that many researchers believed that OF A should be 

incorporated into CAD systems to facilitate the automatic evaluation of assemblability 

from the early design stage even though that current CAD systems themselves need to 

be improved to give more support in design synthesis. This enables assembly problems 

to be tackled early and reduces product cost, as in the integrated system the product 

definition can be taken as the input for evaluation from the early design stage, and the 

improvement can be made directly on the product design. This integrated system also 

facilities automatic inference of DF A related component properties directly from CAD 

model to reduce subjective user input in OF A evaluation. 

The importance of assembly sequence generation and feature recognition in automatic 

OF A evaluation has been evidenced, since not only product structure, component 
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features, but also assembly process (sequence and operations) influence assemblability. 

So assembly planning (not necessarily fully detailed) should be brought into the design 

environment to support OFA evaluation from the early design stage. Enhanced 

product models to extend beyond current geometric-modelling packages to represent 

component interactions and assembly process information is needed to facilitate 

automatic OF A evaluation. Furthermore, functional information should be considered 

during the evaluation process. 

Current research in OF A, which includes integrating OF A with CAD and assembly 

planning and providing intelligent support for OF A, shows that there is an essential 

need to improve OF A and associated design environment in the following aspects: 

• Incorporating OF A into product design process as early as possible to highlight 

problems proactively and make changes for improvement at a minimum cost -

Proactive OF A; 

• Constructing an assembly plan, especially an appropriate assembly sequence, 10 

parallel with design process to facilitate proactive OF A evaluation; 

• Providing intelligent support for automatic inference of OF A related properties to 

reduce tedious and error-prone re-entry of data. 

From the review of computer-aided assembly planning methods and investigations of 

industrial assembly planning practice, differences between the requirements of assembly 

engineers and the automated assembly planning systems have been found. To 

accommodate the difference, an interactive planning approach with decision support 

rather than a completely automated assembly planning system is needed. In such an 

interactive system, geometric hard constraints and heuristic based soft constraints 

should be integrally applied, and the user should be able to collaborate with artificial 

intelligence throughout the planing process with the system focusing on computable 

constraints, and the user focusing on the more incomputable constraints and making the 

final decisions. This is close to industrial practice, and enhances the efficiency of 

planning. It is such an assembly planning system that should be integrated with CAD 

environment to facilitate planning in parallel with product design to support the early 

assemblability evaluation in the design process. 
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One of the approaches adopted by the Ophir Project is to interrogate the product model 

by geometric reasoning to infer DFA and assembly sequence data. To provide advice 

at an early stage of the design process, there will be situations where the necessary 

geometric information is uncertain or not available. Expert support may be used to 

deploy heuristic knowledge about components to provide 'best guess' answers for 

product model interrogations. Heuristic methods can also replace geometric reasoning 

algorithms where an approximate answer provided quickly is more useful than a precise 

answer produced by lengthy computation. Most importantly, it is always useful to 

provide the designer with decision support based on relevant best practice, as design is 

a creative activity built on established knowledge and experience. So expert support is 

needed for the Ophir environment. 

There are several issues regarding DF A and the assembly sequence definition requiring 

expert support. It has been found that each has very different requirements, and the 

knowledge involved is also different. In many cases, the support is required 

concurrently - the nature of the Ophir environment is concurrent. For some of these 

reasons, it is very difficult to adopt a single approach, such as a conventional dominant 

knowledge-based expert system to support the Ophir environment. So the strategy 

used for the expert support is to deploy an Expert Assembler which contains several 

separated modules: each tackling a problem area with a suitable problem solving 

strategy, knowledge representation and reasoning method. The rule-based approach 

can provide a convenient means to represent assembly expertise, and new knowledge 

can be appended easily to the knowledge base. The case-based approach is helpful in 

situations where a number of case studies can be employed to support the design 

decisions. Procedural and combined implementations may also be useful to deploy 

heuristics. The self-contained modularity has improved the maintainability of the 

Experl Assembler. 

The role of the expert support for the Ophir environment is to guide the assembly 

sequence definition, automatically infer OF A related properties, highlight assembly 

problems instantly and provide improvement suggestions if possible. So the properties 

required of the experts are: detecting relevant information automatically, reasorung 
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about the detected infonnation, updating the environment data, feeding back the 

reasoning results in user friendly ways. These clearly include perceiving environment 

and goal-directed behaviour. As changes made in one area will influence another area 

and the concurrent nature of the Ophir environment requires the expert support 

provided concurrently, this implies that different expert modules should communicate 

and cooperate with each other. In an interactive environment, they should also 

cooperate with the user. As the properties required of the expert modules: perceiving 

environment, goal-directed behaviour and cooperation, are intelligent agent properties, 

so we call each expert module an expert agent. In each expert agent proposed, there 

are several expert elements to fulfil closely related tasks. Because of the autonomy 

nature of the expert agents, inference can be made continuously 'in the background' of 

the Ophir environment in relation to available infonnation, thus a user is relieved from 

the extra burden of responding to many assembly-related questions concerning the 

design and its components. This also makes it possible to automatically highlight 

assembly problems instantly in the design environment. 

For implementation of the experts, an expert system shell, CLIPS, has been selected for 

its flexibility, easy integration, reasonable performance, and low cost, and it is 

embedded into C++ environment to hold production rules. Heuristic search algorithms 

and C++ functions have been developed to complement the rule-based reasoning. 

The thesis systematically presented ideas in support for proactive DF A evaluation from 

the early design stage, with focus on support for part count reduction. Part count 

reduction is usually based on dialogue with the user. There is little computational 

support in this aspect in any of the DF A methodologies and related literature. A 

method has been proposed to automatically combine candidate parts to reduce part 

count, but it is based on complete geometry, which means that the method may only be 

applied when product design is complete. This research fills up the gap: it provides 

computational support for part count reduction from the early design stage. The Part 

Count Advisor - an element of the Expert Assembler, automatically highlights candidate 

parts for elimination, candidate pairs or groups of parts for combination. Case-based 

reasoning has been explored for providing redesign support, such as support the 
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generation of redesign solutions in part consolidation. 

The current work has also made new progress in assembly sequence generation. An 

interactive sequence generation process which best suits industrial requirements and 

proactive OF A evaluation has been validated. Computer support for the selection of 

the base part and the most suitable next part in an interactive assembly sequence 

generation process has been realised by two expert elements: the Starting Part Advisor 

and the Next Part Advisor. The Advisors cooperate with each other and with the user. 

They provide suggestions dynamically and transparently. 

The relationship between the expert support and geometric reasoning IS very 

interesting. Due to limited time, how the expert system could support the product 

model interrogation has not been investigated deeply. However it is felt that this is 

both necessary and very important. 

In developing the expert agents, it is revealed that different approaches can be used. 

They could be implemented entirely by C++, rather than using a rule-based expert 

system shell and C++ as adopted in the prototype system. The quantity of knowledge 

is currently not large: mainly some general knowledge, and some domain specific 

knowledge, but without any company specific data. For a more comprehensive 

assembly-oriented CAD system that can be used in industrial environment, a more 

sophisticated expert system shell may need to be integrated to hold the vast amount of 

knowledge involved, otherwise a lot of software coding for the Expert Assembler could 

be involved. However the performance of the system with the integrated CLIPS expert 

system shell demonstrates the feasibility of a larger scale implementation. 
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9.2 Conclusions 

The research has focused on investigating the notion of assembly-oriented design, and 

has presented an innovative approach towards supporting an assembly-oriented CAD 

environment. An Expert Assembler approach has been adopted and deployed to 

support for proactive DF A and assembly planning in a CAD environment. Expert 

agents are created to fulfil the support requirements. 

The strategy adopted to realise the Expert Assembler has been to create several 

separated modules: each is an expert agent devised to tackle a problem area. The 

strategy and the expert agent properties bring a number of advantages: 

• Different knowledge representation and reasoning methods can be used 

• Better maintainability 

• Inference can be made continuously 'in the background' in relation to available data 

• Automatically highlight assembly problems instantly. 

Three expert elements: Part Count Advisor, Starting Part Advisor, and Next Part 

Advisor have been realised to support part count reduction and Assembly sequence 

generation. 

The research brings computer support for part count reduction into the design process. 

The Part Count Advisor automatically highlights parts whose purpose is not critical to 

product function as candidates for elimination. It also highlights pairs or groups of 

parts that could be combined. Case-based reasoning has been explored for providing 

redesign solutions, such as how to combine candidate parts. 

The Starting Part Advisor and the Next Part Advisor cooperate with each other and 

with the user to dynamically and transparently provide suggestions on the base part and 

the next part selections for assembly sequence definition. This brings new progress in 

assembly sequence generation. 

Case study validation has shown that the three implemented Advisors can greatly assist 

the designer in sequence definition and part count reduction. 
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9.3 Recommendations for Further Research 

It is desirable to extend the work to provide more depth and breath, such as to increase 

and refine the knowledge in use, so the recommendations from the Advisors can be 

more accurate. 

It is also very useful to develop the assembly-oriented CAD environment into an 

integrated design and assembly planning system, so the assembly sequence generated 

for proactive DFA evaluation can be eventually developed into an assembly plan which 

can be used by industry. 

Highlighting opportunities and assembly problems is an important support step. 

Providing redesign solutions is a more difficult task. Case-based reasoning has been 

explored for support of part count reduction based on a number of successful DF A case 

studies. From the experience gained, it suggests that much further efforts are required 

to provide redesign solution support. 

Also any design changes, such as the change of assembly structure, should not 

adversely affect the product performance, so functional understanding of the assembly 

design is important. Jin-kang Gui et al [180], have described that functional 

understanding of assembly modelling is a key step towards a real computer-aided 

design environment that can support the early design stage. So further research is also 

directed to the mapping from functional modelling to the assembly modelling. This can 

bridge the assembly structure to functional structure and provides essential support for 

product structure optimisation. 
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